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FOREWORD
PHIS Company is unique in the
Radio Field to-day, inasmuch as it
the only one in existence specializing
exclusively in small parts, raw materials and everything in fact, that goes
into the making of standard modern
radio apparatus.
A glance through our catalogue,
which is unusual in many respects, will
readily confirm this.
It is the only catalogue containing a
great assortment of radio vacuum tube
hook-ups, which are printed in the
back of the book. This feature alone is
quite important and will be the cause
to keep this catalogue in your pocket at
all times. The diagrams are the 75
most important vacuum tube hook-ups
in use today. They will prove very
handy and instructive at all times.
Note that this company has factories
in Brooklyn, N. Y., and Elkridge, Md.,
and that most of the material shown
here, on account of our own manufacture, can be sold cheaper and better
than most other houses offer.
If in rare cases our prices are higher,
remember that our materials must be
better, besides we prepay all postage,
or express on the great majority of all
goods.
You will find that by dealing with us, in the long run, you will
not only save money, but annoyance as
well, far our material is absolutely the
best that money can buy.
When ordering, always be sure to give
catalogue number. Goods by mail and
parcel post are at your risk.
In 99
cases out of 100 the goods will arrive
without fail. If you wish to be absolutely sure, enclose a small fee for insured
parcel post, 3c for $ 10.00 insurance, 5c
for $25.00 insurance. We carry the

most complete stock of its kind in New
York City, and ship invariably the
same day the order is received. Just try
us once.
We pride ourselves justly on our
Service. The reputation of this house
has been built upon Service. You will
be amazed to find how fast we ship.
We can only disappoint you once. Remember that most of our orders are small
and that consequently the profit for us
is very small. Only by continuous reorders and by satisfied customers can
we thrive and that means, Service, careful Service, courteous Service, prompt
Service.
You will find in dealing with us, that
you are never disappointed, you will
never have occasion to write complaints
to us. You will be surprised at- the
quick deliveries, unprecedented in mail
order annals.
Always remember that
Rasco is a synonym for Service.
Before ordering, please read carefully
We accept no order for less than $0.50.
C.O.D.'s are only accepted if a 25% deposit
accompanies your order.
We make no C.O.D.
shipments to points outside of the United States.
Our only terms, CASH WITH ORDER. No
accounts can be opened with private individuals.
as our low prices do not justify this.
Note particularly, all goods are shipped prepaid.
throughout the United States.
We pay the
charges. We guarantee delivery to you in good
condition. Should anything arrive broken, we will
make good immediately upon receipt of advice.
Remittances can be made by New York Draft.
Post Office or Express Money Order, or by registered mail. Never send money unregistered. Out
of town checks accepted if 10c for exchange is
added.
United States stamps if in good condition are accepted instead of cash, in any amount.
Shipments to points outside of the United
States
MUST
BE
ACCOMPANIED
BY
TRANSPORTATION CHARGES.
Whereas we carry in stock a representative
line of Radio sets and parts, we will cheerfully
obtain any items not listed in this catalogue.
and with no delay, as we are situated right in
the heart of the World's Greatest Radio Center.

YOU SAVE OVER DM WITH US, AS WE SHIP NEARLY ALL GOODS PREPAID IN U. S. A.

TRADE
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No. 9216A
In laying out the wonderful receiver we are
offering you, we decided to incorporate within
this Radio Kit all of the best features to be
found on commercially built Radio seta, selling
for as high as even $200.00.
But the following
natural obstacles, all purely electrical, had to be
first considered:
The lower the wave length to be received, the
greater will be the tendency for the radio frequency tubes to fall into oscillations, commonly
termed "whistles" and "squeals."
If this tendency is curbed, then it severely impairs the efficiency of reception on the higher
wave lengths, especially when distance reception
is desired.
And, vice versa, if you allow the
higher wave lengths to come in near the paint
of oscillation, and set your adjustment there.
with respect to the suppression of these oscillations, then, as you go lower down the wave
length band, these oscillations become more and
more severe, finally preventing you from even
hearing the broadcasting station behind those
oscillations.
Too short an aerial will promote extreme
selectivity, that is, enable you to tune in distance stations while "locals" are broadcasting,
but at the same time, those self-same oscillations will become violent on the average selfneutralized
type
of
Radio
kit or
factory
assembled set. To eliminate this condition, you
must on those seta lengthen your aerial, but this
will impair your selectivity, making your tuning
'broad,
working to a decided disadvantage in
big cities where two to fifteen stations are broadcasting at one time.
Where a long aerial and lead-in is employed,
through necessity, true, a fixed condenser, say,
measuring . 00025 to .001 mfd. may be inserted in
the antenna lead, but this will produce the same
effect as experienced with too short an antenna.
Our engineers, realizing these fundamental
obstacles are ever present, decided to design a
that would embrace a universal circuit, in
wh *eh the Radio set could be immediately suited
to libe correct conditions for your particular
lengt4 antenna, and at the same time adjusting

the receiver for maximum efficiency at every
wave length. Summing up, distance stations on
600 meters wave length can be tuned in with ae.
much volume and clarity as those stations operating around 225 meters.
And strange to say, the operation of this most
unusual Radio set we are offering you is no more
difficult than other 5-tube receivers—there are
but three tuning dials, which can be logged for
future reference, and this one additional dial,
which permits of all this wonderful reception.
It is simply adjusted to a point at which the
station will be received in a flood of volume, yet
never with any sacrifice of clarity.
And remember, this is not a small set thrown
together with questionable parts— refer to our
list of parts, and notice the nationally advertised
items used.
The average concern would, and
does, sell seta of this type ( 6 tubm) on a '7 by
18-inch panel in a 7- inch deep cabinet. We use
a 7 x 24-inch panel. The crowding together of
instruments always results in unwanted feed
backs, uncontrollable howls, etc., which are completely overcome in our engineered product. And
there is no other concern in this country who
can compete with us offering the self-same value
—our tremendous volume of business has made
this low price possible, in the same way that
tremendous volume of business made the Ford
car what it is to-day.
Note that the panel comes to you already
drilled and engraved, which means that a tenyear-old child can assemble this receiver.
Our
blue print and detailed instructions furnished
will show you how to first assemble and wire
the panel, independent of the baseboard, then
to assemble and wire the baseboard independent
of the panel, finally attaching the panel to the
baseboard, and completing the assembly in a
few minutes.

Build Your Own Receiver—
It's Easy The "No-Sod-er" Way
Revolutionary improvement in Assembling Radio Sets
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BIGGEST VALUE IN AMERICA
No solder—No bare wires—No poor
connections—No dissatisfaction.
No tools needed except a common
screw- driver and common pliers.
All connections are made by the use of our
flexible, insulated eyeletted connecting wire in
place of bus bar or wire, and solder.
And in a fraction of the time usually required when using the old fashioned way.
And
when the job is done it is neat and your connections are tight.
We Farniih a Special Blueprint Free

No Skill

No Expense for Soldering Tools
In addition tee the . as Inc. of Gnu- . 001 bather, you vase
the expense- of a soldering outfit. Th Is is only one of the
many benefits you gain In dealing with us.

NOTICE

—

To

Experimenters

Knowledge Required

Had you seen, as we have seen, hundreds of
wired sets looking as though they had just been
through a cyclone, you would see that a neat job
of assembling by a novice or one not expert is th,.
rare exception,

With Each Kit
Connections Always Perfect
The binding posts are numbered in pairs, two
marked No. 1, two marked No. 2, etc.
All you
have to do to make your connections is to take one
of our flexible wires of the proper length, which
we furnish, to run from one of the posts numbered
1 to the other post bearing the same number; another between the two posts marked No. 2. and
so on. You place the eyelet at the end of our wire
over the post, and with your pliers screw the cap
down tight, and you have made a perfect connection complete in only a fraction of the time it
would take you to cut and henil a bu., wire and
heat the now useless soldering iron.

or

When you consider the fact that it is very difficult for most people to do a neat job of soldering
and that no matter who you are you could attach
a connecting wire by our method without any pre
vious knowledge or practice whatsoever, and without any skill in radio, you will realize what a trenl
endous improvement this is over the old way.

Cannot Break
Our wire is stranded, and eovered first with rubber insulation and then fino woven webbing. and may be bent and
twisted without danger of breaking.
Tice eyelets cannot
racine off, so you have a connection that is firm, safe, durable, permanent, and you know that in merely moving or
shaking your set there is no fear of shaking a conneetion
loose.

No Short- Circuits
As our wires an , ,,s,.,,, ill never have the danger of a short circuit
h ' ruing out. of your tubes
from these connection, thrcode eiceidentally bringing them
together and touching midi other or drooping over them a
bare wire or a tool as in tisin, the old-style solder and
bare wire connection.

OUR Balanced Internez Set is aka«,
equipped with **No-Sod-er" Connector,

You can change your «No- Sod- r" Connectors from one hook-up to another as often a
No danger of damaging or destroying a connector or Instrument, such a
jacks, switches. etc., as in tearing off light, soldered bus- bar.

you please.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
Uatimum efficiency on all wave
lengths.
Any length aerial can be used
with this act.
Indoor aerial may be employed.
Radically Improved plan of assemblYProvision of " C" battery insuring perfect clarity and doubling life of " B" Batteries.
Provision for power amplification in last stage with ammopartying " C" battery changes.
Employs a perfect volume control.

Nu. 9216

Parts included in this Receiver

Cabinet, mahogany finish. 7" 1 21" x 7"
95.34
Panel, drilled and engraved, Bakelite I/Betio
7" x 24"
3.59
Baseboard, laminated
Freshman Type Colls—Our No. 20129 .....
1.05
Pilot
Variable
Condensers . 00038
S.L.F
Modified
5.10
I" Pilot Bakelite Dials
.75
2 Transformers, Audio Frequency, l'as-ont @
2.75
7.50
6 ohm Pilot Rheostat
.46
400 ohm Potentiometer Pilot
.81
Sockets, Pilot Bakelite low loss
1.70
Jack double circuit improved
ark single circuit filament control improsed...
.85
Switch, Pilot
.3C.
Fixed Grid Condenser acid Mountings, Pilot
.35

fb-let Leak. 2 Illegohms Parent
$ 0.32
Fixed Condensers Pilot . 002
.
62
Binding l'ost strip, Basco ( with & eluding postal
.35
No- Sod- Er connecting wires, full set
1.75
2 Carter 4 ohm Resistances
. 30
Necessary hardware, se reos, angles, rie
.
25
Blue Print and Instruction Sheet
1.00
Total Price of Set
Our Price. Catalogue No.
9216A
Same
as
above,

921611
9216C

9216
but

233.01

without

$22.1115

cabinet
$17.95
as 9216A, but with Pacent
I.X. Sockets
$19.45
Same as 9216B, but with Parent
No, 9372 Superaudioformers $24.55
Same

Make Big Money by assembling these Kits into sets and selling

friends and business houses who need a First Class Radio.
these completed sets from $30.00 upwards.

Many

of

them complete to
our customers sell
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5-TUBE TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY

1

L------------- RECEIVER
— — — — — — — ---------->

$23.95

POSTPAID

r
---c
oUNTRY-WIDE

RECEPTION
AS FAST AS
YOU CAN TURN
THE SINGLE
CONTROL OIAL.
A LABORATORY
PRODUCT

SELECTIVITY
SENSITIVITY
CLARITY
VOLUME
LOW UPKEEP
QUICKLY BUILT
NEW MODE OF
ASSEMBLY

No. 8888
For the past few years we have been selling our No.
9216 5- tube tuned radio frequency receiver kit to our
customers in every quarter of this world.
The unsolicited testimonials all acknowledged the superiority of
that receiver to commercially assembled models of other
makes selling for many times its modest cost—about 6
out of every 10 such testimonials requested us to post
them immediately upon our offering of a one dial
receiver incorporating the sell- same circuit.
And, thus,
for the past two years we have been experimenting to
perfect this receiver of apparent universal appeal.
We
arc indeed proud to offer it in its now completed and
perfected form—We have been entirely successful in accomplishing the goal of every serious radio fan and
experimenter. . . . A perfect one- dial controlled 5- tube
receiver.
To accomplish this, we long since realized the
absolute necessity of standard quality parts—our list
appended below will certainly testify to our selection
thereof.
Then, after carefully weighing the matter from
its every angle. we decided to so construct this receiver.
that in a moment. without lifting the cabinet cover or
re- calibrating the tuning instruments, you could avail
yourself of the unquestionable superiority of the conventional 3 dials for extreme long distance reception.
This is very simply accomplished: You will note on
either side of the triple gang condenser, a.small 7- plate
midget condenser, each of which is shunted to the center
and front sections of the main condenser, and are controlled by very small knobs on the panel with engraved
white arrows thereon.
The center vernier dial is rotated
to the desired wave length setting, and then these midget
condensers are used to complete the perfect tuning of that
wave length, taking but a moment's time.
To revert
back to true one dial operation, these small knobs are
set with the arrow immediately beneath a predetermined
Pencil mark on the panel.
The radio frequency inductances are of the solenoid type, air snared wound and

2 inches in diameter; the three of them are very carefully matched, as are the 3 sections of the triple con'
acoger, insuring a wave length range of 200 to 550
meters.
The sockets will accommodate any standard U X
base tube, and for this reason, this receiver can be
successfully used with either dry cell or storage battery
tubes.
The oscillations in the R.F. stages are very
easily controlled with a potentiometer, and by virtue
of this method, truly remarkable long distance reception
with surprising volume is at all times within the range
of this receiver—incidentally, this control is also used
to subdue the enormous volume. in any degree you may
desire.
In our latest models, these kits are furnished
with one single filament control jack, eliminating the
necessity of a separate battery switch ( removing the
phone or speaker plug from the jack automatically disconnecting the batteries from the receiver) and simplifying the construction and assembly for your every benefit.
In appearance, this receiver will most certainly grace any
room in which it is placed—perfect symmetry of design
and convenience of the few simple controls are very evident.
The panel is handsomely engraved Bakelite, and
is scored around its edges with an attractive and pleasing border.
The 10 ohm rheostat affects the brilliancy
of the 2 R.P. bulb filaments, greatly assisting in elimination of interference due to nearby local stations, and
preventing oser -loading of the detector tube, which always causes distortion.
In fact, the final design of this
receiver represents the incorporation of all the improvements that we have found out in our own laboratory
efforts, and suggested to us by our many friends.
And
we claim that every kit must perform as we have herein
set forth, or it is subject to immediate return to us.
Furthermore, any 10- year- old youngster can assemble this
receiver in a few hours. for the mode of assembly we
have adopted insures this.
Included with each kit, we
supply a detailed picture diagram blue print, and each
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part used has a letter designation, which, when referred
to on the blue print, tells you what this instrument is,
and what it does.
The base board layout is full size,
therefore, you could not possibly go wrong at this stage
of the assembly—you merely lay the blue print on the
baseboard and mark the center holes where every screw
will hold down any particular item, removing the blue
print, as soon as you are ready for this assembly.
As
the panel is drilled, there certainly will develop no
trouble at that stage, either.
No soldering of wires is
at all necessary—we furnish various lengths of wires
with lugs soldered thereto, and which you simply slip
over a screw, tightening the bolt thereon—a moment's
task!
The wiring instructions tell you to run a 6. inch
wire from such and such a point, to such and such a
point.
How could you go wrong? Why, you do not even
have to know why you must make that connection—
simply do it—we have done all the thinking for you!
Furthermore, the instruments on the panel are wired
before the panel is attached to the base board, for your
mechanical convenience—arid the same is true of the
wiring on the baseboard.
Completing the latter, you
attach the panel to the baseboard, and complete the few
remaining connections between the instruments on the
panel, and on the baseboard.
Should you wish to use a
Power stage of audio frequency amplification, the directions clearly cover this point. " C" battery connections
on the A.F. transformers are provided.
Separate 1LP.
”B" battery binding post is also provided.
A trouble
shooter list will quickly determine any snag you may run
into, and at once assist you in the elimination thereof.
As the wires furnished are appropriately insulated, you
need never fear the possibility of burnt out tubes, incidental to bare, or poorly insulated wires, short circuiting.
Once you have screwed or bolted the lugs of the
NO- SOD- ER wires to their respective terminals, you need
never worry of any troubles arising, incidental to noisy
contacts, loosening connections, etc.
The system of wiring we have employed is as fool- proof as possible—all
leads are as short as possible—every electrical law of
Inductance, capacity and resistance has been complied
with—remember, we did not just " happen" Into this
circuit— it is no freak, nor a novelty, and it recognizes
no alibis!
Kindly bear in mind that only the very best
of accessories must be used in conjunction with this exceptional quality receiver— and be particularly careful of
your choice of a very efficient and powerful loud speaker
to deliver uccessfully the enormous volume afforded by
this receiver, and render its reproduction thereof with
100 ,4 pleasing clarity.

24
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Parts Included in This Receiver
1Panel 7 by 18 inches drilled and engraved

Bakelite
93.50
1 Baseboard, 7% by 17 inches Laminated ( nonwarping)
.60
3 Coils, 2- inch diameter Solenoids •— air space
wound
5.00
1 V.S.L. Triple . 00035 Variable Condenser
5.75
1 Pilot Kileered Vernier Dial
1.00
2 7- plate Midget Condensers
1.50
2 Engraved Miniature Knobs
.50
2 Parent Shielded Audio Transformers
7.50
1 10 Ohm Pilot Rheostat
.46
1 400 Ohm Pilot Potentiometer
.81
3 Carter Fixed Filament Resistances
.75
5 Pilot Fit- all Sockets
1.40
1 Pilot Single Circuit Filament Control Jack.
.50
1 Pilot Grid Leak Condenser and 2 Megohm Leak
.85
1 Pilot . 002 Fixed Condenser
.35
1 Pilot . 005 Fixed Condenser
.50
1 Binding
Post
Strip,
Complete
with
Posts
Angles, etc.
.35
NO- SOD- ER connecting wires—complete set
1.75
Necessary hardware, screws, angles, etc
.25
Blue Print and Detailed Instruction Sheet
1.00
No. 8888
Our Very Special Price
PIREPAID

$23.95
$34.3 ,

ne
..pc.o.ue

No. 8889
Above Kit, with 7 s 18 04)0
Walnut Cabinet, 8 inches deep.
(Cabinet is shipped via Express Culleet )

No. 8889

Silver Marshall Single Control No. 620 Silver Cockaday Kit

$59.25
POSTPAID
Next to the 5- tube 3'
dial tuned Radio frequency
circuit,
the
most widely one used
is the Roberts type—
one that employs a
stage of tuned Radio
No. 9967
frequency followed by
a regenerative detector and the usual stages of audio
frequency amplification.
Appreciating this fact, the
Silver Marshall engineers have introduced their version
of this circuit, making several valuable improvements
thereto.
Note that this kit is a one dial control lob.
By virtue of the plug-in coils, the wave length range is
variable at will from 50 to 2500 meters.
The regenerative detector employs a fixed regenerative coil, controlled
by a C.R.L. variable resistance on the panel.
U.X,
sockets permit the use of any type of tubes—including a
power tube in the 2nd audio stage.
Wiring is extremely
simple—Belden cable harness being furnished—all wires
are cut to exact length.
The enormous volume produced
by this exceptional receiver is due to the use of the new
super-Thordarson transformers, and the quality and clarity
are perfect.
The panel and sub- panel furnished are
beautifully drilled and engraved Bakelite.
By reason of
the carefully engineered layout, the assembly of this remarkable receiver can be accomplished in surprisingly
rapid time, by even the layman who has never assembled
a receiver before.
The overall dimensions of the kit,
when assembled, are 7 inches high, 18 inches long and
6% inches deep.
Licensed under Armstrong P. S. Regeneration l'atent No. 1,113.149.

Parts Supplied in the Silver Cockaday
2 No. 316 Silver- Marshall .
00035 Conden-cr2 No. 515 Biker- Marshall Coil Sockets.
1 No. 110A S11 Coil..
1 No. 114A 811 Coil.
4 No. 510 SM Tube Sockets.
1 Vernier Dial.
1 No. 113P Midget Condenser.
1 Pair Mounting Bracket,
2 S- C Thordarson Power Transformers No 200
1 Maley 6 Ohm Rheostat.
1 No. 1 Yaxley Open Circuit Jack.
1 Na. 2A Yaxley Two Circuit lark.
1 Tuley Battery Switch.
1 Centralab Resistance, 25,000 Ohm.
1 Belden Wiring Harness.
1 Polymet . 00015 Condenser with Leak Clips.
1 Polymet . 002 Condenser.
1 Pelmet . 005 Condenser.
1 Polymet 2 Megohm Leak.
1 7118 Drilled and Processed Front Panel
I Drilled Sub- panel.
1 Wiring In,truction and Color Chart
No. 9967
Complete Kit, as Listed,
Without Cabinet

$59 25

No. 9967A
The
same with Cabinet

$75.45
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Balanced interflex Four- A

Four Tubes

A Revolutionary Improvement!
The Single-Dial One-Control Receiver the World Has Been Waiting Fw !
The Discovery and Development of Hugo Gernsback,

Editor of RADIO NEWS

Range
1000
Miles
on the
Loud
Speaker

INCLUDES CABINET No. 9335

An Innovation—Ahead of All Other Sets

The Balanced Tuned Interne: Four- A comprises one
stage of tuned radio frequency, crystal detector and three
stages of audio frequency amplification. of which the two
last stages are transformer coupled.
This is the first real single control tuned radio f•etpieney
set. Only one dial or control— no compensation of a:u kind.
its volume la not only great, but tremendous,
it does not
howl or squeal, and brings in the stations by turning one
lone knob. This feature makes it greatly to be desired by
the old folks and others who do not wish to bother with
several ecntrdis.
Stations can be logged with n single row
of figure,.
The most easily tuned receiver in existence.
And you will be surprised at the high selectivity.

Automatic — No Switches

when through receiving with the Balanced Ittterflut
Four- A > ou pull out the loud speaker ( or phone) plug,
which automatically disconnects all the vacuum tubes.
Only ONE DIAL—Only ONE CONTROL

This circuit is the result of a determination which Mr.
Hugo Gernsback has had for a lotte tinte to originate the
ideal receiver. Such a receiver as he had in mind to have
these distinctively good qualities:
1. Single control—just one knob and nothing else:
2. Should not oscillate— should not howl and shriek at
any point between 200 and 600 meters:
3. Should
wing in stations without any disturbing
noises.
The Balanced Internex Four- A here described does all
of these thin= and quite a good many more besides.
No two sets work alike because there are differences of
tubes, differences of condensers, differences in coils and
many other differences which are apt to throw the set out of
balance.
The inventor discovered a method of overcoming
all these differences or defects in a way, so far no known.
entirely original. By means of this. the Balanced Internen
Four- A may be adapted to whatever the local conditions
may be.
If the tickler coils, of which two are used, are correctly adjusted when you begin using this receiver, this set
does a most surprising thing.
The fielders can be adjusted at the low.ed available wave. say 200 meters. so that
the circuit ts on the point of oscillation.
If correctly adjusted, impossible as this sounds, the same condition will
prevail through the entire broadcast range up to 600 me•
ters, and you will never need to adjust them again!

In other words, stations of 200 meters up to 513 meters
will come in with the same intensitY, with the statists iv
between as wet..

THEORY OF THIS SET

In all tuners radio frequency circuits, if the set howls
and squestis on regeneration. It is necessary to provhle
losses.
There are several methods of obtaining suet,
losses, but the one most customary now is to place the
inductimees in the magnetic. field of the condenser in such
a way that thee are certain absorption losses. But It Is
apparent that titis is a very crude way of accomplishing
these losses,
in the first place. moving the rolls even
1/61 of an inch closer to or further from the condenser,
will make a tremendous difference in signal strength.
Furthermore, the losses are not always fully realized, anti
in spite of some constructors' claims, the majority of
111e sets thus made squeal and howl most annoyingly.
The coils could, of course. be made adjustable so that
they could be moved toward or from the condenser. This.
however, would necessitate a number of extra controls.
which nre not wanted.
In
the
Balanced
Internee
Four- A
the
balancing
principle provides the necessary losses efficiently with
very little or no loss of signal volume.
Once set, the
balancing coils keep the receiver just below the oscillation ¡feint at all wavelengths within the broadcast range
and it
then tuned hy means of only one dial. which
operates', the cmulensers.
It is. therefore. a real onedial- control recciver combining greatest simplicity of onemotion with mnximum efficiency.

RESULTS OBTAINABLE

In New York. in midsummer, this set, on a 60- foot
aerial, brought in KDKA, East Pittsburg. Pa., at a dial
setting of 50, and the volume was tremendous—stronger
than many of the locals. The ! orals, of course, came in
with great volume, regardless of the wave- length.
Distant stations that have come in on a single evening are
listed on nest page. This should not be considered a rec.
ord or the best this set can do, because receiving conditions here are poor. The log represents the results on a
sultry August night when transmitting conditions were
notoriously poor and there was so much static it was
impossible to get the calls of many more stations whose
programs were heard and otherwise could have been logged.

ALANCE» INTERFLEX RECORDS

Elliott Carriger. of Wakarusa, Kans.. 12 miles
south of Topeka. reports having received with the Balanced Intent« Four- A Circuit on loud speaker 20 ata-

'RASCO -

SHIPS

WITHIN

tions in these cities in one hour. between 8:10 and 9:25
p. fu.. one hour and fifteen minutes: Cedar Rapids. Council Bluffs and Shenandoah, Iowa; Hastings and Lincoln,
Nebr.; two in Kansas City, Mo.; Br:18nm. Okla.; Elgin.
Ill.; and five in Chicago; Minneapolis, Minn.; Denver,
Colo.; Dallas. Texas; Detroit. Mich.; Cincinnati. Ohio:
and New Orleans. La.
He used it batteries which had
been used six months. 75 volts. He says he is more than
satisfied.

24

HOURS

7

WTA,51 Cleveland, WSAI Mason. Ohio, WOO Philadelphia.
WRAP Brooklyn, KDKA East Pittsburgh, KYW Chicago,
%VP° Atlantic City. WRC Washington, WEB] New York.
WFItH New York, WCCO Minneapolis. Minn., WOY
Schenectady, WLW Cincinnati.
.1. SCIIIILTZ, 98 Parkville Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The article on the Single- Control Intern« read so well
that I decided to build one; and I wish to say the resulta
I just want to outline my successful results with the
were moat gratifying. After balancing IWas able to log 23
Balanced Inter/lex. I built according to die description and,
stations in one evening, with equal volume to my five- tune
believe nie, it is the beat and simplest outfit yet, and for
set, and with more clearness and stability.
purity of tone unexcelled. Extremely low tones and also extremely high tones perfect and wit/lout the least distortion.
H. C. WATTERS. Jr.. 1111 Eighth Street. Huntington,
Selective beyond eve) my fondest hope, as I can get
W. Va.
KDKA easily without any interference from our local
WSAL only fourteen miles distant. My youngest daughter. only 6 years of age, tunes with the skill of a proALL ON LOUD SPEIUCER
fessional, as do all the rest of my older children, and
wife.
I certainly am very proud and am showing and
This
is
what the Balanced Internal Four- A brought in
demonstrating to all my friends and acquaintances this
,as the loud speaker in one evening for Mr. Huge Corks wonderful ! inertlex, and when 1 say I certainly am an
back, Editor of RADIO NEWS.
No interference when
Interne: booster, I am putting it mildly.
My log to
two stations were within three points of »cis other
date is as follows:
WIP Philadelphia, WRC Washington. WJZ N» York.
WSBC Chicago, WIDO Chicago, WIERJ Fort Wayne,
MQJ Chicago, WEBH Chicago, WON Chicago, WON
WOK Homewood. WIERM Chicago. WLIit Elf;In. KSO
New York. Welt') Zion. Ill.. WbICA New York,
VOY
Clarinda. Iowa. WHIM Lansing. Mich., WitCN Chicago,
Schenectady, WOR Newark, WSAI Mason, O., WOK BufKOA Denver, WSOE Milwaukee, KMA Shenandoah, WSM
falo. W(111S New York, VAHO Richmond Hill, N. Y..
Nashville. Wt1110 Minneapolis, WHY Deerfield, KPRC KDKA, East Pittsburg. Pa.. WTAS Elgin, Ill., %VP()
Houston, WS51K Barton. Ohio, 1:10.17. Fort Worth. WJAX
Atlantic I
ity. WCAU Philadelphia, WMAR Isockport,
Jacksonville, Fla.. KTNT hiusratine, Iowa, WI-1Z SpringN. Y.. WJAZ Chicago, WRNY, New York, WOCP, Newfield, Maas_ KOIL Council Bluffs. Iowa. WJAZ Mount
ark. WN.1 Newark, WOKO New York, WODA Paterson,
Prospect. WGES Oak Park. RENE Shenandoah, REAR
N. J., WI Di (' luengo.
Lincoln. Neb., WENR Chicago. WMIllt Chicago, MT/AF
The Balanced Internen Four- A takes in the entire
Kansas City. WEISH Chicago, WON Chicago. WGY
Schenectady, WLS Crete, WLW Harrison, KDKA East broadcast ranee.
Pittsburgh,
KFKX
Hastings,
Neb.,
A
BEAUTIFUL
LOOKING RECEIVER
WC» Zion, Iii., WOC Davenport. WQJ
Chicago, WSA IMason, writ NI Cleveland.
WWJ Detroit, WHAD Milwaukee.
L. H. WESSEL, 611 Clark Street.
Middletown. Ohio.
We have constructed two machines with
the Balanced % teener circuit.
The performance uf die circuit is wonderful.
OUY SIMMER, 631 Park Avenue.
Piqua. O.

Pr•JvCS
I am glad to any that, with the Balanced Intel-deg made recently. I have
been able to log the following stations.
VVNYC,
WEAF,
WJZ.
New York.
WJY New York, WOlt Newark, %YMCA New York,
WAIIG Richmond Hill, WHN New York. WAAM and
WOCP Newark. WBBR Rossville. N. Y., WOBS New
York. Wit' Philadelphia. WGIllt Freeport, N. Y., WLIT
Philadelphia, WRNY New York, WORD Chicago. WASISF
Miami Beach, WOBU Miami Beach. WOC Davenport
WHAZ Troy, N. Y., WGN Chicago, WDAF Kansas COY,

PARTS INCLUDED IN KIT
Set Not Assembled

(List)
Cabinet. mahogany finish, 7x21x8
$ 4.18
Panel,
drilled
and
engraved.
7x2I.
Bakel itsDilute
3.75
Baseboaid. non- warping. 6Kx20
. 45
Inductance Coils, special typo, 2 at $5.50
7.00
Coupler Knobs. 2 at 18c
.
36
Variable
Condenser.
Double
Straight
Liao
.110035. U. S. Lab. or Caparigrad
5.75
Fixed Condensers, . 005. Hilen, 2 at 75e
1.50
Dial.
Vernier,
specially
good,
no
backlash
Mar- Co or Paeent
2.50
Transformers. audio frequency, oK to 1. Paeent
2 at $5.00
10.00
Rheostats. automatic, Amperite, 3 at $ 1.10
3.30
Rheostat. one Filkostat
2.00
Fixed Crystal Detector and Mounting. Carborundum
1.50
Sockets, low loss. bakelite, Pilot. 1 at 40e ......
1.60
Jack, single, filament control. Jones Improved
. 90
Jack. double, filament control. Jones Improved.- . 85
Binding Posts. moulded. Aristocrat. 7 at 7e
. 49
Binding Post Strip. engraved
. 9r;

KASY FOR GRANDMOTHER
The old folks do not get the same " kirk" out of playing
with a half dozen or so dials that some of us do. They
u, ant simplicity, directness, ease of tuning. This is why
they will he thankful for the chalice to use this, the only
Angle- dial and real single- control receiver.
"No- Sod- et"
flexible.
insulated,
eyeietted connecting wires
1.25
Necessary Hardware ( screws, angles, etc.). outfit
.50
Blue- print and Instruction Sheet
1.00
-Kit, total, regular price
.$49.13
Our special price, transportation C11
paid
.iis9 I . 99s9
Catalog No.
9335

on

ACCESSORIES
Vacuum Tubes, UV- 201A type. 4 at $ 1.25
°Storage A Battery. 6- volt. 100 a. h.
It Batteries, 45- volt. large. 2 at $2.30
Headphones, 2000- ohm
Phone Plug
Aerial Equipment

$5.00
9.50
4.60
4.50
. 75
4.50

Accessories, total, regular price
Our price, postpaid •
Catalog No.
'Exception: We do not nay
bait erica

1128.85

$27.40
transportation

9321
on axe
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Bruno 5-Tube Diamond of the Air Kit
under . 111n•tiong Regene: at: ve
Patent No. 1.1111,140

" cut side bands" in its mission of better tuning, for that
produces distortion.
The Audio frequency system employed consists of one Audio transformer, coupled in the
usual manner, followed by two Resistance coupled stages.
A handsome drilled and tastefully decorated Bakelite panel :
lis conjunction with Bruno brackets and sub- base panel
assures a very simple receiver to build.
Detailed wiring
instructions and general information included with each kit.
Note the extreme high quality component parts we furnish with this outfit.
Bear in mind this apparatus
i, not of questionable quality, nor, of any infringement
on any patents-no make shift " schemes" are employed
to ei ade the Armstrong Patents.

Parta For The Improved Diamond
Of The Air Kit

$45.85

POSTPAID
Radio receivers employing multi stage radio frequency
amplification, are only truly effective, if they are laboratory designed and checked when completed by Technicians
well versed in the science.
In fart, a poorly designed.
5- tube receiver is often not even as good as an average
3- tube model.
For all general purposes, a receiver. consisting of one Radio Frequency stage, with its tendency
to oscillate either permanently neutralized, or slightly
variable ( very effective in the hands of an experienced
Radio fan), and one ARMSTRONG REGENERATIVE
Deteetor stage, followed by the usual stages of audio frequency amplification is proven to satisfy the WalltA,
expectations, and receiving conditions of many broadcast
listeners.
Next to the 5- tube Tuned R.F. ss stem of
eception, this type of receiver is most universally uvwd,
being in principle very similar to the Roberts, Browring
Drake, etc.
The R.F. stage employed in this Radio set
has an amplification power of at least 10-and thus it
an be readily seen that not only all the virtues of the
time tried and accepted Regenerative teceiver are retained in this Diamond of the Air Kit, but also further
improved upon, by the virtues of the R.F. stage lust
mentioned.
You are assured extreme sensitivity on all
distance reception, as well as selectivity which will not

I Bruno No. 99 R.F. Coil @ $ 3.00
0 3.00
1 Bruno No, 99 Tuning Coll e $5.50
5.50
2 No. 101 . 0005 S.L.F. Bruno Condensers
OI, $ 4.00
8.00
1 Bruno Pilot Light Switch
. 75
3 Bruno Bakelite Vernier Dials @ $ 2.00
6.00
3 44 Amp. Amperites ( mounted) @ $ 1.10
3.30
I % Amp. Amperite ( mounted) 8:: $ 1.10
1.10
1 3½ - 1 Bruno Trutone Model D Transformer
4.00
2 . 1 megohm resistors
1.50
I 1 megohni leak
1 General Resistors . 50
1 . 5 megohm leak
. 50
I Bretwood Variable Grid Leak
1.50
2 Double Circuit Jaeks 0i: . 40
. 80
I Single Circuit Jack la . 30
. 30
I Century
7124
Drilled
and
Engraved Panel
e $5.00
5.00
5 Parent U. N. Spring Sockets @ . 50
2.50
I Century Drilled Socket Strip @ $ 1.25
1.25
I Pair Bruno Brackets
1.00
2 . 25 liffd. Aerovox By- Pass Condensers a:
70
1.40
1 5 Strand De Luxe multi- colored battery cassis'.
. 75
I Push Pull Battery Switch
. 50
I . 00025 Mfd. Aerovox Fixed Condenser
. 40
4 Bruno Binding Posts e .
05
. 20
5 Battery Cable Markers 01, . 15 set
. 15
2 Flexible Leads for C Battery @ . 10
. 20
I Mounts @ . 20
. 90
Bus Bar, Screws, Spaghetti. etc
1.00
TOTAL COST
YOUR SFr
No. 9050

Bruno Basic Diamond of the
Air Kit
o it.•generative l'atent Li: en,e No.

$20.45

Complete

Kit

$ 51.90
,

$45.85

Rauland Lyric Trio

1,112.119

POSTPAID
You : nay m.1,1: to build
this monde: ful circuit
employing
cert.in
parts which you may
have on
hand, and
which will serve the
purpose. - To you. we
offer this basic kit,
consisting et:
1 Bruno Jr. Tuning
Coil.
1 Bruno No. 99 Jr.
R.F. coil.
2 Bruno 101 Bakelite Shaft S.F.
Condensers.
3 Bruno
Vernier
Dials,
1 Bruno Light
Switch.
Or.
you may order
this essential kit, and
wish to make UP Your
own
choice
of
the
rest of the parts required, referring to the various pages of this catalogue.
Very neatly boxed and furnished with an explanatory
BLUE PRINT.
No. 9051

$20.45

$18.95
POSTPAID

it has been proven, through musli experimentation by
the Rauland Lyric engineers and other competent authorities, that the combination of one stage of audio frequency
amplification of the Rauland Lyric high quality type followed by two stages of IMPEDANCE COUPLED RAU LAND LYRIC TRANSFORMERS will produce a quality
of reception well worth the installation cost thereof. It is
a happy combination of the merits of the two best amplifying systems, further enhanced by the determination of
the Rauland Lyric organization to produce QUALITY APPARATUS, IRRESPECTIVE OF MANUFACTURING
COSTS.
The transformers are very attractively enclosed
in black crystallized metal eases, with binding post connections, properly designated.
This kit consists of one
R-500, one R-380 and one R-310 Rauland Lyric transformers, complete with explicit instructions, wiring diagrams, etc.
Can be installed in a few minutes.
No. 9004
Consists of 3 Transformers Described
and
Illustrated.
hut
Without $ 1 o
Sockets

and Jack

1 CP•U,LP
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Our Leader Console With Built-in Loud Speaker

$29.85
With
1.Utah Balanced
-Armature Unit

E
à
-,[1 ,Iiiiimanazaaanamaninaraataanainniiiiiimanamaane

The extremely low price that we name for
this handsome console cabinet and built-in
loud speaker is no reflection on the quality
or appearance of same—in fact, it represents more value for your money than such
similar combinations offered elsewhere for
$10.00 to $20.00 additional cost!
We believe in a large volume of sales, with small
profits—your generous support substantiates
our business principles. The batteries and
chargers, or "A" and " B" battery eliminators can be housed within the spacious
shelf room available for this purpose. The
back of the battery compartment is removed for immediate access to the batteries, and proper ventilation thereof. The
panel space is 7 inches high by 18 inches
long, and has been especially designed to accommodate any of our receivers and kits built
upon a 7 by 18- inch panel. Included with every
console, is a $9.00 Utah Balanced Armature
Type Loud Speaker Unit, attached to the metal
throat of a correctly designed wooden horn letal
speaker, capable of enormous volume and perfect
clarity.
Handsome scrolled grill covers the
speaker.
Console is tastefully designed aral
finished in two-tone effect mahogany. The wood
used is Genuine Mahogany Plywood—edge banded
top. Overall size, 31 inches long. 37 inches high
and 13% inches deep. Shipped Expres›, Collect
No, 9041 Console, with Speaker
2985
and Utah Unit—No Receiver.. al,

e
.

Notice
For your convenience we herewith list your cost price
of the above console and Utah unit, with any of the
following receivers, the price of the regular cabinet
regularly furnished therewith having been deducted:

No.
8940

8941
8942
8943
8944
8945

Your
TOTAL COST
6-tube TROPADYNE, and feCn r-frt
No. 9041 Combination 4011
1 ‘../•
IJ
5- tube Rasco EX PLORER,
and
No. 058 .80
9041 Combination.... el,
5-tube Rasco LEADER,
and No. 9041 Combination
5-tube 1 Dial Control
Kit,
and
No.
9041 $53.80
Combination
5-tube
2-Dial
Control
Receiver, and No. 9041
Combination
5-tube MELODEE Receiver, and No. 9041
Combination

$60.70
$50.80

(All of the above shipped Express Collect)

Note
By including with psur order the list of insessories
described in detail under Nb. 9071 (
note that receiver chassis No. 8940 requires 6 tube lastrad
5) your Radio Reiver w^11 be complete and will
Icpresent The greate.t possible value for every penny
you have invested with us tor a thoroughly deoendable
Radio Receiver—your every satisfaction guaranted.

Crosley One Tube "Pap'
Receiver

9.63
t
8TPAID

A complete one tube re.:enerathe
re•orving
set,
completely
asaibled. and
,eady for immed)ate use for
this very low prie of 99.63!
it is hard to bellevc that
uch value could be po,sible,
nven with Amealcan methods
of
maso
Production—but,
,he
Crosley nameplate and
absolute guarantee thereon
is every assurance af the
integrity of th.. 100% performance possibb with this
miniature radio: : With a
well constructed antenna, ONE DRY CELL, «ne dry cell
tube, ONE 22% sm,d1 ."13" BATTERY. and a pair of
head phones, it is possible to receive broadcasting stations even as far away as 509 to 1000 miles.
Later on,
you can add our 2- gage Ra 'co amplifier kit No. 9966,
for loud speaker operation.
Overall dimensions 7 inches
by 6 inches by 5 inches.
Only two very :Ample dials
to operate—can be installed di a few minute .
Loren , ed
under Armstrong 1. S. Pat.nt No. 1,113.14 ,

,

No, 9800 Crosley Set Without Tube to al
•or Batteries, etc.
•
•x.r...s
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The New Shielded Hammarlund-Roberts 5-Tube HI-Q
Receiver Kit

$57.35
underlying basic
. r have been must
rigidly adhered to by st,..
soul:
10 leading Radio
engineers are the principal calases fiar the ultra efficiency
of this most marvellous receiver.
True, due credit should
lee given to the unusually high standard of quality apparatus used throughout this set, but the total stage
shielding and automatic variable eoupling between the
primary and sestondaries of the 3 R.F. culls have made
this receiver the exclusive choice of those who know
sufficient about the art of Radio to logically determine
that this Radio kit will perform In a manner that has
long since been their fondest hopes.
The circuit itself
is composed of two stages of tuned radio frequency amplification, fully neutralized ( or left slightly within the
oscillating condition for extreme efficiency on very long
distante, eontrollable in this state by the R. F. Rheostat
on the right of the panel I-one distortionless nonregenerative detector stage and two stages of extremely
powerful audio frequency imildilleation. By toying a closer
tandem eondenser on the 2nil R.F. and detector stages,
the operaTion of this receiver reverts to only 2 vernier
dials.
The total shielding used to house and completely enclose the 2nd R. F. and detector stages accounts for the remarkable selectivity possible in this
sensational receiver. for it prevents outside interferences
(nearby laical stations, static, radiating receivers, eleetrical disturbances, rte.) from affecting the tuning characteristics of these stages, and prevents the ever ruinous
inter- stage coupling which throws radio frequency circuits
into terrific oscillation, sometimes only controlled stills
attendant losses.
Last. but not least, the almost uncanny
sensitivity of this modern receiver is mainly due to the
automatic coupling, effected by the adjustments of the
condenser shafts, raising and lowering the primary coil
in the field of the secondary coil, in correct unison with
the settings of the condenser. or , lo other words the
coupling is automatically correct for any wave length
being reeeived. Any old-timer will attest to the superior113 d three- tube receivers ii to x years ago, slyer most tat
the present vintage of five- tube receivers.
Why?
Because the varlocouplers in those slays were used as their
very name implies: The sesoindaries of those coils were •
always adjusted to the wine length being received, and
this adjustment ova: so critical, that its most neressaly
good influence in the receiver tizas discarded in favor of
the very inefficient " simplified controls," used to entlac
"new- comers" into purchasing receivers.
In the old
clays, a receiver of the Hammariund-Rolierts Hilt type
would necessarily have to resort to 3 additional roupling
dials, easth very critical in their setting.
But, on this
masterpiece of the Hammarlund-Roberts engineers, the
valuable virtues of coupling are yours with lot one
additional dial to adjust, nor even a thought to ase given
to it.
Stations heretofore regarded as extreme distance
pour in with thrilling volume and clarity-stations never

CO.,

NEW

YORK

heard before, are yours at your very finger Sign.
And,
the volume and clarity on all reception is typical of the
high standards set for this receiver- it cannot be possibly Improved upon.
Wired for power amplification in
2cial stage.
The instructions that accompany each kit are
so explicit, and the mechanical layout so well engineered
that this most marvellous receioer eats be completely assem bl ed by you in one evening.
The following parts are
included in the standard kit:
3- 17- plate . 00035 MM. liammarisind yiidline
Condensers @ $ 4.75
$14.25
I set of 3 Auto- Couple Coil:
at
10.00
1-9- plate 32-tunifd. ilammarlusul Jr. Condenser
at
1.80
2 H. W. A 3 ( 3-1 satin) Sannion Audio
Transformers ic
$5.00
10.00
2 Mar- co Vernier Dials. No. 192 (O" 82.50
5.00
2 No. 1 A Amperites (
rx $1.10
2.20
I No. 112 Amperile
at
1.10
3 Benjamin :Sockets vilth hases, No. 9040
e $0.75
2.25
2 Benjamin Sockets without bases, No. 9049
e $0.50
1.00
1-2 Meg. Durham Metallized Resistor
at . 50
10 Eloy Engraved Binding Posts to: $ 0.1 tí
1.50
1 . 00025 Mfd. Sanicanio Fixed Condenser at
.
40
I . 001 Mfd. Sangamo Fixed Condenser
at
.50
I pr. Stoneman Grid Leak Clips,
at . 10
I No. 10 M H Carter Combined Midget Rheostat and Filament :Switch. 10 011111
at
1.00
1 No. I Carter Short Jack
at . 25
I No. 12 Carter " Imp" Aerial ftwiteh
at . 70
1 Hamming and. Robert: Ill
Foundation Unit at
10.50
Complete parts ( without cabinet)

$ 83.05

No.

9815
Your price, with above li›t of parts
(ship model and cone speaker $ 57 15
not included)
• ii-e
Shipped Express Cone, t

Looking down
on the New
Shielded H am
marlund- Roberts
5- tube It 1-41 set.

Harnmarlund-Roberts HI-Q
Foundation Unit

$8.38
POSTPAID

Although the contents of this kit are prima' uy intended
for use in our No. 9815 kit, they can be adapted to
your own special requirements.
Consists of handsomely
Drilled and Engraved Bakelite l'anel, drilled bakelite
sub- panel. two complete aluminum shields,
extension
shaft, equalizers. fixed resistance, wire, screws, etc.

$8.38

No .
9817

How to Build the
Hammarlund 5 Tube HI-Q
Receiver
Complete instruetions for assembling, wiring and operating
the Itammariund-Roberts
receiver.
Prepared under the
'Welkin of the lianunarlandRoberts Board of En -.

No. 9814

$0.25

' RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

Daven Bass Note Circuit
6-Tube Kit

"Wealll

$52.25
•
POSTPAID

Built around the famous Dawn Bass Note coils elsewhere
described in this catalogue, and the Daven resistance
coupled amplifiers, this 6- tube circuit offers possibilities
of tonal reproduction and lung distance reception that
makes the performance of this kit, when assembled, equal
to any commercially built Radio usually selling for
$300.00.
The very best parts are only included in this
kit, and a handsomely engraved 'billed Bakelite panel
7 inches by 28 inches will facilitate your assembly thereof.
Full detailed directions, blue prints, ele., aceonleanY
each kit.
Your complete satisfaetion is unreservedly
guaranteed.
The complete kit oonsiets of the Dawn Bass
note kit of coils-3 very high quality variable condensers, rheostats, jacks,
sockets, complete parts for
resistance eoupled amplifier ( 3 stages), Bakelite tuning
dials, binding poet bridge, drilled and engraved Bakelite
panel, baseboard. mistellantems hardware, grid condenser
and leak, rubber covered hook-up wire, blue print and
wiring instructions.
No. 9854
Complete ' Unassembled
Kit, Without Cabinet

$52.25

Pilot

Radio Frequency Essential Kit

24
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Daven DRF Bass Note R.F.
Coils

$7.15

POSTPAID
Although especially designed for use in the
famed Daven Bass Note
circuit, these coils are
so efficient that they
can replace any existing
type of R.F. coil. and
produce unexcelled results. Scientifically designed to give greatest
selectivity with perfect
balance.
Very
small
fields,
no self- oscillation, no feed back. Degree of coupling between primary and secondary has been
perfected.
Smallest R.I.', coils made: Wound on bake lite tubes I% inches in diameter by 3 inches long,
connections can be twisted under cap nuts, nickel plated.
complete instruetions for building the Daven Bass Note
'rrr?'rnhshesL
No. 9748

$7.15

Hanunarlund Auto Couple
Tuned Radio Frequency Unit

$7.78
POSTPAID

$6.15

POSTPAID
Please do not confuse the
rustily of these parti with
that ordinarily offered in stub kits—the very fact that we
use the very sanee materials in our No. 9216 5- tube kit
is proof of its exceptional merit.
Consists of 3 17- plate
Pilot condensers, in either the S.L.F. or S.L. modified
type, 3 special coil mounts made uf bakelite, and three
Freshman type No.
2628 ILF. coils..
Using these
parts, and that material whisk you may have on hand
from an old set. you can build a very efficient 5- tube
receiver.
In addition to above, you need rheostats,
panel sockets. audio transformers. etc.
If you seish to
build a receiver of the non-oseillating
You simply
reverse the plate coil leads to that side on which suele
ffscillations are not present.
However, the more efficient receiver will allow for puseaesely introduced oscillations, controllable by either a potentiometer (-100 ohms)
across the " A" battery, with the return filament leads
of the antenna and 2nd stage it. F. transformers connected to- the movable blade or arm thereof, or, controllable by a variable resistance ( Clarostat—C. R. L.
products, etc.) in the R. F. " B" battery circuit.
We
can supply Yeti with a special drilled fend engrased
bakelite panel. 7 x 2-1 inches, for this circuit. for $ 3.50,
hisse Print and Baseboard layout for $ 0.50 aussi wiring
instruetions ( No- Sod- Br method) for $ 0.50.
No. 9623
Set
of 3 R.F.
Mounts-3 Condensers

Cons-3

$6 15

Comprises the Hammarlund
MI(1line . 00035 variahh
condenser with spiel:,I
tear extension shaft.
upon which is mounted
a ea en.
When (lindens, shaft is rotated, this cam bears
against a movable
member of the primary of the roil, the
primary being mounted on a sees- Lai track is therefore able to be moved in and out of the secondary coll,
thus tarying the coupling thereof.
Automatically, the
muffling Is set at the correct distance with respect to
the secondary and the wave length being recels -eu.
This
Principle has been known ter many years by experts and
laboratories to lie the very essence cf a perfect tuned
radio freeptency cIrcuit—und it took the Hammarlund
engineers to apply this :mewed theory and actually make
it possible for the layman, meehateleally, to enjoy this
feat rise WITHOUT REQUIRING ONE ADDITIONAL
CONTROL.
This principle is conducive of SENSITIVITY, SELECTIVITY. VOLI'NI E AND CLARITY AT
ALI, WAVE LENCTIIS IRRESPECTIVE OF ANY
LENLTII AERIAL BEING ISED. Condenser plates are
non-rorroshe bless. soldered to both of their respective
frames.
Reinforced ribbed standards--one hole mounting,
with additional anehoring srrew if desired—bronze spring
pig tail—frietion band bra'se--design of plates assures
no (- roweling of stations on any wave length.
No. 9816
Complete Unit, Coil and SPI r78
Condenser
•

Aero Tuned Radio Frequency Kit

$10.28
POSTPAID

Consists of three
IAT('FFED units.
Antenna coupler
leas variable primary, assuring maximuen efficiency under
all adverse conditions.
Packed with 8- page color circuit.
layout and instruction sheet for building the famed
super- sensitive 5- tube Aces- Dyne.
For . 00035 or 17plate capacity condensers.
The unusually high electrical
efficiency of these coils permit their use in many varieties
tri sirruits.
Air spare wound—minimum of !mulatto* In
theft field.
No. 9603

(Set of 3 Coils)

$10.28

L:
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The New Bremer Tully Coun- The Famous 5-Tube Superterphase Power Six Kit
Sensitive Aero Dyne Receiver

$78.15

Employing
three
stages
of
ultra
sensitive tuned
radio
frequency.
in which interstage
coupling
effects have been
I
as, J
-reduced to a
minimum and in
st bids the eternal pick-up is practically nil, this latest
product of the Bremer Tully laboratories is daily making
extreme long distance reception records.
The shortest
possible aerials will produce results on this new receiver kit not even possible on other receivers using long
aerials, proving its sensitivity.
There are only two
major tuning dials, too tandem condensers being employed.
Wired for poster stage amplification, assuring
maximum volume and tonal reproduction second to no
other receiver.
Is very simple to assemble due to unique
color coded miring harness.
Note the very high quality
parts furnished in this kit-its performance warrants it:
PARTS REQUIRED
Retail Value
1 TA Torostyle Transformer4.00
3 TC Torostyle Transformers to $ 4.00
12.00
2 LD-17 Condensers @ $ 9.50
19.00
3 B- T Mmf. Condensers Cfe. $ 1.00
3.00
3 B-T R.F. chokes @ 90e
2.70
1 B- T 500.000 Ohm Resistance
2.00
3 1500 Ohm Resistances @ 50e
1.50
1 Set color charts and diagrams
. 90
1 Panel, 7x24, drilled and engraved
6.00
I Wood Baseboard, 9Y.11231ii
1.25
I B- T Euphonic Audio Transformer; 2.2 to 1
5.00
1 B- T Euphonic Audio Transformer; 4.7 to 1
5.75
2 11-T Tuning Controls @ $ 2.50
5.00
1 . 001 Mfd. Fixed Condenser
. 40
1 . 00025 Mid. Fixed Condenser
. 40
3 . 006 MN. Fixed Condensers @ 75e
2.25
2 1 Slid. Fixed Condensers gl 90e
1.80
5 B- T Type UL or UXA Sockets @ $ 1.00
5.00
1 2 Meg. Grid Leak
. 50
1 B- T UL " Silent" or VX Detector Socket
1.25
1 Double Circuit Jack No. 104
. 70
1 Single Circuit Jack No. 101
1.00
1 Filament Switch
. 65
1 3 Ohm Rheostat
1.00
1 Single Pole. Double Throw Jack Switch
. 90
1 Binding Post and Mounting Strip
. 40
1 Jones B.M. Multi- plug Set
4.50
2 C Batteries-4% volts @ 60e
1.20
Lugs, Screws. Hoop- up Wire
1.00
Total Retail Value
No. 9867
Your special net cost
(unassembled)
Shipped Express Colloci.

$78 15

$ 91.05

$59.45
POSTPAID
This extraordinary receiver, employing the Aero Dyne
No. 9603 Tuned Radio Frequency Kit, represents the
very finest Radio set that can be made, whether it be
custom built or even a factory assembled Radio receiver
costing several times the price of this kit.
It is the receiver you have long wished for, as it
combines extreme selectivity and its attendant resultdistance reception, perfect clarity, ample volume, foolproof, trouble- proof and very simple to assemble.
An 8page instruction sheet in color wiring, with actual size
panel and baseboard lay outs, and comprehensive directions and wiring instructions, is furnished with this zit.
List of parts furnished with this Kit:
9 Binding Posts
1 .
00023 Grid Condenser and Clips
1 5 Megohm Grid Leak
1 1 Mfd. By- Pass Condenser
1 . 001 Fixed Condenser
1 Open Circuit Jack
1 Closed Circuit Jack
1 Set of No. 9603 Am Coils (
TRF-120)
1 Verichromed Aero Dyne Panel, di Bled and engraved.
7 inches by 28 inches
1 Drilled Sub Panel
3 Sub Panel Brackets
1 20 Ohm Pilot Rheostat
1 10 Ohm Pilot Rheostat
5 Parent U.X. Sockets ( cushioned)
3 4- inch Dials
1 C.R.L. 0 to 200,000 Variable Resistance
2 Parent No. 2811 Transformers
1 Us Ampere Amperite Audio Tube Resistance
3 Parent S.L.F. Condensers
1 Reel of Hook-up Wire No. 4426 or Bus Bar Wire
1 Dixie Assortment Screws and Lugs.
Total

List

Value

$ 71.80

$59 45
"National ,' Tuning Units for Browning Drake Circuit
$9.95
No. 9607
Complete kit
Our Price, Prepaid

as

above

mound with enameled mire on very thin bakelite form,.
and are precision space mound.
Lowest dielectric losses.
oith greatest possible transfer of energy.
Both coils are
attached to nickel plated brass angle strips, and are set
The Browning at a ptedetermined electrically correct distance front the
The coupling coil in the
Drake circuit is rear plate of the condenser.
one of huge postype B D- 2B unit is controlled by a shaft which is
supported in a hearing on the front end of the consibilities. but for
most efficient redenser, to insure stability in its rotation.
A small
tapered bakelite knob is furnished for the adjustments of
sults the laborathis rotor on the panel.
The National Equicycle contory designed Instruments should
densers furnished are unique in that they rotate in an
be used. for logiare of 270 ° instead of the conventional 180°, the addical reasons.
The
tional soeep further adding to the S.L.F. characteristics.
roils
must
not
especially at the lower and higher band of wavelengths.
only be of a rerThe B 1) -IR unit employs a . 0005 variable condenser,
B D 1B
B D-213
tain inductive
ohereas the B D- 2B unit employs a . 00025 variable
value, but th e condenser.
A National type 13 Vernier dial ( described
individual turns must have a certain inductive relation
In detail under our No. 9648) is furnished with each
to each other, and the over all distributed rapacity must condenser.
be of o known value.
Then again, the proper coupling
No. 9626 Type B D- 1B
99.95
must be rigidly determined, on the one hand, and he
No. 8998
Ti pe B D- 2B
$ 13.27
properly variable, on the other.
The National Coils are
POSTPAID
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Karas Equamatic 5-Tube
Receiver Kit

$88.50

POSTPAID
The sensational results possible with this new receiver
are solely attributed to the very heart of the circuit—
the Karas Equamatic coils, fully described under our
No. 9009.
The quality of reception places this radio
set in a class by itself.
Due to variable coupling feature, it is even superior to Radios selling for 8400.00—
and proves it, too.
Automatic oscillation control.
Drilled
and engraved front and sub panels assure a very simple
mode of assembly.
Directions and wiring instructions
cover every possible detail.
Note the very high quality
list of parts that are furnished with this receiver—the
exceptional results obtainable with this receiver certainly
justifies its seemingly higher cost price.
The quest of
every Radio fan is SELECTIVITY, SENSITIVITY.
CLARITY AND VOLUME. with ease of operation. THE
KARAS EQUAMATIC RECEIVER WILL DELIVER A
100% SHARE OF ALL THESE QUALITIES.
It is
truly an investment, not a cost.

24

HOURS
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Pilot 2- Dial 5-Tube Kit

$6.60

POSTPAID
The conventional form of 5 or 6- tube Tuned Radio Frequency receivers is always equipped with three 17- plate
variable condensers, and therefore needs 3 tuning dials.
Should you offer any objection to the necessity of having
so many dials to manipulate, yet wish to build a receiver
using this ever popular and most efficient circuit, this
problem is very satisfactorily solved by employing this
2- DIAL TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY ESSENTIAL
KIT.
You will note in the illustration that one of the
condensers is composed of two 17- plate sections, with
common rotary plates, but with electrically independent
stator plates.
Thus the 2nd R.F. and the Detector stages
are simultaneously tuned WITH ONE DIAL. 'The other
condenser tunes the antenna R.F. stage.
To compensate
for any electrical differences that would, and do exist
between the two stages timed by this tandem condenser,
a 7-Wan. Midgvt , o,k',n-''r k hunteil acre, either the

List of Parts

3 Karim Equamatic R.F. Transformers.
3 Karas Orthometric . 00037 Extended Shaft Condensers.
3 Karas Micrometric Vernier Dials.
2 Tiaras Harmonlk Audio Transformers.
2 Karas Equamatic Retard Coils.
3 Karas Sub Panel Brackets, Set.
I 7x28 Bakelite Panel, Drilled and Engraved.
1 Formica Drilled Sub Panel.
1 Carter 10- ohm Rheostat with Knob.
1 Carter 20- ohm Rheostat with Knob.
I Carter Double Circuit Jack.
1 Carter Imp. Filament Switch.
I Sangamo . 00025 Grid Condenser with Clips.
I Carter Open Circuit Jack.
Musco 2 meg. Grid Gate.
2 No. 1-A Amperites.
1 41
/ -volt " C" Battery.
2
1 Jones Mu!tieing with Mounting and 8- ft. Cable.
5 Benjamin UX Cushion Sockets.
Binding Posts, Screws, Bus Wire, Soldering Lugs.
Spaghetti.
No. 9010—complete Kit of Parts.
YOUR COST

$88.50

2nd 11.1,. section of the condenser, or, the Detector section theteof—whereas this adjustment can be determined
in a few moments, and left at that setting, it would be
more preferable to place this midget condenser directly
on the panel, using same for vernier adjustments on
extreme distance reception.
The coils furnished with this
kit are the BABY compact basket weave type, and have
special fibre mounts attarhed thereto. Tuning range: 200
to 550 meters.
Quality apparatus throughout—the circuit
involved demands it.
The kit includes one 17- plate
S.L.F. condenser, one Tandem 17- plate condenser, one
Pilot 7- plate Midget condenser, 3 Baby Basket weave
rolls, 3 special coil mountings.

$6.60

No. 9624

Single Dial Control 5-Tube Receiver Essential Kit

$6.85
POSTPAID

The ever popular I or 6- tube tuned radio frequency
receiver is now easily controlled by one vernier dial with
the use of this essential kit. The 3 condensers ordinarily
employed in a conventional tuned radio frequency receiver are combined into one triple condenser, the rotors
of which are electrically and mechanically attached to a
common shaft. To compensate for any differences between
the three radio frequency stages, two 7- plate Midget
condensers are included in this kit—they can either he
mounted within the receiver, being permanently adjusted,
or attached to the panel, for vernier adjustments thereto
when tuning extreme distant stations.
There is a wonderful thrill awaiting you, as you slowly rotate the one
control vernier dial. stations from all over the country
snapping in and out with hair line selectivity, from the
lowest to the highest broadcast stave lengths.
The 3 coils
furnished are very carefully matched, and will cover the
full broadrast band of 200 to 550 meters in conjunction
with the 17- plate . 00035 Mfd. condensers Included in this
kit.
Mounting supports for the coils provide for mounting thereof either to a sub- panel or base board.
No. 9625

As

Illustrated

$6.85
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The Rasco De Luxe Console

FULL

ENORMOUS VOLUME

THROATED

HORN

ANO PERFECT

ANO

ADJUSTABLE

TONE QUALITY

UNIT

$54.15

$36.45
No. 9037

No.
9656
With
5- tube
Tuned Radio Frequency Re.
reiyer and Poymerful
Loud
Speaker Unit.

CONSOLE ONLY

ULTRA SENSITIVE
AND

OPEN

SELECTIVE

VIEW

OUR SENSATIONAL BID FOR YOUR PATRONAGE
We cannot properly describe this console to you with all
•ta inherent beauty and extreme usefulness—but the most
•onvincing statement we can make is that this Console
.xceects all of our previous efforts to offer our manY
riendo the very best values at the lowest possible Prices
—no other mail order concern. nor ill fart your local
!eater, could afford to sell the above }Illustrated Cabinet
Ind set at the vety low price that we name—for we
depend on large sales with very small profits.
Thereore. if we admit that this is our greate.t bargain in a
Ladle Console and receiver ,, ntliination. it must be a
most unusual opportunity—end just as much an onriorunity for us, as it is for rots, for, any (Itstomer pur basing this merchandise, will be the means of seeming
or us additional business—his further re- orders. and the
eders that result directly from pleased recommendations
of our customers to their many friends.

The Console Cabinet
The first impression that the De Luxe Console still make
on you, is that It is a most beautiful piece of furniture—
for it is most tastefully designed. with a hand- rubbed
piano finish in two-tone mahogany.
The loud speaker

'limbo Is sereeneri milli a gold- silk- covered, artisticaib
syrolled ; rid. in harmonious contrast to the genera
decorative effee's of the Console.
The two front leg'
are gracefully Turned. yet of rery sturdy construction.
The top is edge banded. and the edges of the Console ar
The drop leaf, which conceals th
attractively scored.
Radio receives when same is not in use, is large enough
to be used as a witting desk—it also affords a most
convenient arn rest while tuning in stations and recording thein in roue log.
The battery cumpartment is
readily a..cessib.e en the front of the cabinet, having a
hinging door far this purpose, an exclusive feature only
found on consoles selling for double our price.
It is
runnummtlitmos elmmgli to ' mum) all your batteries, chargers
or eliminitlux devices, measuring 21 inches long. 13 /
2
1
inches . 1(.0 Inehind the closed doors) and 10',4 Inches
high.
Any n3yever whose panel does not exceed 8 inches
lay 21 inches can lie plated in the space available for
this purposeThe back of this cabinet is removable,
for access to the receiver itself, the loud speaker unit
(for any adjistmen's thereto) amid to the batteries.
It is
therefor.) plain td perceive that this De Luxe Radio
Console still not only enhance the beauty of any living
room, nituic room, parlor, etc., but, it is extremely useful. and rats be adapted to your particular requirements.

Gentlemen:
Received my Radio set in very good condition—am more than slea;:d wéth same.
order blank, so that I can send you a reorder in a week.
ELDRED RCLANC. 81! Vattier

Please
St.,

rush to me

Manhattan.

smith«.

Kans.

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITH IN

The Built-In Loud Sieaker

We realize that everybody Judges the
uaRty of ale
Radio receiwr by sabot they actually " hear"—lhat is,

24
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Rasco Melodee 5-Tube
Assembled Receiver

$23.45
C'....OSED
Licur judgment is solely del., Icet on the L'uttLtions of
the loud speaker.
And so, we decided to incorporate in
fhb console the very finest, acoustically perfect loud
speaker.
'
The unit is attached to a unizersal ferrule
in Che battery compartment section of the cabirmt.
arc then there Is a scientiflealk: designed tapering threat
that extend, practically to the top of the cabinet, where
it swells out into a wooden tone chamber of ample present ms—is it any wonder then that every purchaser of
th bs console is so enthusiastiz over the sonorous and
beautiful natural tones, only possible because we have
spared no expense in our efforts to offer you the mast
possible value for your money?

Loud Speaker Unit

Appreciating the fact that you may have uxit particular
sholm of a loud speaker unit, we do not include one when
imply the console is ordered—however, the unit that wu
do furnish with the receiver combination is very powartul, and of the adjustable type, for maximum volume and
.laritY.

7he Receiver Furnished LIThis
Combir ation

You will 11:nd this receiver deeribed in delail under our
Na, 1)657.
When you remove the De Luxe Console bons
its ' late you simply have to slip the chaasis into the
panel space cut to the exact size and perfeetly centeied.
drive in a few screws into holes already started for
you and attach the batteries—a few minutes
ve.rk.
Detailed instructions included.
Shipping weight, about
100 Pounds.
Shinned express collect.
Na. 9656
De Luxe Console, with No. 9957 5tube Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver. and
Adjustable Loud Speaker Unit . . ......
$ 54.15
Na. 9037
De Luxe Console, without recetver or
$"..45
loud speaker unit
Kindle state what size panel you intend to use.

Notice
Any of our assembled receivers, one dial control—
Balanced Interflex—and Na 9216 5- tube kits can
be set into this Console.
Et you intend lo pureha e
this Console for a No. 9216 kit. we „ ball Incluse
amide instructions for the assembly of that kit on a
7 inches by 21 inches panel. instead of the 7 inches
by 24 panel, as furnished or you can build any
circuit cf your own choice therein, ordering either of
the following panels:
Ne. 8927
8 inches by 21 inches by 3/16 inch
Dilectryte Panel
$ 2.69
No. 89211
8 inches by 21 Inches by 3/
inch
Bakelite Panel
$ 3.89

No. 9657
POSTPAID
Determined to offer our many friends a 5-tube Assembled
Radio Receiver at the lowest passible price, we instructed our Radio Engineers to submit ta us 6 receivers
in which would be combined, not only the very latest
and up-to-date improvements
this urrent season, but
also their own new suggestinns and icbeas of both a
merchanical and electrical nature.
From these receivers
we condensed all these ( minces and improvements, Incorporating them into the Remo bided» 5- Tube Tuned
Radio Frequency Assembled Receiver
Because of the
large volume of sales we enjoy we are able to sell you
a high quality receiver, completely assembled. for aprice
even lower than merit, unassembled kits.
The only dif ference between this receiver. and The Rase' Sonata
the cabinet—which does not contain a built-in speaker—
and the panel ( size 7 inches by 18 inehes)—which Is set
on a slight angle to afford 3
ou better view of the dial
readings.
The overall size of the cabinet is 19 inch,
long by 8% inches wide by 8% lnchco deep.
The finish
is mahogany on well selected and a asccied gum wood.
A very pleasant surprise awaits you on yam' first audition
of this receiver—and you will be very much impressed
by its appearance and durahle mechani,all construction.
Every receiver is very carefully tested en actual radio
reception.
A 100% binding guarante el your complete
satisfaction forms the veritable consideration of your
purchase of this high quality Radio Receiver.
No. 9657
5- Tube Receiver with Cabinet
$ 23.45
No. 9659
Without Cabinet—Chassis Only
$20.95

e

Walbert Penetxola

$29.48
POSTPAID
This Instriment will give you
sectivity with a vengeance
Any Penerola demonstration
will show you results that certainly can atrest for all that
is claimed for
it.
T he
wanted station is immensely
intensified—the unwanted stations and other interference
are overwhelmed.
Distance reception is even possible
with a short aerial because of the Cenetrola action.
Re- radiation from 3
our receiver is suppressed.
Your
dial readings will remain substantially the same.
The
Penetrola represents theory pit into practice with 1.00 ,V,
success.
It takes but a few minutas to attach to am
Radio receiver.
Furnished in Black, metal crystallite
cabinet.
No. 9673

$29.48

RADIO
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TROPADYNE-6 RECEIVER

ASSEMBLED
Ready for Use

ONLY

No. 9487

6-Tube
Tuned
Radio
Frequency
Balanced
Amplifier

A Work of Art
Both of
These Sets
Receive
Broadcasts from
OVER 2000
TO 3000
MILES

One of the most distinctive and pleasing external features of the
set is the exquisitely- grained bakelite panel, faithfully conveying the
impression of the finest walnut. Bakelite manufacturers say it is
the handsomest panel they have seen in anc radio set. Kurz-Kasch
Dials and Knobs use d th roug hout to enhance. the beauty. The limitations of production do not permit us even to approximately represent
the beauties of the set.
Bakelite panel walnut finish—etch-o-gravure and gold decorations—
bakelite sub- base—universal sockets, adapted ta either UV or UX types
of tubes—Kurz-Kasch bakelite walnut pointers, gold-filled to match—
Kurz-Kasch bakelite gold-filled rheostat knobs—straight line frequency
condensers—special coils, double silk enameled, primary and secondary—
Shore audio transformers—distinctive CaswellsRunyan walnut- finish cabinet, 7x 18 ins.—superior design and workmanship.
Easily tuned—no oscillations or squeals—no potrntiometer—no resistances
— self-equalized—low-loss materials used throughput.

No. 9488
5-TUBE
TUNED
RADIO
FREQUENCY

[ASCO

EXPLORE

411MIIMI•Mm.••••••.•

Both these sets are noted for clearness of tone. Programs of di ,lant
stations come in as clear as abell. The refinement of lone is a - ,
dela
tien to all who hear these well-nigh perfect receivers.
Same specifications as for the
Tropadyne-6, the chief difference
being that tles set uses only five
tubes and t's distance an
vol.
urne of reception are a little less.

No. 9055

Chassis Only, Set Minus Cabinet....

$28.85

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN
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Pacent Triple 17-Plate Condenser
$9.93
POSTPAID

F o r mechanical
ruggedness a n d
electrical efli c ency. this triple
condenser has no
equal. It is composed
of
three
17- plate
Paient
S.L.F. condensers, mounted on
a common - shaft"
—electrically Independent of each
other,
therefore,
the rotary plates
can be attached to either the negative or positive filament return circuit, not possible in any other tandem
condenser, because the rotary plates
hereon are always

Arnsco Low- Loss
S. L. F. Double
Condenser

$5.95

POSTPAID

Precision
male by the famous
Amite labotaturies.
Grounded rotor.
Curve—Perfecè straight line frequency tune obt-Ined by scientificalle designated ' plates will separate
stations equally at 10 kilocycles per
division.
Bearings—Combined ball
and cone, which automatically take
up the wear, as urine perfect alignment at all times.
Insulation—Special grade of region, exactly proportioned to prevent warping in any
direction and to cut down losses to a
minimutn.
Frame — Heavy rugged
aluminum construction, using hexagon supporting 30sts.
Rotor— Extra

hard heavy gath ed aluminum plates.
with swedged end brace, assuring
permanent, perfect alignment.
Stator— Extra hard heavy gauged aluminum plates, braced and swedged at
three points, enuring rigidity and
permanent alignmentCapacity —
Low minimum -with uniform maximum capacities. Used in the Superior
Balanced lateens Receiver.
Size open 3%' long; 4.4" wide,
4%" high.
Size closed Dla" long, 4%" wide.
2" high.
No. 9513 . 0015 mfd. $5-9$

electrically connected to the same shaft.
Furthermore.
the rotary plates of any of the condenser sections may
be shifted to the right or the left and then permanently
set, to compensate lar any electrical differences between
these various sections, eliminating the necessity of employing compensating or midget condensers for this purpose.
A hardened steel set screw in this bushing grips
this shaft, with no lost motion being effected.
The
shafts of each of the condensers revolve in bearings
attached to the 3 reinforced cast metal standards which
are screwed to the metal base plate, in which there
are two mounting holes for anchoring the condenser to
the base board.
From the center of the shaft which
pcssea through the panel, and to which is attached a
vernier dial, to the under surface of the base plate, it
measures 3% inches.
The baseplate measures 2 inches
aide by 7% inches long.
Overall dimensions of the condenser with the plates unmeshed is 4% inches wide, 6
inches high and 7%, inches deep from the rear of the
panel.
Capacity of each section . 00036 mfd.
No. 8931
99.93
No. 8990 ( Two Gang)
$ 7.95

Pacent True StraightLine Frequency
Condenser

Pilot Midget Condenser

$2.15
POSTPAID

Small In size and the price ta
small. Low loss. One hole mounting.
Can he used as a vernier condenser.
Builders of
super- heterodyne sets
find it most desirable. Well- made. It
will surely please you.
en en
No.9488 ( 7- plate) .
aiplIa•JU
No. 8802 ( 13-plate) ....$ 0.97
Stations can be equi-spatd ac
cording to frequencies. Grounded rotor in continuous connection with
metal end- plate— meets all requiremenu of low loss design. Perfect insulation. Isolantite properly placed.
Special brass plates.
Riveted and
soldeied. Rigid channel frame construction.
Permanent plate alignment. Extra tie bars. Oversize, dust.
Proof uni bearing. Positive enclosed atop. Optional one-hole mounting.
Design provides for uni control tandem mounting. 17 plates recommended for neutrodyne and all tuned radio
frequency circuits . 00035 Mid. Max.
23 plates for super- heterodyne circuits. . 0005 Iffd. Max.
Size open 3%" long; 1%" wide, 4cc
high.
Size closed 3% ,, long, 1,4." wide,
2" high.
No. 8903
7- plate
$ 2.15
No. 8904
11- plate
$2.85
No. 4432
1T- plate
$ 2.95
No. 4433
23-plate
$2.95

Chelten Midget
Condenser

Has been on the market several
years and is increasingly popular.
Used as a vernier. In great demand
in superheterodyne circuits. Low loss
design.
One- hole mounting.
Brass
platee.
Variable.
No. 9174
9- plate
$ 1.17
No. 9512
13-plate
$ 1.34

Neutralizing Condenser

tube. Around the outside a piece of
nickel- finished split brass tubing in
fitted so that it may be moved from
one end to the other, thus forming a
condenser of very low capacity, the
glass tube being the dielectric. The
base is Radion. Maximum capacity
For use where capacity balance is Is obtained when center of brass tube
desired. The Balcon neutralizing con- coincides with center of space bedenser consista or two nickel- plated "teen electrodes.
electrodes enclosed in • % Inch glass No. 931'7

$0.29
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Pilot Capacigrad Straight Line Modified Condensers
sour panel of 3% inches compared to 4% inches with
the rotary plates completely unmeshed of the S.L.F.
model.
The 17- plate condenser, the most popular size.
measures 1 3/16 inches high and 1% inches deep from
Ijack of the panel.
End plates composed of bright
aluminum, with solid brass rotary and stationary plates
—minimum bakelite Insulation—screw terminals.
Note
that this type condenser should be used in conjunction
with a No. 9915 2 Gang S. L. Modified condenser, and
the S. L. F. Model No. 3581 must be used with the
Na. 3590 2- gang vondenser, so as to retain the same
dial settings.
No. 9911
8- plate . 00017 Capacigrad S.
fied Condenser
No. 9912.
13- plate .
0003 Capacigrad S.
fied Condenser
No. 9913
17- plate . 00038 Capacigrad S.
fied Condenser
No. 9914
23- plate .
0005 Capacigrad S.
fied Condenser

L. Modi-

$1.30
L. Modi$ 1.50
L. Modi$1.70
L. Modi-

$1.80

Two Gang Capacigrad S. L. Modified
Condenser

1
9‘

Brass Plates

$1.30
POSTPAID

Necessity is the Mother of Invention. and tiene was
responsible for the manufacture of the above type of
condenser.
In the earlier days of Radio, the conventional variable condenser had rotary plates and stationary
plates both shaped in the fashion of a half moon.
It
was noted that this type seemingly " jammed" all the
lower wave lengths over a very small portion of the dial
controlling that instrument, whereas the highest wave
lengths generally terminated at 2/3 of the arc, rendering the remaining 1/3 of the condenser useless.
Thus,
between 60 to 70 degrees on the dials, wave lengths
from 200 to 550 meters were crowded in an uneven
fashion.
The first improvement resulted In the lower
wave length section of the rotor being slightly shaped
off from the circulai form, allowing slightly better relief
on the lower stave lengths, but not of much consequence.
Then cante the first radical improvement: Our Pilot
S.L.P. condensers, as described under Nos.
3580 to
3582.
Although the fixed plates were not altered in
shape, the rotary plates were, their fortis being altered
from that of a half moon to that peculiar shape as illustrated under No. 3580.
Furthermore, the shaft was no
placed that the rotary plates described an eccentric arc.
while being meshed into the stationary plates.
The
result: The lower wave lengths mere spread over a much
wider portion of the dial. greatly assisting in the tuning
and selectivity thereof, and the highest waves came in
very near the complete meshing of the rotary plates into
the stationary plates, or, between 95 and 100 on the
dial.
But here again two obstacles presented themselves.
necessitating the above illustrated departure from the
heretofore accepted S.L.F. type—first. mechanically the
S.L.F. type occupied considerably more space than previous types, due of «nurse to the eccentric orbit the
rotary plates cut, while being completely unmeshed:
secondly, electrically, so much attention was paid to the
more gradual distribution of the lower waves by shaping
the rotary plates above referred to that the higher wave
lengths were actually becoming huddled together. as was
the rase with the lower wave lengths in IIle original
models.
It was then apparent that a happy medium
must be sought, a condenser that would allocate evenly
over its 180 ° cycle the tower wave lengths as well as the
higher wave lengths.
In the modified condenser, the
imam- plates are shaped in a half moon fashion on its
circumference, but a considerable portion of the body has
been removed, as the illustration clearly denotes.
In a
like manner, the stationary plates have been shaped;
thus accounting for tile happy medium of nave length
distribution long sought for.
The shaft is placed in the
exact center of the instrument, therefore, the rotary
plates describe an arc within the outer edges of the
condenser, accounting for very small overall length on

No. 9915
17- plate .
000:18 Capacigrad S. L. Modified Condenser
$3.20
Composed of two electrically uniform 17- plate condensers,
having the same features as the single condensers above
referred to.

Remler 360 Variable Condenser Twin Rotor Type

$4.47

fir

POSTPAID
Titis roost unique ismdenser has two rotors
which mesh into each
other. both moving at
the same time, actuated
by a set of bakellte
gears to which they ale
rigidly fastened — and
these gears are in tutu
in mesh not only will ,
each
other,
but
al ,
with a very small diameter gear which is attached to the operating
shaft and dial.
This
small ratio gear produces a very realistic vernier effect.
The Dial moves in
a 360 ° arc, but the rotors only move in a 90° arc.
All
electrical connections are foreign to tlie metal shaft. and
operating dial. insuring no trace of body capacity effects.
The plates are " pebbled" brass, for rigidity, and are
soldered to their shaft and at their tops with a common
strip.
A special 4
aluminum front 360 ° etched dial
is included, together with a paper disc, which is removable at will, mad upon which the station call letters
may lie written.
The dial is locked to the % inch shaft
with a split bushing and bolt, and the bakelite knob is
threaded so that it may he strewed on and off the dial
plate.
Stop and marker included.
No. 9667
.
00035 capacity 17- plate
54.47
No. 9668
.
0005 capacity 23- plate
54.47

uferi(

Pilot Lug Jack
The special connecting lugs, while designed to abolish
soldering ( connections being made thereto with a nut
and screw) may be used for solder connections.
The
sturdy frame helps support sub- panel.
Easily attached
with screws through holes provided for the purpose.
The lug- jack illustrated is No. 9897, the filament- control
double jack.
No. 9894
Single circuit open
$0.32
No. 9895
Single circuit closed
$0.36
No. 9896
Filament control, Single Jack
$0.41
No. 9897
Filament control. Double Jack
$ 0.45
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Pilot Capacigrad
S. L. F. Condenser
Brass
Plates

o

$1.30
POSTPAID

for tuned radio frequency, neutrodyne, and super heterodyne receivers.
The important thing to remember about
gang condensers is that the capacity of the two units
must he absolutely uniform.
Both of these condensers
are within 2 per cent, accurate in their, capacities, so It
is a very simple niatter to balance the set.
Although of
large capacity, the size of this condenser is remarkably
small, measuring only
long and 1%" high when closed.
and 41
/ " high when fully opened.
2
The total width from
panel to rear bearing in only 3%".
Carried only in one
size, namely, 17- plate, . 00038 mfds.
Rugged in design.
with pigtails and stout end plates, you will find this
condenser to be the acme of perfection.
No. 3590
Two Gang, 17- plate.
.00038 Capacigrod Condenser

$3.20

_
Here are the condensers with the " velvet feel."
A
TRUE straightline frequency condenser with solid brass
plates.
Built like a watch, it is the pinnacle of proclaim.
Special bushings give that " velvet feel," free
from chatter and noise.
These condensers cost no more
than ordinary condensers, for the simple reason that they
are produced by the world's largest radio parts manufacturer.
A minimum of insulation gives rise to a minimum
of losses.
It ix not necessary to dwell upon the advantages of
using straightline frequency condensers today.
They will
separate the lower wave stations and will give you better
results all the stay through.
These condensers are all
equipped with 3 screws; anti plates are solid Ina ,
Friction bearings, adjustable end plate bearing to astis tension, etc., the highest class job In America, not ol '
for those who build their own, but for set manufacturers ..
well.
Where a high class condenser is a necessity.
DUE TO THE EXTRAORDINARILY CLOSE sPACIND OF THESE PLATES, THIS CONDENSER TAKES
ACTUALLY LESS ROOM THAN THE OLD STRAIGHTLINE WAVE TYPE. Dimensions of . 00017 tope, closed.
4" long, I%" high; open 4" long and 4.4iff high.
The larger Mies are of site laisse dimensions except
that they are somewhat wider due to the additional plates.
No. 8902
8- plate, . 00017 Capacigrad Condenser
$ 1.30
No. 3580
13- plate, . 00025 Capacigrad Condenser
$ 1.50
No. 3581
17-plate, . 00038 Capacigrad Condenser
$ 1.70
No. 3582
23- plate, . 0005 Capacigrad Condenser
$1.80

Two Gang Capacigrad
Pilot Condenser
This is the same type
our No.'s 3580, 3581 and

Brass
Plates

$3.20
POST PA ID

condenser as described under
3582, and is made especially
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U. S. L 3- Gang 17-Plate
.00035 Condenser
S. L. Corrected Frequency

$5.45
POSTPAID

Extreme compactness and perfect
efficiency
is a
rare combination
n three
sane
tandem condensers!
But we
It.t.o › th
tl in attaining this goal—offering you a
triple condenser in a high quality precision instrument
for less than half the price of a larger, and less
efficient
type.
The
three
sections
are
EXACTLY
ALIKE, and as the condenser Is very strongly built, it
will NEVER vary.
The metal parts are all aluminum,
with the result that there is 3 times LESS WEIGHT
on the panel than with other types—thus you do not
have to support the rear end of the condenser on the base
board. 'The common rotor shaft, upon which the rotor
plates are most rigidly attached. is % inch in diameter,
terminating, at the panel end, in the conventional %
inch diameter.
For extreme durability the rotor plates
are strapped together, as the illustration will suggest.
Minimum of Radion insulation.
Connections to the
various stators and the common rotor are possible on
either the right or left side of the condenser.
When the
plates are fully unmeshed, the overall dimensions of this
mechanical triumph are 3% inches wide, 3% inches
high, and ONLY 5 inches from rear of panel.
Choice of
one hole mounting, or 2 anchoring holes.
Furnished only
in 17- plate capacity.
IDEAL FOR ONE DIAL CONTROL 5 or f TUBE TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
t'IRCUITS.
No. 8932

Silver Marshall Interlocking
Condenser

$5.75

POSTPAID
This condenser is unique ill that it
can be used singly, or, due to the
special mechanical arrangement prosided therewith, a similar condenser
1
can be Interlocked by inserting the
shaft of the next condenser ( or even
the shaft of a variable coupling
LI p:geen)
primary coil) into the special hole
in the rear portion of the condenser
Preceeding it.
After being adjusted for final electrical
uniformity, they are firmly interlocked, and the tuning is
thus confined to one dial.
In this manner, any number
of condensers can be employed, for multi R.F. stage
assembly.
Double bearings, fully adjustable, provide for
smooth operation.
Rigid die cast frame.
Plates are
lacquered brass.
Provided with single or double hole
mounting, and two- hole base mounting.
Capacity .
00035
—17 plates.
No. 9971

$5.75
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Bruno Unitune

Bruno Compact Tuning
Inductances

$15.28
POST PA 10

272

1:ISTPAID

Where spare is at a premium, but
a 100% EFFICIENT coil is to
he used, the Bruno No. 99 will
admirably serve this purpose. The
diameter of this coil is only 2V,
inches.
It is 3 inches long.
The
wire is very attractively wound in
two colors of orange and green.
upon a low loss Quartzite form,
assuring a coil of utmost efficiency.
There are 12 turns in the primary, 54 in the secondary and 45
in the rotating coil.
For .
0005 variable condensers.
Will tune from
200
to 575 meters.
Single hole
mounting.
Ends of moulded bakelite.
No. 9074
3-Circuit Tuner

4 $ .99

This coinhinat 1,0 repre,eill, tto sers lai e,! improvements
in Radio receiver construction.
Consists of the Bruno
Unitune No. 9635, with two No. 9072 Bruno R. F.
Coils rigidly attached thereto. Can be used for two R. F.
stages or In any variety of circuits.
Tuning range-200
to 550 meters.
Its appearance will enhance the appearance of any Radio receiver.
Refer to No. 9635 and
9072 for detailed descriptions of condenser and coils.

$15.28

No. 9637

Bruno No. 99 R. F. Coil
Illustrated—same characteristics as above coil, mechanically as well as electrically, but without a
rotating toil, or tickler.
Same number of turns in
the windings of both the primary of each coil, and
secondary thereof, assures equal - logging - on the
tuning dial ,.
No, 9631

$2.72

Quartzite Winding Form

$1.81
POSTPAID
Laboratory tests have conclusively
proven that these winding forms
will
assure
the
least
possible
losses.
Will lend distinction to
the appearance of any set.
Can
be supplied in either a 3- inch
diameter with a 234- Inch winding
space, or, in a 214- inch diameter
with a 2- inch winding space.
Supporting rods made of transparent
Quartzite, moulded bakelite ends.
No. 9634

Either size

$18.09
No. 9636.—Same as No. 9637. only the right-hand
condenser holds a standard three- circuit tuner.
For Roberts type receivers, or
many other similar circuits
•

$18 09

Bruno Unitune Condensers

993

$1.81

Karas Extended Shaft
"Equarnatic" Condensers

655

•
08TPAID
Espei 1,111s designed for use in
the Equatnatie receiver because of its extended shaft
from the rear plate of the
condenser.
This product is
symbolic of the Hares efforts
to oiler the Radio public the
very finest instruments that
killed engineers ran design, and patient craftsmen can
build.
151.1thematically designed plates assure perfect
S.L.F. results in tuning.
Frame is very heavily nickel
plated,
and substantially formed.
Plates are heavy
The shaft revolves with a velvet-like
acquered brass.
iselling.
Extended shaft model only supplied in . 00037
51111. capacity- 17 plates.
No. 9011

6.55

POSTPAID
The Bruno contribution to localized controls of multi stage
tuning variable condensers has met with
deserving praise.
As
the illustration will
suggest, this unit
consists of two condensers,
both
electrically matched yet
electrically independent of each other in
their rotors.
Both dials can be turned TOGETHER
with a one dial effect, and then either can be further
adjusted independent of the other.
Mounts to the
panel by means of nab' two screws which also hold
handsome bronze indicating plates. . 0005 Mid, straight
line frequency.
The plates are of brass and shaped for
S.L.F. tuning.
The frame is of aluminum and is very
durable.
The drums are of moulded bakelite. and on the
circumference thereof, the dial numbers are clearly engraved.
The edges of the drums are knurled for tuning
purposes.
No. 9635

$9.93

Notice
You can adapt your present condensers for localized
tuning control. In attaching to them the Bruno Drum,
(21, panel plate and frame.
Takes but a fee
minutes.
No. 8947

As

Described.

$3.45

Other Karas Condensers
Na.
No.
No.
No.
No.

8912
8913
9459
9458
9457

5 plate . 0001
7 "
.
00014
11 "
.
00025
17 "
.
00037
23 "
.
0005

55.98
55.98
55.98
$ 6.29
$ 6.55

Gentle men :
am getting good results with the same condenser;
I ordered from you several years ago—thus am sending
you another order.
WILLIE L. BULLOCK.
674 Vance St.. Henderson, N

J
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NaAid Localized Control
Tuning Units

$6.65
POSTPAID

The Na- Alti Localized Condensers are the latest contributions to the art of Radio set building.
The tendency
among all standard receivers of this season is to localize
all the tuning controls, and at a very modest expenditure
You, too. can avail yourself of this luxury.
All dials
can be turned at once, or singly, independent of each
other, all within range of your FINGER TIPS.
The
dial numbers are to be found on the drums, and are
handsomely set off in a frame of embossed polished bronze
furnished with each condenser.
Very compactly made.
The drum is moulded of genuine Bakelite, reinforced
with cleverly formed " spokes."
The circumference of
these drums not only furnishes the means whereby the
condensers are rotated, but also there is attached thereon.
the strip containing the dial readings.
As these figures
are milled below the surface, they are not accessible to
your finger tips, therefore. will not rub off.
The drums
are milled to allow the finger tips to grip them.
The
condenser plates are aluminum, end are of the corrected
frequency type.
The mounting bridge is nickel plated
brass.
To offset any undue tension at any point on the
condenser, several mounting holes are provided, according
to the type of condenser.
No. 971 I Double 17- plate . 000375
$6.65
No. 9710
Triple 17- plate . 000375
$8.18
No. 9713
Quadruple 17- Plate . 000375
$13.45
No. 9075
Double . 0005 23- plate
$8.95
No. 9712
Double . 0005 23- plate with tickler
drum control, for Roberts type circuits, etc.— $8.95

NaAid Connectorald
.
39

POSTPAID
This new 11X171 and 13X1 12 storage
battery power tubes may be used in
your present 2nd stage audio amplifier
socket without basing to resort to any
internal changes of wiring, either to
the " C" or " B" battery connections.
Any additional voltages applied feed
to the power tube only.
As this
adapter does not raise the tube, it
snag be safely used in receivers with
limited
head
room.
Substantially
moulded of bakelite. Connecting wires
are furnished with engraved tags with
proper designations.

•

$1.39

lsolantite Adapter

.32
T
:ejl

PA ID
With the advent of the small I7X
type base tubes, the UX199 and
the new power tube—the UX120
—and similar types, there are
occasions when it is desirable to
use these small base tubes in
STANDARD
SOCKETS.
This
adapter takes the small base UX
tube, and adapts the tube to the
standard socket.
As it in moulded
ISOLANT1TE, a superior insulating material, it is
pure low loss instrument.
No. 9774

0 $ .32
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Bremer Tully Shock Absorbe
Socket

0•88
e

0STPAID
MIcrophonic conditions in a detector
tube ( and possible in all of the tubes)
will cause a steady, monotone hum or
roar in the loud speaker.
This is
caused by the vibrations of the loud
speaker, or even passing vehicles, and
footsteps in the room, setting the elements within the tube vibrating.
To
overcome this condition, the side arms
of this socket not only absorb these
vibrations, but also prevent them from
starting.
The base is of genuine
bakelite.
There is a shock absorbing material between
the hase and U X socket holder.
Contacts are positive.
necessitatyet cause no undue strain on socket studs,
thus
ing no undue jerks to remove the tube.

Howl Arrester

073
f

OSTPAID
The McDor.ald Roxl Arrester Is used to
eliminate any microphonic tube hum or
roar by simply sliding it over and on the
offending tube.
In principle, the weight
of this device and the gripping effect of
the stretched rubber tends to stave off any
external vibrations which cause the elements of the tube to vibrate in turn, with
a resulting hum.
This is sery noticeable
in console cabinets, or wherever the loud
speaker is immediately adjacent to the
receiver.
Particularly effective on detector
tubes.
Only the best grade of rubber is
used in its construction.
No. 9627

NaAid Connectorald

f 25
O1•
STPA ID

This Na -aid product serves
the same purpose as our No.
9716 Connectorald, only it
is solely intended for using
the UX120 ( the UV199
poster amplifier tube) In a
UV199 socket. The tube to
raised a minimum amount, as the illustration will suggest.
Additional voltages can be directly applied to this
tube without disturbing the other tubes in the circuit.
or changing their battery requirements.
For true reproduction of radio reception, a power tube must be
employed, with additional voltages.
Durably moulded
of bakelite.
No. 9714

$1.25

UX120 NaAid Connectorald

$1.08
POSTPAID
This adapter will allow you to use
a UX120 or UV199 power tube in any
T.TV201A type of socket.
The additional voltage required on the power
tube can be applied direct to this
tube, without disturbing the battery
requirements of the remaining tubes.
This socket does not raise the tube.
Battery leads are provided with engraved markers for safety.
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X-L Vario Densers

Condensers

For by-pass work we
offer a condenser of
sterling qualities that
for by-pass work is
unequalled
by
the
best mica condensers
yet is available at
greatly reduced cost
made possible by the
employment
of
especially manufactured
condenser paper, vacuum impregnated in
a synthetic compound
(no wax used) which
gives the condenser a very high capacity factor and makes
it unaffected by dampness in any climate- Equal in this
particular to those moulded directly into. bakelite. The
special strap clamps empbyed maintain a ceastant pressure and afford a most convenient electrical connectipn.
For resistance coupled amplifiers and bv-pass work it is
unequalled.
The price la the same tor al capacities
ranging from . 005 to . 1 lt:FD.
No. 9406

$0.89
POSTPAID
MAKE POOR SETS GOOD - GOOD SETS BETTER
Endorsed and Used by the Foremost Radio Engineers.
ALMOST TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
MODEL N-Capacity range 1.8 to 20 micro-microfarads.
for balance in Roberts two tube, Browning- Drake. McMurdo Silver's Knockout, Neutrodyne and tuned radio
frequency circuits.
No. 9379
$0.89
MODEL G-Two capacity ranges, 011016 to . 00055 and
.0003 to . 001 Microfarads, for the Cockaday circuit, filter
and intermediate frequency tuning in Nuperheterodyne and
positive grid biaa in all sets.
No. 9380
$1.39

Harnmarlund Equalizing
Condenser

Aerovox By-Pass Conk'!enser
For any service where low Impedance path for audio- or radio-frequenoy current Is desired. The bypass condenser prevents the loss of
power in A or B batteries by keeping the fluctuation in the current
out of the batteries.
Es ential iii
construction of It battery eliminators.
Sturdy mechanical construction features this item.
The lugs
provide
for
either
horitontal
or
vertical
mounting.
Finished
at tractively in black.
Cat. No.
Capacity
9429
9430
9431
9432
9433
9434
9435

.1 inf d.
.25 "
.5 "

3. "
4. "

Aerovox Fixed Condenser

Price
80.43
0.49
0.55
0.67
0.99
' 1.59
2.19

$0.49
POSTPAID
Possessing the distinction of
being the smallest variable
condenser,
this
compactness
does not rob it of any efficiency : in fact, it has a
wider range than tondensers
many times its size, the above
view being about full sizethe 1ml:elite base measuring I 3/16 invites long by %
inch wide.
Cart be used to tompensat e for differences
between contlencers in gang assembly, or, for neutralizing
oscillations
by
balancing
tile
it. le.
tube capacities.
Maximum capacity is 50 micro mierofarads and isinimum
2 silero microfarads.
Base is genuine Bakelite, uses a
mica dielectric and a heavy phosphor bronze spring plate.
Adjusting the center screw, raises tor lowers the top
spring plate, causing the variation in capacity.
Mounts
directly to sosket or variable condenser terminals. or can
he suspended on any connection wire.
No. 9052

Pilot Bakelite Fixed
Condenser

No. 5028 . 00025

1( I
OVOX Fix cil Condensers
are made of
the best grade mica insulaten. Genuine bakelite layers. Seated under
pressure. Very, popular with leading
set manufacturers.
Each condenser
tested and guaranteed.
these are
Style 601.
.0001
.00025
.0005
.001
Mr.
.0025
.003
.004
.005
.
011''

flow in to the condenser to short the
mica plates, these condensers are
moulded in one piece under 20 tons
of pressure. They are made of beautiful brown hakelite. Are 98 per cent
Perfect in rapacity.
Each condenser
individually tested and guaranteed.
No. 5026 . 0001
No. 5027 . 0002

POSTPAID

So. 5080
No. 5010
No. 5078
No. 5077
No. 5076
No. 5075
No. 5074
No. 5073
No. 5072
No. 5081

$0.49

..$0.30
0.30
0.30
0.33
0.33
0.35
0.41
0.41
0.50
0.61

$0.32
POSTPAID
This is
cunden er
like most
in faYers.

without a doubt the best
made. It cannot short. Uncondensers which are built
permitting solder or flux to

40.32
0.32
0,32

No. 5029 . 0005

0.32

No. 5030 . 001 •

0.36

No. 5031 . 002

0.36

No. 5032 . 003

0.15

No. 5033 . 004

0.45

No. 5034 . 005

0.51

No. 5035 . 006
No. 5036 .01 By-pass

0.63
0.81

Gortie men :
I he received my order sooner than I expected. and I was not sure that
i
- was my order until I opened the package.
The time was two days before
a Otte- that I sent the same day I sent the order. I received them in good
coPlition with the RASCO Catalog. In my vacation, just after the examintors. I will order other parts, and I hope to receive them with the quick
attentign and prompt delivery accorded my first order.
LUIS OUGPIN.
275 Juan Luna Street.
Binoneo M111nila. P. I.

"RASCO"
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Cushioned Pacent U X Socket

24

HOURS

Pilot Universal Socket

$0.28

$0; ,
Pt) S

5

POSTPAID

ID

This is the last word in socket ron.trin tion—it
k
absorbing, therefore reduces microplamic sounds and hub,
Capacity effects reduced to a Minimum.
Rugged.
wiping contacts.
Bakelite Moulded.
Very ISHO11.01.
Either binding post or solder ronnections
$0

.51

No. 9602

"Rasco" Vacuum Tube Shell
Only very heavy brass I
S used. 4747
Especially useful to the man who
builds his own on aceount of its
four perforated ears. To mount is
simple.
Drill a hole hsto your
sub- panel the same size of the
metal shell opening; the size of
this hole being 1%".
The socket
is then mounted over the hole.
while the four contact fingers which
come with the shell, are mounted
below the panel with screws and
nuts.
This gives a workmanlike
ti
job.
It saves you money and your set will look like the
factory- made article. Complete with 4 Contact Fingers.
No. 4747
Complete with 4 Contact
Fingers

$0•16

Vacuum Tube Socket Contacts
These contacts are used in connection with our No. 4717
vacuum tube shell. Made of phosphor breeze and Picket
plated.
The turned- up lug fits into a SIOSII hole which
you drill into the panel. After Use contact linger has beets
screwed down by nut and screw it is Impossible for the
finger to shift sidewise.
No. 4718
Dozen

$0.15

Rasco Vacuum Tube Socket
One of the best
sockets
made.
Value unequaled
anywhere.
Macle
entirely of heavy
composition a n d
of course its use
avoids Use metallic ring and howl. log
caused
by
metal
sockets.
Four springs giving maximum
pressure
against
'unset pins.
Best finish.
Nickel- plated landing posts.
If not the best socket you have ever had, return it and
your money will be refunded.
There may be lower- priced
sockets, particularly the porcela in kind, but these are
usually worse than useless from breakage and other
troubles.
No. 6500

$0.35

Carter Adapter

$0.48

POSTPAID
With this adapter you can use any
modern CX type base tube In a
WDII
type
socket,
such
as
11X199„
WX12.
UX120
and
11X20 1A.

No. 9715

$0.48

Here Is a new bakelite socket 'or UV- 201A tubes, tsll
old style bases, as well as for che new ITX tubes, it
storage battery and dry cell types.
Equip Your set su ,
these modern sockets and use whatever tubes YOU [Ile,
1*MM/eft with four binding pots for quick and er ,,
connections.
Positive willing contacts, a wonderful sock, ;
which you must see to appreciate.
Genuine bakelite.
No. 6535

Pilot

Universal

$0.28

Socket..

Paceni Adapter

$0.30
POSTPAID
This Adapter is matte ' o place
as CV- I99 or C-299 tube In the
ordinary 20IA or 30IA sockets
The Adapter is made el' bake lite throughout and has lutist plier bronze rontact springs its
the bottom of the Athlete's, which
are cart-led through the base in
slots that se-re as a ow loss
Part.
Short-circuiting las been
eliminated entirely.
The best
adapter on the market.
No. 6521, Pacent
Adapter
$0.30

Air Cep Sockets
$0.56

PAT
Sera
FOR
Na.

9798

No.

9799

The inherent capacity existing between the grid and
plate
causes
losses
strions
enough,
without
further
adding to these losses, by usiug the conventional type
of socket, for dust anc other foreign conducting agencies can fosm
an electric's' path between the gril
and plate terminals, impairing the genial efficiency of
the stage to which tha - tube h coupled—but, with the
Air Gap sockets, this cis isuposêlble, for the base is so
cleverly moulded that / Itere in NO MATERIAL BETWEEN TI1E GRID ANI)
PLATE TERMINALS—
I'llEREFORE. THERE CANNOT BE ANY LOSSES.
Base is of genuine moulded bazelite, with nickel plated
phosphor bronze contacts.
The Standard model is furnished with a nickel 'deed metal shell in which the pin
of Use Radio tube loclm. whereas the U. X. type base
will accommodate any radio tote, the prongs of the tube
being pushed into the !soles prcselded for them.
No. 9798
Standard 'Ewe 11. e
$ 0.64
No. 9799
I: X M..:
80.56

_
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Set of Harnrnarlund-Roberts
Coils

CO.,

NEW

YORK

Three. Circ u it Tuner

$1.45

\\%

POSTPAID

This three-dr.
cuit tuner has fine
selectivity. It rePresents the latest
in Inductance design. having an
untuncd prhuary
and a loosely counted secondary, Its
compactness
and
adaptability permit its use in the Ambassador circuit or any three-eireult
receiver. .4 fraction of a turn will tune out los aIs and
ing in distance stations, clear and swee t
.
No. 9388
The 11.1111111a itittil products are so well established in
the minds of every Radio Fan, nett further elaborations
on their superior craftsmanship is unnecessary.
These
coils consist of an R.F. Stage or Antenna Coupler, the
primary of which is tapped for maximum efficiency for
any length aerial, 3 such taps being provided, and a
3- circuit tuner of exceptional efficiency, the primary
of which is tapped for proper neutralizing.
Both coils
are wound on 3- inch diameter films of celluloid, precision
'pace wound, assuring electrical uniformity between both
coils.
The insulating material is genitine bakelite, upon
which are nfounted the soldering lugS ' foe all erminelions.
For . 0005 23- plate condensers only.
l'or use in
any variety of circuits.
No. 9749
Set of 2 Coils

$6.88

Harninarlund Neutrodyne Coils
ln appearanye cintilar to the coil illustrated on the
right, but wound on a 2- inch diameter film of celluloid.
Consists of Primary and secondary, the most
compact eoll made, yet boasts of the Ilanimarlund
high engineering attributes.
Correctly tapped for
neutralization.
Can be used in any tuned & F. ciryuit.
Can be mounted closer together, with less
interstage coupling.
Small diameter means less pickup. therefore helps eliminate interference and broad
tuning.
For 17- plate . 00035 condensers only.
No. 9750

180

Set of 3 Coils

$6.88

Low Loss Three Circuit
Tuner

$1.69
POSTPAID

This coil represents the very best three-eircult tuner that
is on the market to- day.
It is not only very ruggedly
made, but is also very pleasing in appearance, Ilse
windings being in two colors and metal parts handsomely
niekel plated.
Replace your present there- circuit tuner
with this tnodel, and marvel at the difference.
Can be used in the Ambassador type circuit, or in conjunction with our No. 9608 R.F. coil in the Roberts,
Browning Drake, etc., type circuits.
Wound on 3%inrh diameter tubing, 2% Inches long. $
No. 9609

1.69

Balanced Interflex 3-Circuit
Tuner

$3.50
POSTPAID
Ttis special 3circuit tuner was
designed for the
s
Balanced
Interflex, as originally
_
designed and described
by
Mr.
Rag° Gernsback,
Editor of " Radio Neiva," and
used in the Balanced Intertlex
kit described
elsewhere in this
catalogue. It can
also be used as a
standard three circuit tuner where a . 00035 or 17- plate condenser
is to be used.
If your present three- circuit tuner does
not cover the full wave length band of 200 to 550
meters, replace it critic this one.
Very ruggedly designee' and conenletel,..ssuring YOU every satisfaction.
There are 12 turns on tire primary. 65 on the secondary
and 10 turns on the rotor .
Diameter is 3% inches, 3%
in. hes long.
No. 9601

Antenna Coupler or Radio
Frequency Coil

1.18
f

OSTPAID
This coil is constructed
according
to
the latest
principles
of
low
loss
winding, and is highly
approved.
l'rimary and
secondary
are
in
two
colors.
For . 0005 or 23plate variable eondensers.
Can be used to precede
our No. 9609 :3- circuit
tuner ( or any other 3circuit tuner) to concert
a
3- tube
set
Into
a
Roberts or Browning Drake 4- tube circuit.
Can abo se
used as an antenna coupler in multi stage tuned radio
frequeery circuits, as wels as for the radio frequency
transfutmers.
Wound on 3.0% - inch diameter tubing, 2%
inches long.

."RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

Bruno Compact 3-Circuit Tuner

24

27

HOURS

Bruno Baby R.F. Coil

$1.88

$3.15

POSTPAID
This small, but very efAlthough extreme compact - ficient, tuning inductance is
a sister roil to the No.
ires has been successfully
3- circuit tuner; in
accomplished in the design 'J 632
fact, it is the same size
of this three- circuit tuner,
the Bruno efficiency has not and of the same dimensions,
been sacrificed.
Measuring only it has no rotating coil
It may also be used in any tuned
only 2%
inches long by embodied within.
radio frequeney circuits, where the available space is at
2%
inches
in diameter,
Measures 2% inches long and is 2% inches
this coil can truly be called a baby coll.
There are a premium.
There are 12 turns in the primary and 60
..0 turns in the secondary, 12 turns in the primary and in diameter.
For . 0005 variable condenser.
,4 turns in the rotating coil.
Designed for .
000 5 23 turns In the secondary.
Wound on genuine bakelite.
plate variable condensers.
Wound on genuine Bakelite Binding post connections.
,nling—all metal putts are nickel plated brass.
No. 9633
No. 9632
One hole mounting
POSTPAID

$1.88

$3.15

Rasco Leader Baby Low Wave Compact Air Wound R.F.
Coil 3-Circuit Tuner
$0.73
—t:

$79
1.
rOST PAID

Your first descent into those
seemingly mysterious wave
lengths below 200 meters will
thrill you and %sell repay you
for your labor spent in constructing a SHORT WAVE
2 or 3- tube receiver.
The
BABY short nave 3- circuit
!ruler is ideally suited for receivers of this type, covering
., nave length band of 37 to 130 meters, when used with
Its very compact23- plate . 0005 variable condenser.
ness of size, measuring only 2 15/16 inches long by
2
inches in diameter does not detract from its electrical
,Meknes,. The primary and secondary windings are bare
slime mound, precision spaced.
Wound on the least pos-Able amount of insulation, and between machined slots.
Fibre tubing used.
There are 4 turns of wire in the
PrimarY. 14 turns in the secondary and 14 in the rotary
.oil.
Pig tailed connections on rotary coil.
Binding
1,oat connections.
One hole mounting.
Nickel plated
hrass hardware.
No. 8830

$1.79

180° Vario Coupler

Coils

POSTPAID
Tice superiority of the solenoid
coil over any other type is
conceded.
And.
being
air
space wound with no insulation in its field, it is truly
a low loss product.
Another
outstanding feature of this ^ —
efficient coil is its extreme compactness. measurrng only
2% inches in diameter and 2 inches long.
This small
size lessens the interstage coupling effects, and greatly
reduces external pick up.
The primary is enclosed within the filament end of the secondary.
The ends of the
mire are coiled, and are long enough to be run direct to
their proper terminals.
Precision wound, thus each coil
is electrically matched with every other one.
Ideal for
use in shielded stages or uherever space is at a premium.
Green silk covered wire.
Can be used as an antenna
inductance, or intermediate 11.1e. stage transformer.
Can
be screwed tu base board through the heavy celluloid strip
permanently attached to the coil.
There are 12 turns In
the primary, and 79 turns in the secondary—for 17plate . 00035 variable condensers—with nhich It nlii
roser 200 to 550 meters.
No. 9836

$0.73

Each Coil

Bremer-Tully Tuner

Low- Loss Quart±itE
Tuner

$4.64
- POSTPAID

This is ene of the best couplers on
he market, con be used for panel
and table mounting. Tice bracket is
scs aluminum casting, as is the
holder which serrures the secondary
to the coupler.
Tubes are natural
,tutored
bakelite.
Diameter
of
primary, 4"; height. 2". Diameter
et secondary, 3%"; height, 1%".
shaft uked. Two spring binding
roosts are provided for the secondary
ninth:1g connections.
By means of
this, the instrument can be connected as a varloweter.
Primary
has 13 taps. Waco length range, 180
to 57,0 metoy'.
\c,. 317,11

Tice well-known
Bruno low
loss
quartzite
tuner,
Range 175 to 530
meters.
Tickler
rotor makes possible
tuning
without howls
Primary and secondary wound on quartzite glass and
Insures
low losses.
Substantially
built. Silk wire wound. Pig- tailed
The Bremer- Tully Tuner is Justly
celebrated because of its great merit
—ils
popularity
is
increasing.
Variable secondary and fixed absorption coil.
Variation
is permitted
by
adjustable,
untuned
primary. Wound on skeleton forms.
Equipped with pigtails.
Can be
used in any 3- circuit tuner.
Full
Instructions.
No 9707

$4.39

No.

2893

$4.64

Gentlemen:
I was very much pleased with
the Vario -coupler you sent me.
and also highly appreciate your
prompt service in dealing with
customers.
LEWIS M. SANDFORD.
9i Wright St..
Newark. N. .)
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Pacent Duo-Lateral Honeycomb Triple Honey Comb Coil Mount
4.85
Inductance Coils
OSTPAII)

$1.12

POSTPAID

I " al set sally used by many ship
Radio receivers - because of
its never failing accuracy and
...tabillty.
Center
mount
(secondary I remains
rigid,
and the two end mounts are
rotated over a oide arc by
too onorted knobs.
Flexible leads are brought out to the
rear Pir isinnection,
Moulded of Genuine Bakelite.
id eal for any w.vp >mail reraption, up tO 25,000 meters.

$4.85

No. 9045

Baby Radio Frequency
Inductance Coils
,ee _
The e very popular low-priced machine- wound Inductance
Coil
satisfy the needs of the amateur experimenter for
concentrated inductances, at a very low cost and high
eme ency.
Compact and easily manipulated.
They corer
the entire wove length without the dead-end losses which
exist when a tainted coil is used.
Have low high fry'
quency resistance and low distributed capacity losses.
Unequalled.
Successive turns of conductor are wound
at an angle to preceding turns and spaced therefrom.
which gives the coil the cellular structure from which it
derives its name. These air cells and the angular dia'
position of the turns reduce the losses in the coil to
marked degree.
With the proper condensers these coils
will cover the entire range of wave- lengths used in
radio.
Two leads are broughi, out from each coll.
All
sizes are carried in stock as below. The range given is
in meters alien varied with a . 001 Variable Condenser.
In considering prices. ,, lease remember these are the
'sigh grade Pacent brand.
Un Mounted
Mounted
No.
Price
Prim.
No
Turns
Range
$0.28
5016
$0.75
5000
25
120- 250
$0.90
5017
5001
$0.30
35
175- 450
$0.96
$0,32
5018
5002
50
240- 720
5019
$0.37
$1.00
5003
75
390- 910
$1.05
5020
$0.42
5004
100
500-1450
5005
$0.45
5021
$1.10
150
600-2000
$0.50
5022
5006
$1.12
200
900-2500
5023
$1.20
5007
$0.53
250
1200-3500
$0.59
$1.20
5008
5024
300
1500-1500
5009
$0.60
$1.25
5039
400
2000-5000
5010
$1.35
$0.70
5040
500
2800-6 IOU
5011
$0.89
5041
$1.50
600
4000-10000
5042
5012
$1.60
$0.92
750
5000-1:000
5013
$1.05
5043
$1.78
1000
7900-15000
5011
$1.70
5044
$2.30
1250
9750-19500
$1.90
5015
5015
$2.15
1500 14500-26500

Cockaday Circuit Coils
For all Cockarhy circuits or
similar circuits using same
combination.
Three windings, two of the circuits
being wound side by side
and
a
tapped
winding
wound on a separate tube
mounted at right angles to
the large tube. Wound with
great care and is properis
calculated to give superior
results.
ribe
especially
treated cardboard, highly impregnated te do away with
all losses.
Not affected by temperature or weather conditions.
Wound with No. 18 double cotton covered magnet wire. Tapped coil has seven taps. Two brass brackets for panel or base mounting.
N O. 2750

$1.89

-

$0.47

POSTPAID
Mod ,.. esitial j,, tuned Radio frequency Circuit.. Moire
the available space for the inductances is very limited
Basket weave construction assures maximum efficiency.
Mariam cotton covered enameled wire used.
The primary
winding is at one end of the coll.
Furnished with a
tilde mounting insert. for attaching the coil to the rear
frame of a condenser. or, to a baseboard, sub- panel. etc.
Completely air spaced wound.
NO DOPE USED TO
1101.1) THIS COIL TOGETHER, a waxed cord upon
which it is wound, taking care of this, assuring low loss
characteristics.
For . 00035 NMI. 17- plate condensersrange 200 to 550 meters.
THIS IS THE MOST CONIPACT COIL ON THE MARKET. MEASURING I%
INCISES LOND and 2 INCIIES IN DIAMETER.
No. 8929
EACH COIL
40.47
No. 8930
so nf
$ 1.20

$1.05

Low-Loss Coil

tp
POSTPAID
A new low -los
roil
especially
made
for tonel
radio
frequency
work.
The same
kind as used in
th e
Freshman
Nlasterplece a n d
many other popular sets.
It Is
completely ainvound. and has no dope o cement to keen
the wires together: the entire winding is held together by
means of waxed string. To keep the set from oscillating, a
special aperlodle printery Is wound in the center of the
secondary, which gives best results. The Primal,' is snitwound, the secondary double cotton covered.
To be used
with 17- plate or . 00035 only.
This coil is used for
wavelengths between 200 and 550.
Total diameter 3",
width
1". 5/10" thick.
Should be used only with a
low- loss condenser, in order to get best results.
There
ate four connections-two for primary, two for secondary.
Usually mounted by using two 3/16" hard rubber or
wooden rods, which pass through any two of the coil's
hides, as is nosy standard practice.
No. 2628
Low 'AMR Coil, each
80.40
No. 2629
Set of 3
51.05
Gentlemen.
Thanks for your very nice settlement.
t oss.t , as
that the
Radio
Specialty Co.
is
absolutely
squarest firm that I ever did business with, and it
I can ever do your house a lavar in any way I wits
certainly be glad to do so.
0 STEVENS, Drake. N. Oak

"RASCO"

SHIPS

Silver Marshall Plug-In Coils

$2.43

POSTPAID
No matter what circuit you
may wish to build, or one
that you may wish to redesign, the Silver Marshall
Plug-in Coils can be used.
with superior results.
Their
qualities of low losses, reduced to a minimum, electrical uniformity, mechanical
perfection, extreme compactness, less pick up possibility.
least interstage coupling, accessible connections on base.
have made these instruments
famous all over the World.
Their small diameter makes
them ideally sultaole for use in shielded stages. considering that at least 1% to 2 inches of spate must
intervene between the walls of the shield and the outside
of the coil.
To change from one coil to another, for
different band of wave lengths, or, to another circuit.
the colis are simply removed, and another substituted.
A key seettbn moulded in the roll form must lit into the
special slot provided on the base, preventing shorts,
wrong connections, etc.
Small adjustable rotors, supported on brass springs, and easily adjusted for various
circuits, etc., form a part of every coil.
The
form and base is genuine bakelite.
Due to the ribbed
effect on the winding form, the wire merely touches the
form at these ribs.
Connections to base may be twist.I
under cap nuts.
Can be . supplied in any of these 4
ranges:
A Range 190 to 550 meters
C Range
30 to
75 meters
It Range
70 to 200 meters
1) Range 500 to 1300 meters
with a 17-plate . 00038 condenser.
No. 9972
Type 110, Stator consists of two equal
sinnings, with an adjustable rotor, A, It or C
laser.
Kindly state which range you wish $ 2.43
I) Range.
Type 110
93.19
No. 9973
Type 111.
Stator consists of a single
winding, with concentrated primary in slot, and
adjustable rotor.
A. It or C range
92.43
1)
Range.
Type 1I
$3.19

The Rasco Leader All-Circui
Tuning Inductances
ret,L
$0.99
POSTPAID

s.„5:
No. 8933
Nu. oO:t4
Where space is at a premium and the connament parts
most of necessity be very small, it is all important that
sour selection thereof be for instruments of proven merit,
correctly designed and met- hank- ally durable.
The BABY
R.P. roil min be used in a variety of circuits, EITHER
ln conjunction with the BABY 3 circuit tuner, or, with
a number of their own type, for nentrodyne, tuned
radio frequency circuits. etc.
It can also be used as
an antenna induetance for super heterodynes, etc.
There
:.re 10 turns of sire in the primary and 88 turns
in the secondary of both eons. for 23- plate . 0005
saciable condensers, with which it will cover the broadcast wave lengths from 200 to 330 meters.
The rotary
toil in the three- circuit tuner has 14 turns thereon,
sound on a 1%- inch diameter tube.
The primaries and
secondaries of both coils are wound between slots, in the
latest low loss fashion, with the least possible insulation
beneath the windings.
Pig tail connection on rotary coil
in 3- circuit tuner.
Binding Post connections.
One hole
mounting on 3-eircult toner--all metal parts Mika
plated brass.
The dimensions of the fibre tubes are
2 3/18 inches in diameter by 2 15/16 inches long.
No. 8933
BABY
COIL.
90.99
No. 8934
It % In' 3- CIRCUIT TUN II
51.79

WITHIN

24

HOURS

29

R.F. Stage Shields
$2.00
POSTPAID

Although primarily
iis-signed for u se
toiti,
Silver
Marshall apparatus ( as
used in their new
Shielded Six) these
total
shielding
boxes may be adapted to your own specific requirements.
Stage shielding prevents interstage coupling, and also
completely eliminates " outside pickup, — greatly assisting
in the final selectivity of your receiver.
Made of
aluminum.
Note that the cover and side walls are
remosable.
Measures 7% inches long. 5 inches high
and 3% Indies wide.
No. 9969 ( Shield Only)

$2.00

Collapsible Total Shielding Boxes

The sides and ends of this cleierly designed shield are
tongued and groused, tha, ran be slipped in and out of
their positions. for immediate arce›a to any part of the
It. F, stage, for repairs or minor adjustments thereto
without the walls of the shield in your way.
All the
Input and output wires are led through the base section.
which has sub-ptessed holes provided for this purpose-you merely have to push these holes wherever they are
most convenient to your requirements.
By bolting a piece
of copper bus tsar mire to the bottom section, a hole also
being provided for this purpose, all negative filament and
ground leads can be soldered thereto.
Multi stages of
radio frequency amplification are only possible with these
shields— ideal also for oscillators in super heterodynes.
'rave traps, cte.
Made of aluminum—measures 8%
lollies long. 5% inches wide and 6 ½ inches high.
Will
thus contain a complete it. F, stage consisting of coil,
variable condenser, socket, neutralizing or by-pass condenser, etc.
Dial and even rheostat can be mounted on
front section, eliminating a bakelite panel, and cabinet,
if so desired.
Total stage shielding is now used in all
commercial receivers—keep abreast of the times, and
completely shield your receiver.
No. 9970
One Complete Stage Shield
—7 Sections

$2.88

Stenute Interference Eliminator
$0.85
POST PAID
where the selectivity in your
Radio receiver is not all it
should
be,
either
through
:inverse conditions,
such as
too close proxinlity to local
broadcasting stations, long
aerials, etc., or. due to ' a
nioad tuning recclter, the insertion of this wave trap
between the aerial binding post and the aerial lead-in
sire will greatly improve the selectivity, by adjusting the
-mall knob in the center thereof.
No alterations in the
siring of your reeelver are neressary, nor does this In'tell saisi re, tilre an additional tube, batteries, etc.
No. 9927

$0.85

Sterling Microdenser

$0.89

The variations in tandem
ionilens?rs can be eompentiteil for with these very
effident midget condensers.
In fact, they are to be used
wheresei a balancing condenser is sdggested.
Ideal for
neutralising.
They are so compact, measuring 1 inch
by 1
Indies, that they can be wired directly to the
desired connections.
Mira insulation used.
Adjusts by
screw in center.
Can only be varied by a screw driver—
adjustment remains constant. Maximum capacity approximately
5 miero-microfarads.
Nature of construction
assures loss-got possible min
iniu
m capacito
No. 9724
t 0 9

se 4c>,
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Karas Equarnatic Coils
Set of Three

$10.88

POSTPAID
Long the dream and h;qie
of every
serious Radio
engineer, at last it
si
possible TO MAINTAIN
A CONSTANT EQ1 .A I.
TRANSFER
OF
ENERGY between the pal mary and secondary induet ances NO MATTER
WHAT WAVE LENGTHS
ARE
BEING
TUNE!
The conventional radio isequency coil has a fixed coupler.
limiting its effective transfer of energy, through the
rigid coupling employed, to a narrow band of wave
lengths—and all wave lengths above or below this band
proportionately receive less of this desired transfer of
energy.
The primary coil is wound on a special form
with a metal sleeve variably attached theeeto, which is
slipped over thé extended shaft cif the Garas variable
condenser No. 9011, and therefore deseribes an arc ill
accordance with any adjustments made to the condenser
shaft.
The secondary coil is inounted to the sub- panel,
and is also variable, in angular position, with respect to
this arc described by the primary, making possible
further coupling effects.
This equal transfer of energy
assures a strong, clear and wonderfully pure signal. on
any station being received. and also tends to eliminate
overlapping of electrostatic and electrosnagnetic
The primary is wound on a 2- inch bakelite tube. wit 11
14 turns of wire.
The secondary consists of 60 turns of
wire on a 2 % - inch bakelite form.
Complete with
mounting screws. flexible leads, etc., and directions for
building Karas 5- tube Equamat lc receiver.
No. 9009

$10.88

Set of Three Coils

Karas

Retard

Coils

Essential in the grid airmail of R.F. stages in a
Karas receiver. these shielded, compact coils persnit the tubes to operate higher on their characteristic
mine, without producing oscillations.
No. 8910

Set of 2 Retard Coils

$1.88

Equainatic .Sub Panel .Brackets
Essential in Karas Equamatic receiver, to Insure
mechanical accuracy of mounting of parts, greatly
affecting eleetrical efficiency.
No. 8911
Set of 3 Brackets

$0.68

Benjamin "Lekeless" Transformers

3.15
e

CO.,

.
$315

YORK

Bremer Tully Torostyle
Transformer

$3.59
POSTPAID

This Is the coil that has made
the Bremer Tully
counterphase
Power- Six the blIel'e›S (
lost it is.
It is a laboratory product—the
result of anany years of experimentation.
The outstanding features are the almost entire elindna Iion of inter- stage coupling effects and signal pick up, due to
its closed field.
The 7 binding posts on this instrument
are cleverly arranged for simplified wiring.
Frame is of
moulded bakelite.
Can be supplied in Type TA for
antenna coupler. TC for intermediate R. F. stages and
Type -IA for 4- tube sets.
Kindly state which type you
are ordering.
No. 9934

$3.59

Each Coil

Benjamin Tuned Radio
Frequency Transformers

$5.15
POSTPAID

Benjamin products ai e
synonymous with hi ell
quality apparatus. These
coils are unquestionably
of
the
most
eftleiens
type, being air spas cd
basket weave wound on
air—no dope, or any
to
is empkweil
therein.
The primal
is inserted within the
secondary, at the filament end thereof.
Can lie used as an antenna coupler.
being lapped fur long and short antenna, or as a Radio
frequency transformer in any timed ILI?. circuit.
If
neutralizing is required in the circuit, a special tan
will take care of this.
Bakelite' insulation.
Soldering
W KS.
Low loss design.
3- inch diameter.
Wound wills
heavy green silk covered wire—looks as good as it is
effIslent.
Will cover 200 to 550 meters with a 17 plate . 00035 mfd. condenser.
No. 9851

Set of

Na. 9850

Individual

3 coils
coil

$ 5. I5
$ 1.95

Benjamin Compact Radio
Frequency Transformer

1.85
e

0STPAID

This is the most ideal coil
to use in any Radio frequency circuit, for il has
uniformly high inductance,
low distributed capacity and
low resistances It is " Lekeless." for its figuee si shape ashitles a; Very close field.
preventing the ever ruinous feedbacks end power leakage.
Neutra . ization is very easily affected because of this.
and no special angles or minimum distances between centers of coils need be employed.
Precision space- wound
iy special machinery assuring an electrical uniformity.
Minimum of insulation is used in the field of these
coils.
Covers entire broadcast wave length band with a
.00035 condenser.
Makes a very attractive appearance
for the wire used is double silk green covered.
Much
more efficient than the toroidal principle, for a solenoid
is conceded to be the ideal inductance.
Equipped with
special taps if used a:: an antenna inductance for best
results on various length antennas.
No. 9852

NEW

0S7 PA ID

This coil differs from the 3inch diameter model Benjamin
Radio frequency tisinsformers
in its extreme eompactnesS.
due to its very small diameter
sif only 2% inches, and, in
this
type
transformer,
the
primary and secondary coils
are on file same plane, the
capacity coupling being thus
redness.' to a IlliS1111111111.
Very
essential where space is at a
premium.
For . 00035 mfd.
condensers — 17- plate,
with
whiels it will cover from 200
to 550 meters.
No. 9846

Individual coil

No. 9847

Set of

3 coils

$1.85
$4.99

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN
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R E L-R.F. Choke Coil

Pilot Short Wave Plug-in Coils

e%\,

31

HOURS

e

$1.04
POSTPAiD

Udg11

`te

eastlow
as
hand
hand
as of
19 200
meters
to right
600 meters.
back into Ittheis regular
no uncoils lllllll
occurrence tu pick up European stat ions—n[11d it is most
thrilling to listen to two amateurs consenting across the
continent—they are all good fellows, ton. ( or they o
you to " listen in" and write them, s, ill your report as
Mechanically and electo their reception in your town.
tWally these plug-in coils hare no superior.
Tlw mounts
are solid bakelite. with the plugs and receptacles it
jacks1 moulded within.
The coils are air space wound,
3 inches in diameter, and practically self-supporting.
The primary roll
is adjustable for correct 1401111
advantages.
The secondary and tickler are un the same
interchangeable piece.
Overall length of base 7,l4t
The same primary roil is used no matter what wave
length band you may be tuning—the secondary ( with
tickler attached) is the one that is removed. and the
next higher or lower wave length range toll substituted.
Must be tuned with an 8- plate variable condenser, as. for
instance, our Pilot Nos. 8902 or 11911. or Parent 7 plate 8903.
Either of thesc condensers will not only
cover the lower waves, but will rover the 200 ,600 meter
bands, with, of course, the proper coil.
The fixed tickler
roll must be tuned with a II - plate condenser, to control
regeneration, with the capacity feed back PrinciPle. Note
that we ran supply space wound coils 3 inches in diameter
by 11 Indies long wound with number 21 15.5.41. wire 32
tuns to the inch. and another coil wound with number Is
S.C.C. wire, 13 turns per inch.
Set builders find them
extremely useful in making their own plug- In coils. to
In fact, any form of sifienoid roil for any purpose.
1 Coil used as the primary. including main base.
1 call Range 19 to (ig meters, including plug.
I Coil Range 38 to 105 meters, Including plug.
1 Coil Range 86 to 220 meters, including Plug.
Pilot Short Wave Kit consists of:
No. 9838
Complete
No. 9842 Range 200 to 600 Meters, Fits *Same

Rase inasNo.
Coil
Supplied
9838

with

Primary

'I be ' tort, tly designed Owl*. roil, single layer vtound s,lI,
No.
ti D.C.L.
paraMned st ire on a neatly finished blat
bakel ite tube
Connections to sere0S or soldering log , Mounts in sly convenient position by means of acres,.
Will safely carry
1000 milliamperes.
Inductance . 9
Mil Henrys.
D. C. Resistance 3.1 Ohms.
Measures .1
inches long.
loch diaineter.
No. 9818

Bremer Tully Short Wave :
Outfit

$7.63
POSTPAID

Short
stave re, ept ion depends entirely on the quality of apparatus used—the
Bremer
Tully
engineers.
mindful of this fact. hose
produced this kit, %stitch is
st ithout ,
IlleSt 1011 orle uf tile
mo ,1 efficient
short
Was,'
InIttitS.
Consists of a 1:111,1ille l'olue 001111d 1111 a bakelite
tube, and four interchangeable coils. uound on special
bakelite forms, with the least possible amount of insula
tion 01111111 the fields thereof—the Puns are precision
space notind.
Tile coils coser the Milowing ranges of
stave lengths : 12 to 25 meters, " 25 to 50 meters, 50 to
100 meter, and 100 to 200 meters.
Designed for a
7- plate . 00015 turd. conden.er.

No, 9853
trated

Described

and

Illus-

$763

$8 23
$2 23
•

$10262
POSTPAID

Interchangeable

Constructed with strict accordant e with low losses.
Inductances are space wound 011 special forms and hases
with provision for immediate removal to change over to
another wave length band.
This kit covers 15 to 130
meterS.

No. 9604 ( Set of 3 Coils)

As

Silver Marshall Short Wave Kit

Aero Short Wave Tuner Kit

Completely

esuie

s..—s

LidU

As soon as you reach Z1:110 on your present variable
condenser dials, you lets., them, for " there is nothing
beyond that."
But mete you to really know the " nets
worlds" that are yours to explore and delve in below
the 200 meter wave length hand allocated to amateurs
and numerous high powered broadcasting stations all oser
the world, you %VOW(' immediately redesign your receiver,
to incorporate %slant' it the alone plug- In coils.
And
being instantly changeable, you can work your way frum

•

$10.62

$19.97

POSTPAID
Consists ttf 1 coils which mill enable you to tune in all
stations broadcasting on wave lengths from 18 to 150
meters, the plug-in feature of these coils making this
choice of carious wave length bands a moment's work.
Kit also cowries too . 00011 Mftl., Silver Marshall
Type 317 variable condensers and one antenna coupling
condenser . 000025
Silver Marshall No. 316, and
one Special 6 terminal base, with a slot allowing the
plugs in coils to lee inserted in only the correct manner.
A harmonious assortment of well designed and engineered
products, made to work with 100 ,;; efficiency in conjunction milli emit other.
Condense] s are 1119st rtiggedly
made and are mounted upon a frante for base board or
panel mounting.
Plates are lacquered brass.
Adjustable
for tension on both front and tear bearings.
Coll forms
are solid bakelite.
Complete directions accompany earth
kit.
Licensed under Armstrong Regenerative patents
No. 1.113.119.

No. 9629
Orated

Complete

Kit

as

Illus. $

19
..97
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Erncotran Transformer

$2.49

POSTPAID

Rasco Transformer

sheet circuits and 0i:111i:es in elutearterlstie due to moisture.
Laminations In the core of very thin rolled
silicon steel so designed and assembled to insure even distribution of
flux through entire magnetic circuit
and low rote losses.
Connections
plainly milked upon each transformer opposite the terminals.

$1.50

POSTPAID

Each transformer individually test.d before the Entro guarantee tag
tan be : Merited.
Coils have a surplus current carrying capacity—ample
tor any receiving tube.
Insulation
has been carried out to the last degree—not only between roils, but
also between coils and all metal
parts.

Windings are No. 411 wire—ran—
fully layer wound highly insulated.
reducing tendency to open circuit.
vacuum impregnated to Insure against

Uniform
voltage
am pl illeat ion
throughout the entire range of musical frequencies. The flatness of the
Eancotran
amplification
curves
throughout this range guarantees distortionless performance.
Very compact. Provided with convenient holes
in the hase for mounting in any
position.
No. 9503 Ratio 3 to 1....$2.4 9
No. 9568 Ratio 5 to 1...$2.59

This is made for ott lis the makers
of the Emeotran described above and
is of the same general character of
construction.
Very efficient and very
low in price.
Duaranteed by the
manufacturer and us to he satisfactory.
No. 9502 Ratio 3 to 1....$1.50
No. 9567 Ratio 5 to 1....$1.60

Pacent Audioformer

Pacent Super-Audioforrner

The improved Audioformer. f strtlotit
1111(1 unique appearance, gives an exceptionally high degree of amplification over entire band of sound fiequencies.
Ratio of 3its
to 1 permits use in either first or seeond stage of audio
freopiency amplification without distortion arid reaction.
Case grounded to base.
Binding posts II:waled at bottem
that keeping wiring close to base below level of sockets.
Sloe 2i9" high, 2u..."wide
POST PAID

No.

2811,

Mounted

A 4- inch Miniature Power Plant

The gross ing requilenlent for liner musical saisles in
breath-ass reception. causing a tendency for larger ( ransformers. has resulted in the development of this giant
brother of the Parent Autlioformer.
The ratio is 3 to 1—high enough for energy amplification
of 500 tn 1 per aUdin step ( using 201A tube or equivalent) and yet low enough that higher frequencies are not
distorted
Uniform arip:ifiration down to) 100 cycles and
up to f.000 cycles.
Especially designed with power
amplification requirements in mind, with insulation to
stand plt.te potentials up to 500 volts.
No. 9372
Input Superauditiformer $ 6.05
No. 9361
Unshielded Type
$ 4.80

Pacent Output Transformer
For I: or and faithful iitttioiiiuliittt of terepti..n, an output
transformer is used with soli ages of 135 and over on the
last audio stage.
In fart, its use is imperative, for
stilt ages of 135 and over. to keep the harmful D.C. currents out of the loud speaker windings.
Can be at taelied
titi sitie of cabinet in a ft- sr minutes.
Stands 4 inches
Inch, and has the same physlral ohararterist ies as our
N.). 9372 Input Superaudioformer..
No. 9600
$ 6.05
No. 9773
Unshielded Type.
Isame dimensions a,
No. 9361
$ 4.80

—

RASCO"

SHIPS
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$7_,28
T
PAID

1111
a,

ei °

1114

When power amid Iiicat ion is employ ed. di • tol tmil immediately
enters into the reproduction. et wit if Mai,
tubes are used.
However, with a pair of gundl pull liar.—
formers, this condition la impossible. tIrle to the Int portant part they play in the audio eit ctl iI.i.
two
transformers represent one stage of amid iticat ion iitlwais
replacing the last audio stage) and are used will, 2
bulbs, preferably of the power type, as for insianae. out
Mogul lIusselman tube.
Each transformer inviiidn'eN 2
Inches wide, 24-i Indies long iind 2l inehes high.
No.9146

Per Pair ( 2 transformers)

$7.28

F M C.Double Impedance
Audio Amplifier Units

.89

POSTPAID
Herein have been combined
all the good features of audio
frequency amplification ironsformers,
and
of
impedance
'sanded
transformers,
by
a
very ingenious system, requiring no different wiring than
a straight
audio
frequency
transformer.
It
quadruple
the power output of audio
tubes. because grid currents
are
permissible,
with
no
magnetic minding.
The volume is practieally unlimited.
and there is no tube blocking.
due to the condenser discharge
through the inductance.
The
high value of indurt ances causes all
faithfully reproduced.
The quality is
amplification
curve being possible.
stages may be used without howling.
crystallized metal cases, all terminals
on bakelite insulation strips.
No. 9981

One

Complete

Stage

35

POSTPAID
This radically differ ent and better ampli•
OM
tier employs a new
-ystem
of
coupling
whieh
balances
the
essential coupling eleI' I
,
losses are eliminated,
di,tro'll.,11
pcliett reproduction is assured—yet.
twin
produced. and every
'o'n,, ,- ,, , y in the ami dd.. range is given full value in the
1.•::rodoction. thereof.
It is not In be confused with any
n,her system glir font,
it
Can be attached
t., pair present receiver in a few minutes by means of
a . peetal t•able furnished for the "..1" and — B" battery
ions. plus tote simple additional connection to
.iir rereiier.
Only three IlllieS are employed after the
rota-.
Tim addil ion of this amplifier to your set
.i.osIncins it into fine that would sell for over one hurt.; i• ,l . Intlars. for the tonal qualities will be the finest
ittic.
It is n,tt rachirr enough in appearance to be set
,
le of the cabinet, yet eollipald elloUgli to even be
it stalled within.
The casing is of lacquered steel.
The
',din
tidier, III
Into a genuine highly polished bakelite
soeket strip. on whieb is also mounted a rheostat and
ohone tip jaeiss for the output.
Size 12 1,(.• inches long.
2
inches wide and 2'4 Indies high.
No.
9709
Amplifier,
including Si 7 97
cable, but no tubes

Rmiler laradyne
$21.29
POSTPAID

The
heart
of
th.
Remier infradyne Re reiver.
An entirely
new principle Radio
frequency
amplifier.
Unlike Super Heterodyne:, it profits by ail the advantages to be obtained by amplification of multi- tube
short wave stages.
Complete within itself—consists of
Rentler sockets, Remler coils, special vernier condensers
and tlxed mira condensers. assembled in a highly polished
lacquered copper, shielded easing.
Can be wired into
the cabinet of a set you will hulk', or ran be set outside.
frequencies to be
perfect—a straight
Any number of
Enclosed in black,
dearly designated

$4.89

Polymet 3-Stage Resistor Kit

349
0STPAID

HOURS

NaAid Truphonic Amplifier
ry (
71
$17.97

Modern Push Pull
Transformers
POS

24

This
extremely
low
price is no reflection
upon the quality ot
these Instruments in eluded in this resist anee coupled amplifie,
kit—the twenty of rein odor! inn and lime
is It tilY
comparable to that of kits selling for considerably more
money.
It offers the convenience of compact assembly in
.1 mechanically more desirable manner.
Correct resistances and blorking condensers included, together with
detailed instructions.
Connections to terminals may he
soldered to special lugs provided. or twisted under the
tad and bolt.
Resistor bases are genuine Bakelite. all
metal parts nickel plated.
Resistors and condensers are
of Polymet manufacture. and are thus fully dependable.
Represents splendid value.
No. 9674
3- Stage
lies Istanee-Coupled
Amplifier
Complete
$3.49
No. 9675
4- Stage
Resistance- Coupled
Amplifier
Complete
$4.79

No. 9669

$21.29

De Jur Resistance Coupled
Amplifier—Assembled
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"Rasco" Radio Frequency Transformer

R.F. Amplifying Transformers are coming into use more
and more every day, as with the use of them distances can
be covered not possible to do without their use.
When
compared to audio frequency amplification. radio frequency
does not give as muds amplification, for the simple reason
that the purpose of a radio frequency amplifier is not to
boost up the sound. but to increase the sensitivity of the
outfit tremendously, thereby enabling the owner of the receiver to pick up distant stations that could never be
heard with audio frequency amplifiers alone.
Remember
this motto: " Radio for Range— Audio for Audibility."
Our Radio Frequency Amplifying Transformer. which
has been developed anti designed for us by Mr. Robert E.
LassoIt. former Associate Editor of RADIO NEWS, is the
latest word in this style of Transformer. Air core type.
Will give good results with any vacuum tubes now on
the market, but it is recommended that " hard" tubes
be used. It should be remembered the efficiency Is greater than that of any iron core type on the broadcast band
of wave- lengths.
The secondaries and primaries lie side by. side in
five grooves. reducing the capacity between windings. The
diagrams Nos. 40, 49, 51 ( in rear of catalogue). show how
to connect our transformers to form a one. two or three
stage radio frequency amplifier.
The dotted lines snack
the point where the circuit of an ordinary receiver should
be cut to insert the radio frequency amplifier.
When an outside aerial is used, one or two stages of
radio frequency are sufficient.
For long distance reception
with a loop. three stages should be used although within
10 or 20 miles from a broadcasting station, one or two
stages are enough even ulth a loop.
In connecting the
amplifier. nuke all ' connections as short as possible and
solder all contacts.
Our illustration is full size. The transformer has a central screw with an insulating bushing, as shown, so that it
can be mounted on a panel or base, using but a single
screw for attaching. Sold on a money back guarantee, If it
is not all that we claim for it.
No. 2800
250-600 meters size. 1744"x2 1
/ "...$1.10
2

egi.`"Mitt
munextrwr.

tLet)

$1.10
POSTPAID

Resistance Coupled
Transformer

Acme Reflex
Transformers

There has keen a growing tendency
tecently to employ two or more
tuned R.F. stages with an untuned
detector stage instead of the conventional tuned detector stage. Thus,
one condenser is eliminated, as well
as one control.
As the name implies, this transformer can also b6
used in a RAI« circus's.

Daven Amplifier Kit

$0.85
POSTPAID

Push-Pull Transformers
:*". This is a new pushpull transformer for
many new circuits.
See any radio magazine or text book
for circuits.
Tremendous Increase in
the volume without
distortion
can
be
obtained.
Most
audio - frequency
transformers d Ia tort tlso sounds. Hy
means
of
these

\

only
tion

II

deer

tune.

For S stages of amplification.
Supplied ( without sockets)
for those
who prefer self- assembly.
All resistors
and
grid
leaks
included.
Contains three Doyen No. 42 Resisto -Couplers fitted with coupling
condensers of proper capacity.

The latest in resistance coupled
amplification. Complete information
furnished. Sold complete with condensers and resistances or mounting
alone.
No. 9350

No. 9368

Gentlemen.
Just a few

No. 1125—Double resistance coupled mounting
only
$0.85
No. 1126— Single mounting only for condenser
and resistance
$0.38
No.
1127— Complete resistance coupled amplifier,
double
mounting.
Dubilier condenser, with
resistances required
$2.57

is

all
dosse

distoraway

$7.60

with but a tremendous increase in sound volume is
gained.
We
furnish
a complete
set
of
directions.
For best results two of these transformers should be used.
This push-pull transformer is made in all respects as
our No. 1100 transformer except that two coils are used.
Full directions for assembling are furnished.
We guarantee results.
The ratio is 61
/ " to 1". Dimensions, 2%"
2
z 3"
No.

1159

$2.25

Gentlemen:
Sometime ago I ordered st set of your verniers. Wiob
to state that we were more than pleased with them, hut
the part that pleased us most was the prompt shipment
You no doubt have received quite a few orders from
Gatun that can be traced back to that first order. Some
of your radio and audio transformers are incorporated in
sets here. Will you please sad a espy of your catalog.
G. D. POOLE. Gains. Canal Zone.

Ines to let you know I received the Rico Phones O. K. and find they are very powerful, es they elve
Thanking you fos lise favor— wishing you success.
JAS. A. SHERMAN. Wa13011111erc Falls. N. Y., P.O Box 78
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Carborundum Stabilizing Unit

Coupling Resistor

$3.39

$0.33

POSTPAID
POSTPAID
The stabilizing unit is an etc,
The Carborundum
t
cunt rolled
Carborundo
grid
leaks
and
Detector, and is adaptable to all
resistors do not
circuits, as the detector impeddepend
on
any
ance, being adjustable by a very
metallic film, but
high resistance potentiometer and
instead are made
flashlight battery shunted across
in
the
electric
same,
exactly matches the pattisisfurnace, wherein
lar circuit requirements.
Regulaa rock like subThere are
stance
is
o b - tion is possible within 1/ 100th of a volt.
provided clips for snaptting in Islam the flashlight battery ,
tamed, and used
a Ituilt-in mica condenser. a carborundum detector.
Conas the actual retrol may be elicited from the panel, or unit can be
sistance.
They
mounted on a baseboard.
Bakelite knob is supplied with
mill never disintegrate, and thus will never tbauge their
white
engraved
arrow.
Bakelite
frame.
Nickel
plated
values or produce any noises.
Note the unique mounting
brass.
Only two connections required—same as any
clips.
You may fasten one of them directly to the grid
crystal detector.
Overall dimensions: 2% inches wide,
terminal on the socket, and the other to the filament
3% inches long. extentis 2% inches front rear of panel.
terminal representing the desired polarity as called for
No. 9639 ( Without Flashlight Battery)
$ 3.39
in the circuit used.
Tho clips can he bent at any angle
No. 8979
Flashlight Pell for Above
$0.35
to accommodate all possible mechanical conditions—in
fact, they can be bent so as to even allow this leak to
fit into the conventional mounting clips of grid leak condensers.
The slots in the clips are much more satisfactory than holes,
for they permit more accessible
mounting.
The following values In grid leaks can tse
supplied, and your order should state just whIth ones you
wish: 14, 1
/ , 1, 2, 3 ana 5 megohms.
2
$0.33
No. 9077

Poly Claro Plug

No. 9078
No. 9079

Resistors

100,000 (. 1 meg. t Ohm •
50,000 (. 05 [neg.) Oltins

$0.33

Note

$ 0.33

The 50,000 Ohms Resistor is generally recommended for
the plate circuit of 201A Type ttiltes, where'' , the
100.000 Ohms Resistor is favored if you are using BD
Mu Tubes in your Amplifiers.

Bretwood Variable Grid Le

$1.35

POSTPAID
We eoh heartily recommend this variable grid leak, as its
merits warrant it.
It has a smooth, noiseless variation
of from 0 to 10 megohms.
A cartridge type leak Is
never a cure all, but the Bretwood admirably solves the
problem.
The proper adjustment of your grid leak will
bring its the most elusive distance stations with surprising volume and clarity.
One hole panel mounting.

$1.35

No. 9445

Daven Leakandenser

SO 89

•41111 ,

-)
1111

21

POSTPAID

Where space is at a premium, this combined Dasen g id
leak and grid condenser is essential.
It can be either
soldered to the proper terminals with the soldering 1 gs
furnished. or, snapped into any standard resistance mount,
and connections made to the latter.
End caps are highly
polished nickel plated brass and are threaded for a 6-32
nut.
The eartridge is enclosed in a glass tube.
Condenser value . 00025—usual leak resistance furnished is
2 megohms—although me can also supply it with a 3 or
5 megolun leak.
No. 9006

$0.89

Ayanbee Battery Tester
POSTPAID
only 7%
inches long.
The walls of the float
dre covered with studs which thus prevents the float from
sticking against the sides of the hydrometer.
Me,gring

No. 9006

$0.68

$1.29

POSTPAID
Thls plug gives your loud speaker reception new life.
It
eliminates all tasity noises and some distortion without
changing a wire in the receiver itself.
No. 9676

C. R. L Modulator Plug

224
f
OSTPAID

Give
your
loud
speaker
half
a
chance to prose its
merits— perhaps it
needs but the above
plug shunted across
It s terminals
to
clarify the reproduction.
Replaces your present plug—the knob, when
adjusted. will match the impedance of your loud speaker
to the output impedance of your Radio receiver, and also
acts as a very effective volume control.
Composed of
genuine bakelite base, with bakelite knob and engraved
white arrow thereon, and highest quality bakelite sleeves
its the plug itself.
Will fit any standard jack.

$2.24

No. 9677

Bell Wire

$0.34
POSTPAID
A
very
universally
used
form of wire.
A plentiful
supply of this should always
be kept on hand.
It is
made of No. 18 B. & S.
opt.er sins stadale 1.otton covered insulation, heavily
Impregnated with a coating of paraffine.
Can be used
for a temporaty lead-in wire—as an aerial for portable
sta.—for lamely ronneetions—for wiring a receiver—for
whaling certain forms of inductance roils, etr.
No. 9746
50- foot Roll
$0.34
No. 9035
IS pound Roll
$0.49

8
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$0.85

YORK
Pilot Bakelite Grid
Condenser

POSTPAID
Eniplis a unique principle, which
a ll
sliding
or pressing
contacts.
Free
from
microphonic
noises.
1:i" in length and ;It" in
diameter. The glass cylinder, which
is hermetically sealed, contains a
smooth, heavy resistance liquid.
As
the grid leak is turned. the dee•
Reties engage the liquid and it responds instantly, giving an accurate
range from
to 5 megolnos. adjustable to the exact value for tube circuit and signal.
It is easy to operate— meant, in any standard grid
leak elips, tits our regular grid Imk
mountings. No. 1509. These brackets
are included in the price, and therefore constitute a complete unit. Nothing else to buy.
We are Ube only
company : riling this tamable grid
leak at the regular price, Including
the mounting.
No. 5741
Adjustable
Grid
Leak
with
Mounting,
complete
$0.85

$0.95
POSTPAID
The self - ailio stii
rheostat.
It
does away with the minimal. adjustable rheostat, and in addition, prevents burning out of tubes. Regular
Price $1.10.
No.
9288
Type
1-A,
for
UV- 201A
or
C301A
or
201A on 6 volts $0.95
No. 9185
Type
6-V
for
UV- 199 or 299 dry cell
tubes on 6 volts $ 0.95
No.
9510
Type
4-V
for
UV- 199 or 290 on 4 or
444 volts
$0.05
All other types same price.

Lynch
Metallized Fixed Resistors

$0.43

$0.35
POSTPAID
Rest condenser on market. Fully
ntoulded.
No shorting.
Moulded
brown bakelite covers the entire resistance. Prices on condensers without grid leaks.
No. 5182
No . 5183
No. 5184

Metal long has been recognized as the best electrical
conductor— in a grid leak a certain unwanted electrical
charge must lie led from the grid of the tube to which
it la connected and the Lynch resistor has no equal for
this purpose, as it employs a CONDUCTIVE, non- arcing
metallized resistance on a glass core, sealed within the
outer glass tube.
It is warranted absolutely noiseless.
Permanently accurate and forever dependable.
SibecifY
resistance wanted.
No. 9687
$ 0.43

$0.45

.1 or . 05 megoluos

$0.19
POSTPAID

We offer you a very dependable grid leak in the De
Jur, for it will
never change
its electrical
value.
Absolutely moisture proof,
air tight,
and
noiseless.
Soldered caps assure permanency of mechanical construction.
Laboratory tested to within 5,/,i calibrated
values.
Supplied in the resistance values: "4, Ya, 1. 2.
3, and 5 megoluns.
No. 9645

$0.45

De Jur Resistor Unit

90.85

De Jur Grid Leaks

;11;)

POSTPAID

Val ion, cii mils call for niiiiiitatire, being connected in
',Iles will' the grid circuits, to eliminate any self-oscillation. The Pilot Adjustograd is ideally suitable for this
purpose, having an adjustable slider and contact arm,
allowing for various capacities to produce the proper
setting thereof, eliminating all squeals and howls. Screw
rap terminals or soldering lugs.
Fibre base.
Measure,.
elllY 2 % halt, long.
Two holes for mount mg direr- II
to base hoard, . 111,11.11,1 ., ,
etr.
No. 9910

90.64

11117, or . 002 megoluns

each

$0.19

Carter 4 Ohm Resistance

$0.13

POSTPAID
The most compact automatic rheostat on the market, and
the most inexpensive.
Just as effectise as more costlj
and bulkier type.
Wherever the Mainent setting is not
critical, as in audio stages, the bulbs can he controlled
by this simple resistance of 4 ohms.
Eyelets at either
end provide for accessible mounting direct to terminal
on socket, or a nut and bolt may be slipped on.
Can be
bent to any mechanically convenient angle.
Measures
only 1 15/16 inches long.
No. 9683

13
$0.

.0001 bird $0.36
.00025 Mfd $0.35
.0005 Mfd
$ 0.35

700 Ohm Pilot Adjustograd

(
J:
- r
.-;)

POSTPAID

No. 9689

NEW

Adjustable Grid Leak

eta Se- A!,'S'TIÁIG'Rite

No. 9688

CO.,

$1.38

POSTPAID
Do not judge the qualify of
this complete resistance amplifying unit by its low
price.
The quality of reproduction possible in resistance coupled amplifiers is
in I
ull degree is ills this unit.
Mechanically
and elecuieally well designed.
Moulded bakelite base.
Patented phoqehor bronze clips, heavily nickel plated.
gripping the resistors at all points of contacts.
The condenser is moulded in the base, and is therefore not
subject to annospherie conditions.
Complete with De Sur
Soldered Cap resistors.
Kindly state which type you are
ordering—For
1st
Stage.
2nd Stage in
5,1 Stage
No. 9641

1 Stage, Complete

$1.38

Single Resistor
Mounting
Xioulded of Genuine Ital.,
lite. Patented nickel plated
phosphor bronze clips so designed that they grip the
cartridge all around, insuring ever perfect contact.
Can
be used as an independent grid leak mounting, or for
any other purpose involving a tubular device.
Soldering
lugs facilitate connections.
No. 9642

Without resistor

$0.24

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

24

39

HOURS

Pilot Bakelite Potentiometer

Pilot Rheostat

$0.46

$0.81

POSTPAID
consists of an overoise sesistance winding on genuine
moulded
bakellte
support
Slider is integral with special
rotating bushing and rheostat
knob shaft adjustable in and
out for different panels. Locking means provided so positive
that knob cannot loosen whets
o
set.
Threaded inserts
moulded into body for panel mounting miens.
Equipped
with genuine bakelita knob wills white arrow.
$0.46
No. 4309
6 ohms
0.16
No. 4315 10 ohms
0.46
No. 4415 20 ohms
0.16
No. 4316 30 ohms

%•.1;

Pacent Rheostats and
Potentiometers

POSTPAID
Consists of a tugged high resistance winding on a moulded
bakelite form. The slider of heavy
spring phosphor bronze is integral
with its own bushing so that the
correct adjustment la not lost when
the knob is removed.
A novel
clamping means le provided which
permanently locks the knob to the
slider when in position. Threaded inserts ire :tumbled into
the body for the panel mounting arreos.
No. 4313 200 ohms

$0.89

POSTPAID

POSTPAID

No. 9416 Rheostat,
ohm

6

No. 9417 Rheostat,
ohm

10

No. 9418 Rheostat,
ohm

20

No.9419 Rheostat,
ohm

30

$0.59
$0.59
$0.59
$0.59

No. 9420 Potentiometer
200 ohm
$0.59
No. 9421 Potentiometer
400 ohm
$0.59

Est rpsne knows that Carter- made
goods are high class. and this rheostat is no exception.
The smallest
triaste. Diameter is lais" and it protects
of an inch bark from panel.
Metal parts nickel plated. Wide contact arm maintains constant pressure.
1- hole mounting. Includes knob.
No. 9371
6 ohms
$0.89
No. 9511 25 ohms
0.89

p1.13
STPAID

s
One œ the best devices for controlhag the filament current. Has shown
its ability to give an absolutely accurate control of soy tube on the
market.
This makes it possible to
set tire detector corr-nt at exactly the
correct point for best results.
Witls
C- 301A and 201A detector this Is a
great advantage, as it Iselin tu bring
in the distant stations with great
clearness.
Made with special resistance element that I constant in resistance and almost indestructible
Due to its tine current regulation.
adopted exclusively by us in our
"Balanced Internee set.
No. 9921

Carter Imp Potentiometer

t

STPAID
'Phi,:
potentiometer,
a
sister to the Carter Inns
Rheostat family,
is
unique in that it is the
most cœnpact instrument
made of its type, yet it
retains the sense 100 ,/,
efficiency to be found on
much larger ones. attune
size as the Carter Imp
rheostats. Furnished in
either 200 or 400 ohms.
Diameter
1%
inches.
inri projeets only as of an inch from hack of
$1.11
isnorl

Axnsco Double Rheostats
This most unique rheostat serves
a double purpose--it
enables
cou to install two rheostats, of
like or different resistance. in
the space ordinarily occupied by
one—and, accordingly localizes
the adjustment controls thereof.
Various combinations in resist-

0.81

Filkostat

Carter " Imp" Rheostat

$0.59

The smooth- running Pactnt Rheostat is popular because it is di! t
dent and better. Its efficiency and
unusual beauty appeal to every radio
user and to set manufacturers too,
for you will find it on many wellknown makes of receivers.
Because
of the
two- unit construction
the
contactor
and winding assemblage
need never he disturbed.
Thus the
adjustment of the sliding contador
is carefully and permanently made
at
the faetory.
Will
pass
155
unsperes eontinuously % about danger.
The core :Ind hase mill not crack or
arp. / Ifi" shaft.
Moulded comp.Ition hase; black
knelt with silver dial.

$0.81

No. 4314 400 ohms

Carter HIOLms Volume
Controls
A non- inductive. va
del.. wire wound resistatsce, same dimensions as Carter Imp
rheostats.
Invaluable
wherever
a volute.control
is
essential.
Furnished in
500.000, 300,000. 200.-

000.
000.

100.000.

rs0.

10.000 M. Diameter 1ais ineta
Projects a1. of an in. ,,
from rea:. of panel.
No. 9665....$1.79

unies can he adopted to your specific
equirements; for
instance. you may control the R. F.
ss:th one knob.
and the detector tube with the other.
Occupies no more
space titan the conventional form of rheostat.
A quality
product—durably moulded of bakelite.
The knobs are
knurled for convenient gripping thereof, and embossed
arrows guide the direction of adjustment.
Screw terminal
contsert
No. 9869
Combination
6 and 20 ohm
$ 1.13
No. 9870

Combination

6 and 30 ohm

$ 1.13

No. 9871

Combination 20 and 20 ohm

$ 1.13

No. 9872

Combination 20 and 30 ohm

41.13

No. 9873

Combination 30 and 30 ohm

411.13
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2nt Microvern

$1.50

CO.,

NEW

YORK

"Rasco" Molded Dials

$0.20

POSTPAID

POSTPAID
A super tuning
derive. A vernier
dial for extremely
sharp tuning. No
rears.
No backla ‘M. Permits permanent
logging
and direct reading of stations by
Dame, wavelength
or frequency.
5
to 1 vernier ratio.
4% - in. diameter
and provides an
electro - static
Shield,
flakelite
knob. Easily attached.
No. 3066—Silver finish $1.50
No. 3067—Gold finish.. 1.50

Bakelite Knob

Highly polished bakelite—brasii bushings
solidly moulded within. Steel set screws.
Diameter 2 inches.
No. 8907
Bushing
threaded
for
8/32 screw
$0.13
No, 8908
Bushing with % Inch
diameter hole ........
$ 0.13
No. 8909
Same tut Nb. 8908, with
white arrow, as illustrated 60.18

$0.13
POSTPAID

These one-piece ciomposItion molded dials die die latest word in design, high grade throughout.
The lettering and figures are inlaid in brilliant white enamel.
The metal bushings are very heavy and will always remain firm, and the entire dial will sit positively true.
The illustration shows the slight boss at the back of the
dial, which makes the dial stand off from the panel about
1/16" no that the rim will not grind against the panel.
Beveled edges. 'A" bushings used.
Set screw Included
By using our No. 8866 adapter dials will lit a 3-16»
No, 3074, 2" Dial
No. 3075 3" Dial
No. 3076 4" Dial ..

$0.20
$0.25
$0.30

Illuminated Vernier Dial

Cornell Dial

$1.47

1.71

OSTPAID
This latest improvement
over
pre-existing
forms
This beautiful dial must be
of vernier dials, is not
seen to be fully appreciated.
only
extremely
useful,
It is finished in an unusubut also tranaforms tne
ally attractive, antique gold
appearance of any homefinish, and is etched embuilt receiver to that of
bossed.
Its vernier action,
the very latest models,
of 9 to 1, is so positive,
and gives tu it a certain
there is no trace of back
professional- like
appear lash, even if it is turning
anee,
greatly
enhancing
a heavy double or triple
its resale value—if you
condenser, nor, will it slip.
build
Radios " un
the
The Cornell Vernier Dial
side."
It consists of •
will modernize any Radio
well
printed
scale
on
translucent eelluloid, the
numbers of Which are %
No. 9779
of an
inch
in height,
showing from behind an
attractive panel window,
upon which is etched a
very fine marker, for dial
settings.
Mitred directly
Closely resembling the abote Cornell dial. piefeiente
behind this " transparent"
may be shown to the Pilot Art Dial due to its being
scale is a 6- roll, very
almost completely moulded of genuine
black, highly
polished Bakelite.
A very attractive design is beautismall consumption ( 1/10th
fully embossed thereon.
The shank whirl, receives the
of an ampere hour) bulb,
shaft of the condenser is highly nickel plated—a steel set
which is wired, through
screw therein locks the shaft.
A full 360- degree scale
its socket, directly to the
lotus and negative leads of your "A." battery within the
is provided—upon a white background are printed the
receiver.
When this bulb is lit, a most pleasing appeardial settings reading from 0 to 100—and on a black
ance
is
effected,
for
the
light
appears in a soft glow
background are printed in white letters, the dial settings
from behind the dial readings, making possible tuning
from 100 to 0; therefore, the dial is adaptable to clockentirely without any strain on the eyes, as would be
wise, and counter clothwise rotation.
The vernier action
the case were the general lighting effects in the room
is accomplished by a friction drive—always positive—
objectionable.
To eut out this bulb, the switch on the
never any back lash or microphonic noises always intop of the dial is used.
The vernier action provides for
cidental to gears.
Diameter of hole in shank is
inch.
"razor sharpness"—there is no back lash, or play, for
Diameter of tuning knob is 1 inch.
The outer surface
a smooth friction drive is employed.
Diameter of scale
of the dial protudes % of an inch from the panel—the
is 5% inches Bakelite knob used.
All metal parts are
total depth from the knob to the panel is 1% inches.
brass, and the switch is nickel plated.
Black figures
Overall dimensions are 3% inches at the widest portion
against
a
white
background.
and 4 inches long.
No. 9672
Without Bulb
91.71
No. 8920
Special 3Iazda 1/10th Ampere Bulb
No. 8850
for Above
40.20
POSTPAID

$1.47

Pilot All Bakelite Vernier Dial

$0.95

- RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

National Velvet Vernier Dial

$2.47

$2 •47

Kurz-Kasch Vernier Aristocrat

$1.79
POSTPAID
in this newly offered dial.
no
gears,
chains,
nor
bands are employed.
The
shaft end of the instrument which it is tuning
is not visible, but instead,
a
beautifully
polished
rounded Bakelite surface
graces the panel front.
The dial attaches to the
shaft of the instrument
to be tuned by the famous
Kurz Kaseh Split Bushn g method.
Friction
action employed—with a
spring
ever
ready
to
compensate for wear—vernier ratio 14 to I.
Readings
are visible through a port hole in upper stet ion of the
dial.
The outside of the dial is hambomelY chased in a
very decorative effect.
Four-ineb diameter.
No. 9984
200 to 0
$ 1.79
No. 9096
0 to 200
$ 1.79
No. 9097
100 to 0 to 100

Mar-co Inductance Switch

$0.90
POSTPAID

These
switches
can
I
used for varied purposes
other than as a vario
coupler tap switch.
A
-pedal
celluloid
panel
mounting numbered dial
plate is included.
The
base is genuine Radice,
and all the metal parts
a re handsomely
nickel
plated. Requires only one
hole to mount.
point
No. 9720
Ne. 9721
7 point
No. 9722
9 point
versa

43

HOURS

Jewell Panel Mount Meter:,

$8.10

POSTPAID
This dial truly represents
the last word in vernier
type construction, for it has
several very valuable and
unique
features
embodied
therein.
The vernier action
is positively noiseless, and
will not produce any microphonic disturbances due to
any gears, back lash. etc.
The vernier ratio is also
variable by a simple lever
adjustment,
located
immediately above the operating knob, from it to 1 to
20 to I.
The latter ratio
Is certainly of great value when in the quest of long
cli.tance reception.
Furthermore, there is provided a dual
range, from 0 to 100 and from 100 to 0 to accommodate
any tuning instrument, in its manner of rotation.
This
dial can also be supplied reading 0 to 200 or 200 to 0
in a 360 ° type—this muet be specified in your order.
Four- inch diameter, highly polished blear Bakelite, with
black figures clearly legible against a white ba,kgrounil
No. 9648
Combination 0 to 100 and
100 te O

Reutlingen:
My order

24

safely
124

$0.90
$1.15
$1.15

and t. good time.
Thanks.
D. W. ELLIS, Jr.,
5th Ave., McKeesport, Pa.

POSTPAID
The trade mark " Jewell" on
any current measuring device
is an immediate assurance of
its superiority over any other
such instrument. In the double
reading types, the voltage condition of both your Storage
and " B" batteries can be instantly
determined
on
the
panel.
The milliammeters are used to determine bow
much " B" battery is being consumed, as well as a
cheek on distortion.
The serious Radio fan cannot afford
to be without these gauges. Black Japanned Cases.
No. 9650
Double Reading-0 to 7.5 volta and 0
to 150 volts.
Two- Inch ease diameter.
With
wide flange front panel mounting.
Self-contained
switch with an automatic off position $ 8.10

$6.55

COLIS

POSTPAID
No. 9651
Same
type as
No. 9650 but with narrow
cup- shaped
flange.
with back panel mounting.
The 7 % - volt scale is always in the circuit, a
built-in push button on
meter being used to read
higher voltages.,.. $ 7.80
No. 9652
No, 9653
No. 9654

\

et
)C14

C

9- volt meter, same mount as No 0651.56.55
$0.55
0 to 25 Milliammeter
0 to 7b1) Mlltlammeter
$6.55

Sterling Panel Meters

$2.97
POSTPAID
To obtain good Radio reception and long life for the
radio tubes, the adjustment
of rate of current flow front
both the A and it battery
voltages must be measure.'
—not guessed at.
An inexpensive a n si dependable
means of clweking this information at will. on your
mind. is the rise of Sterling
No. 9690
Meters for this purpose.
They may be left continuously
in the eireuit, or, in some instances, must be svaleched
on and otY. either by means of a push button provided on
some models or by throwing a switch intended for this
purpose.
These metes s are furnished with silver etched
dials.
The diameter of the body proper is 2 inches, and
of the rim, 2% inches.
Back clamp mounting included.
No. 9690
Combination D.C. Voltmeter 0 to 7%
volts and 0 to 150 volts
Supplied with Built-in Push Button. $ 4.09
No. 9691
to 8 volts
No. 9692
to 150 volts
$
2.97
$2.97
No. 9693
to 15 Milliammeter
$
No. 9694
to 50 Milliammeter
52
2.
.
9
97
7
No. 9695
to 3 Ammeter
Numbers 9 93 and 9694 with push button built in
$2 ern
7
e furnished for $ 0.50 additional.
Gentlemen:
1 would like to say you hare the lowest prime st any
catalogue, so am enclosing my order.
FRANK HANKINSON.
i‘o A. C. L. Roy. Co.,
Savannah. Oa.
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NEW

YORK

Brandes Matched Tone Phone

$3.70
POSTPAID
No
brand
nf ‘
phones is better
or more favorably
known
than
Brandes. This is
because
Brandes
Pisones are always
uniform in Quality and we are
able to offer them
at very reasonable
prices. Easy headhands. The windlags are
evenly
matched
which
produces
even
tones. The cord is extta long, being six fiel
ways safe in choosing a Brandes.
No. 2031, Superior model, 2,000 ohm.

$1.99

No. 3037

Navy Type 3000

Ohms...

$4.94

Frost Phones

Here is a pair of phones 111:1
y,,11 csoild
not duplicate in most stores for less than
$5.00.
Yet our price is only a fraction of
as much. We are in the heart of the best
POSTPAID
radio market In the United States and
brand needs
buying opportunities come to
us which no This introduction.
never come to the dealers less fortunately Frost is one of the
located. This is why we can offer you such o Iii e st telephone
a bargain as this and the many others you manufacturers and
his product is good.
will find in this catalog. Take these phones The
shells in these
at our low price and if they do not excel phones are of mouldother phones at higher prices, or you are ed bakelite.
The
not fully satisfied, return them and we will headbands are light
refund your money.
This applies as well a n d comfortable.
The tone quality is
to everything we offer.
•
very satisfactory to
These phones not only act the same as all users.
those more costly. but their appearance and No. 9366 2.000
construction are first class.
The caps are ohms, aluminum
of moulded composition, nicely finished. shells
$2.40
The headband is easily adjustable and com- No. 9363 3,000 ohms, aluminum shells ...$3.10
fortable.
The cord is five feet long.
In No. 9364 3,200 ohms, bakelite shells
$4.93
nanny homes several of these inexpensive
phones could be used enjoyably attached to
Double Phonograph Adapter
the one radio receiver.

$2.40

$1.99

No.

2237,

2,200

ohms

No.

2238,

3.000

ohms

Rascophonee

Remarkable
dr-lance and clear.
ness, especially sitien you consider
the small price. 2200 ohms. 550 to
each roil. Five foot cord. Extra light
headband. Feels good on the head.
No. 9493
Gentlemen:

$3.49

$0.65

$2.23

POSTPAID

N & K Phones
Distinguished by remarkable elearness of tone and extreme comfort.
Magnets of specially selected metal
wound by an entirely new method
which
guarantees
uniformity
and
long life.
Extremely sensitive diaphragms 254,
inches
in diameter.
This greater diaphragm area, together with the scientific design of
the sound chambers, is responsible
for the clear, natural tone.
Highly
polished hard rubber ear caps, accurately machine threaded to insure
correct seating of diaphragm.
Casing of rigid brass heavily nickeled.
Head bands covered with genuine
leather.
Six feet of strong cord.
4000 ohms.
No. 9412

$6.95

The body of this double phonograph
adapter is moulded of polished hard
rubber, and will adapt itself to any
pair of head phones placed under the
metal straps.
The reception flows
through the too channels, and issues
forth at the nozzle, which will fit
any standard phonograph, with or
without a rubber bushing.

No. 1320 ....

$0.65

I reeeived the "B" Battery in very good eonditiop.
It is the best battery that can be bought for the price. It it
a lot better than I expected it to he. In the future you may expect more orders from me.
MR. CLEMENT PACK.
131 Broad St., Menasha, WI..

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

24

45

HOURS

Utah Loud Speak pi. Unit

Cone Speaker Units

$9.03

$2.95

POSTPAID
A cone speaker consists of
a
conically- shaped
diaphragm, commonly termed a
cone, made of cover stock.
medium weight blotting paper or any material with
very little grain in it, a
coupling device, called an
apex, which locks the end
of the unit's stylus, receiving the vibrations thereof
and in turn imparting then:
to the cone surface, which,
when thus set in motion.
reproduces
th e broadcast
sounds with uncanny fidelity.
In addition there is
the unit proper.
The unit we offer you ( above illustrated)
is constructed along principles recognized as
theoretically and mechanically perfect.
In fact, it will
enable you to assemble your own Cone speaker. equal in
efficiency, volume, clarity, fidelity of reproduction, etc..
to the highest priced speakers—for, herein, lies the
secret of any good cone: A PERFECT UNIT.
Massive
tungsten steel permanent magnet.
Step down leverage of
placement of stylus rod assures concentrated energy,
producing tremendous voisine.
Ohmage is I300—and
the impedance will match the average receiver.
Several
tapped holes allow for various mounting positions. Armature ( flipper upon which is attached the stylus) correctly
adjusted between pole pieces, l'oie pieces and armature
are Norway Iron.
Will operate successfully at 90 volts
or up to 600 volts.
No. 9783
(As Illustrated)
$7.85
No. 9785
Competitive
model—for
voltages
not
exceeding 157
$2.99
No. 9784
Cone Apex, consisting of two conical
caps ( 30 ° pitch)--bushing with center hole
for stylus—threaded vertical hole—knurled
screw for locking stylus to apex bushing—and
8/32 hexagon nut
$ 0.69

How To Build An Efficient Cone Type
Speaker
Prepared by an expert on this subject, its contents
imparto to you, in simple language, complete detailed
information for building a cone speaker you will be
truly proud of.
This knowledge will not only save
you money on your own cone speaker, but you will
then be able to make them for your friends, putting
dollars into your pockets.
No. 9098
$ 0.50

POSTPAID

Admirably
suitable
for
attachment to either a loud speaker, or
phonograph tone arm. It is capable
,e tremendous volume, yet clarity
dominates
the
reception.
Will
respond to the lower anti higher
frequencies better than any other
Isud speaker unit. Employs a cor nitrated metal diaphragm. larger
than others.
Balanced armature
type.
Extremely powerful electro
magnet insures extreme sensithity on distance reception.
Diameter
Black crystallized case—phone cord furnished.
3 inches.
$8.48
No. 9793
Without stand
No. 9792
With stand, as illustrated
$9.03

Baldwin Type "W" Unit
$7.03
POSTPAID

Ba kin in's
reputat i011
for
loud speaker units and other
reproducing
devices
w as
founded on merit alone. The
type - 112" above illustrated
represents the culmination
of many years' experience.
The approved balanced armature is employed, actuating a
specially laminated aluminum
diaphragm, which will
counteract any tendency to blasting, and render this unit
sensitive to weak impulses.
High quality workmanship—.
and high quality materials.
Polished aluminum case.
Durable phone cord Included.
Best cattle.

No.

$7.03

9781

DulceTone Radio
Phonograph Attachment

$8.95
POSTPAID

W.`

Ultraphonic Phonograph
Reproducers

$8.35

ste,s

POSTPAID

Although
this
instrument
has no connection with radio
apparatus, we are listing it.
for the improvement that
this
type
of
reproducer
makes possible in the tone
reproduction of ANY phonograph, is correlative to the
trend of universal adaptation of cone speakers, for
Radio reception—they both
reproduce the lowest, the
medium and highest registers of ttic tall musical scale
with startling fidelity.
The special diaphragm used in
this reproducer IS ONLY AS THICK AS A HUMAN
ITAIR--it is a scientifically proportioned aluminum alloy,
blended from Manganese, Silicon, Iron, Copper, Zinc,
Magnesium, Nickel and Aluminum.
A most pleasant
surprise awaits you on your first audition thereof—takes
hot a moment to install.

No. 9094

$835
.

The objection to attaching phonograph loud speaker units
to the tone arm is the fact that the vibrating box holding the needle must be removed for Radio reception, and
'ice versa, should you wish to use th.. phonograph.
But
sow it is possible to have immediate access to either
form of entertainment, for, in using the Dulce Tone
phonograph attachment, the needle of "our vibrator box is
simply rested in the special recess provided on this instrument, in the manner shown.
Thc vibrating reed in
the unit lu set in motion by tu.- electro magnetic
response of same to the audio output of your Radio
receiver, and these vibrations, imparted to the phonograph
mira diaphragm. produce the most mellow and sonorous
reception possible, due to the acoueirally perfect tone
chamber employed within.
Adjustable type of unit.
Phonograph may be in any room uf the house, apart
from the Radio, connected therewith by an extension
cord of appropriate length.
Crystallized metal casephone cord included.

No. 9893

$8.95
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"Rasco" Junior Special Loud Speaker
Cannot be equalled
in
tone
quality
or
volume
to
many
other
high
grade speakers even
at twice our price.
It is the same as
the • Itasco" Sen loe Special except
not quite so high
in vire. Attractively finished in bit, k
stipple. Dell Main.
9 In. Horn height,
19 in.
Noted for
great volume. Con
Piety'
with
5-fooi
cord.
No. 9351 ....

The Acoustic principle is " All
directional." Sends the sound out
equally strong on every side.
TONE is exceptionally clear, natural.
pleasing, with excellent volume
MATERIAL used is a scientific material that counteracts false :sound
vibrations. keeping the tone pure.
clear anti natural.
FINISH is black " crackle" eff.set with
shuttle. beautiful floral deco,'time
ADJUSTABLE
UNIT an entirely
novel design of N A, Ti: Id:led:1We
bi-polar
unit.
Large
permanent
magnets, with coils and pole nieces
mounted
on
platform
cat riel
by
plunger with over- size bearing, Insure
perfect
alignment
in
every
pos it ion.
23
/ - inch ' Ranh ragnm
4
SHAPE is original, suggesting n
situate- cornered jar wieb four feet,
resting on a square, beveled hose.
SIZE Is: height. 9 inches; base,
6% inches square.
Very compact.
No. 9387
Model S

$8.25

"Rasco" Senice
Special Loud
Speaker Unit

Loud speaker unit combines n ell., ness of tone with monk volume.
It
has been scientifically construdect is
produee true tone without rattlirg
distortion.
Tone may be varicd ley
adjusting screw.
Comes with hushing for connection in plomograIth
with rubber connector. It is specially
built of cast aluminum and brass.
$15.00 units cannot emanate
will, it for volume or clarity.
No. 9384
$2.27

Other Popular Loud
Speaker Units
No. 9408
Amplion A- R
67
$ 17.10
No. 9409
Music Master
A- It 25
27.75
No. 9407
Tower Scientific
3.95

$5.95

Cone Loud Speaker

$12.50
POSTPAID

This loud speaker
is made of parchment or wood Ilbre
Oit the same Prin•
ciple cs the Weet ern Electric loud
speaker.
Is adjustable. Capable
of great volante.
This same quality usually sells up to $00.00
Nu. 9376
$12.50

Baldwin Phonograph Unit

$4.99
POSTPAID

This is Ilse type
II- 1 unit chat-au
mixed by its rshaped holes and
circular magnet witià the armature
balanced in the center.
Its 11,41111Y
and volume of tone and its response
to all frequencies of high notes and
low notes make it a unit to by greatly appreciated and desired. The price
is notch lower than formerly.
The
unit comes complete with cord.
No. 9382
$4.99

"Rasco" Nonpareil
Loud Speaker Unit

$4.99
POSTPAID
Me give it to
you as a positive
fact that this
unit lu equal in
merit to those used in many loud
speakers retailing up to $ 25.00 or
more.
The tone quality is rich and
mellow anti will Please You. Teti a, '
always safe in choosing ally of out
offers as every ankle is good value.
No. 93 , 2
oct

YORK

Melotone Loud
Speaker

$13.80
POSTPAID
Every
receiver
ef
two or mure tubes.
and some 1- tube sets.
should
be
equipped
with a loud speaker,
so all the folks may
hear and enjoy the
program. We have selected
the
NIelotone
as representing more value per dollar
of price than any other speaker we
know of. It is called " The Peak of
l'erfection"
in
tone, clarity and
volume. It will give you Perfect Se ,ice
in
OM. " Intertiev''
set
ut
used in connection with any set
made. The height is 21 inches, anti
the diameter of bell Is 12 inches.
11as a beautiful pebble finish. Fully'
guaranteed by 'liana:wittier and us.
No. 9131
811 80

Adjustable
Tablt
Talker
You
will
be
surprised at ( hi
beautiful
ton,
quality anti cos
ume coming f-•
this celelc,•
Iow priced
speaker
comitat ed with those at
higher Prices. 22
Inches high. Fully
guaranted
by
manufacturer and
ourselves.Reg.
No. 9233

3Iod.

$8. 93

Other Popular
Loud Speakers
No. 9402
Amplion A- R
19
$39.50
No. 9403
Amplion A- R
14
25.95
No. 9404
Atop I•
Ill
22.25
No. 9405
Kodel Microphone
17.97
No. 9401
Tower Scientifie
8.50
No. 9444
Tower Meistersinger
15.00

Baldwin Type "C"
Loud Speaker Unit

mlinTeW)).
Every one knowing anything of
radio knows of the high quality of
every Baldwin
product, especially
the most
copular of loud speaker
units.
The diaphragm is unique,
being rorrogaled, produgi, superior
effects in tone and voltsr,'
Sure to
satisfy
No. 9381

$4.85

"RASCO"

Spartan Con... Lot

$11.77

SHIPS

WITHIN

Sn ,:aker

POSTPAID

Eseept tonally
pleasing
its
toile, and covering the entire musical scale with ex'client volume, this popular
priced
cone
speaker
is
heartily recommended fo
replacement of your present
type of horn speaker, or, as
one of the accessories of any
of our kits and assembled
receivers.
The bass notes.
lacking in a horn speaker.
are reproduced herein with
surprising fidelity—and at
all
times,
perfect
clarity
dominates the reproduction.
It is unusually pleasing in appearance—the artistically
formed frame ( acting as a sounding board., the mahogany and gold PITH WOOD CONE PARCHMENT
and mahogany rubbed base give this speaker its distinctive appearance.
Note that the astuai vibrating surface
of the cone is WOOD, only found on speakers selling for
$35.00.
And the semi- balanced armature disc unit lu a
triumph of present day improvements in reproducing units.
Dimensions: Height 15% inches. diameter 1
inches.
No. 9998

$11.77

Cabinet Loud Speaker

$8.57

lice
from
all
metallii
blasting and possessed of a
sonorous, natural reproduction. this speaker is proving
a boon to all its satisfied
users.
There is no metal
used
in
Its
construction
(except
the
unit) — the
throat, chamber and cabinet
being
made
of
specially
selected Douglas Fir wood.
and supplied in the natural finish—you can stain
and varnish it in any color—full direr! ions furnished.
The square born opening is covered with colored silk.
Overall dimensions are 12% inches long. 6e4 inches
rside and 13% inches high.
Very good quality loud
npeaker unit included, ready attached. Shipped direct
front fur tory in Illinois via express collect.
No. 9813

$8.57

Utah Book Type Cone Speaker

$17.40

POSTPAID
This most
unique
speaker has
rapidly
'orne to the fore, and
is now being sold its
the same quantities
as
the
conventional
"cone" type of speaker—for it combine,
not only a most attractive
appearance,
but also, deliver: . 1
quality of reception
second to no other speaker.
Resembles a book, lying
on a table, with its pages spread open, slightly art- lied
—and upon these " pages" there are most attractive
colored etchings depicting wood- land scenes.
The actuating unit is concealed beneath these " pages"—there is n#
visible evidence of its tieing anything else BUT A
BOOK!
Can be set on a table, or stood up on a
mantelpiece, etc.
Measures 17%. incise , :tile by ui
ii1 , 1 point
Inches high—about two inches thick at the
It will prove a revelation to you.
No. 9987

$17.40

24

HOURS
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Laminated Wood Loud
Speaker

$11.95
Without a don& thi, instrument
representa
the
very finest loud speaker
that can
be purchased.
irrespective of extravagant
claims
made
for
other
horn
types
selling
for
even double the price of
ours.
After much extensive
research. conducted
by
acoustical
engineers
and famous directors of
music it was found that
the Laminated Wood used
in
the
bell
of
these
spoaliers
was
conducive
to
the quest
of
every
manufacturer of Loud
Speakers, namely: TONF:
PLUS VOLUME.
But,
they did not stop here!
Not yet satisfied,
they
ulled the entire industry to select the loud speaker unit
that mould best adapt itself to the ideals and high
measure of standard: set for this speaker.
There was
only one choice: THE BALDWIN CONCERT TYPE
UNIT!
Is it any wonder then that this speaker enjoys
The
the reputation it has earned, solely on its merits?
size of the bell is i2 inches, the height of the bell and
throat is 15 inches, and the total overall height is 21
inches.
The base is made of cast metal appropriately
patterned and finished.
The throat is cast aluminum—
the recognized material for this purpose.
Stripped direct
from factory in Wisconsin, express collect.
Shipoini!
weight 10 pounds.
No. 9995

$11.95

Saal Eccentric Cone Speaker

$22.78

POSTPAID
The eccentric construction of
the cone diaphragm creates
a natural reproduction of all
tones, due to the higher
notes vibrating to their best
inivansage on the snort radii
of the parchment ( note that
the apex is not set in the
exact center of the cone, as
is
the
usual
procedure)
and conversely, the lower
base notes receive full justice on the longer sides of
the parchment.
The logic
of this system of cone construction can be more readily understood by reminding you of the length of
harp or piano strings, with
their shortest ones reserved
for the highest notes and
their longest strings for the
bass notes.
Does not produce any objectionable drum
or barrel effect.
Efficient
with or without a power
amplifier-90 volts is even sufficient.
Stands 22 inches
high.
Diameter of cone Is 20
Inches.
Beautifully
decorated scrollmork medallion, and outside border in
gold.
No. 9993

$22.78

Gentlemen,
I am ordering again from you because I am pleased
with your safe and rapid deliveries.
LE ROY WILLIAMS,
P. 0. Box 525,
Mountain View. Calif.
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Windsor Cone Loud Speaker Windsor Console and Built-in
Cone Speaker
$13.45

FRONT

As a Pedestal

Type

As Wall Type

It has been conclusively proven that a cone parchment of
generous proportions and of correct pitch. vibrated by an
efficiently designed cone speaker unit, will produce both
high and low frequencies with a fidelity of performance
that would command its
immediate puts hase by its
listeners.
The Windsor Cones not only approach the perfection of design and tonal qualities just referred to,
but, also, offer you an instruisent of such pleasing and
tastefully decorated appearance, that you will always feel
proud to invite your friends to " listen in."
Note that
it can be either set on the floor, or even on a table, or
mantel piece, by means of the hinging pedestal, or it
van be hung on the wall by the handle provided, the
pedestal swinging in against the back of the speaker.
The parchment is 22 inches in diameter, and its edge
is very neatly bound in braid.
The Unit la readily
adjusted in a convenient manner, to allow you to use this
speaker with 90 volts, or even all the way UP L
O 500
volts, as delivered by Power Pack amplifiers.
The
wooden back has the effect of a sounding board, further
enhancing the beautiful tonal qualities of this Cone
Speaker. $ 35.00 VALUE.
Shipped direct from factory
in Chicago. express collect.
No. 9989

$13.45

VIEW

$28.85

BACK

VIEW

This ensemble of cone type loud speaker built into a
console to house the - A" and " B" batteries, etc., and
upon which your present or any table type Radio receiver
rests, as the illustration suggests, is so logical a combination. both from the electrical and mechanical angle.
that it is a wonder it was nut thought of long before this
time.
You will note that the cone speaker itself does
not occupy any space within the console, allowing the
entire area within for all your batteries and other accessories.
The speaker
itself is
the
identical one
described under our No. 9989, and is 22 Inches in
diameter.
The board upon which it is attached, form,.
not only a substantial support thereof, but also acts a,
an effective sounding board, which can be removed, allowing immediate and comfortable access to the batteries
This console is of generous proportions, to accommodate
any length receiver.
The back is removed. so as to
provide the proper ventilation of the batteries.
Overall
dimensions are 30 inches long by 17 inches wide, anti
stands 29 Inches high from the floor.
The battery shelf
measures 26 inches long by 11 incites wide.
Shipped
from Chime°, express collect.
State whether you wish
us to ship you the Mahogany or Walnut finished console.
No. 9991 ( Receiver

not

included)

$28.85

Windsor Table Cone Speaker

$18.85

POSTPAID
The best features of the
most expensive cone speakers
are incorporated in this instrument—end for this reason, a most beautiful and
well
proportioned matched
walnut cabinet is used to
further reflect the exceptional
quality
of
this
Op eaker. The PITI1 WOOD
parchment, actuated by an
rn optionally sensitive and powerful semi- balanced armature cone speaker unit, will respond to the low booming
tiotes of the grtat organ or bass drums as well as to
those notes high in the treble scale of the violin, with
surprising fidelity and volume,
In fact, your first audition of this instrument will thrill yOU, for its reality
truly brings the broadcasting studios into your own
home.
Therefore, the reproduction possible with this
speaker will win the plaudits of any musical critic—and
the appearance thereof will suit the fancy of the most
fastidious tastes.
Overall dimensions are
11 inches
high. 16 inches wide and 6 inches deep

A very original and
extremely useful piece
-uallipP""
of furniture—combining the choice of many
uses. Here we offer
you
the
celebrated
Windsor cone speaker
(described in detail
under our No. 9989)
in a 16- inch diameter
size, suspended to the
under side of the top
of this tastefully finished table, with its
conical point facing
the floor. As the top
only
measures
211
inches
long by
17
inches wide, none but
any
receiver
whose
panel length does not
exceed 18 inches may
be rested thereon.
Then again. Mother may rather decide
to simply throw a scarf or center piece over the top, and
place
thereon
her
favorite
photograph
or
statuette.
vase, etc.; just imagine serving tea to your guests over
this table, while the speaker is in operation with appropriate tea music, now a regular feature of all broadcasting stations, producing an impression upon them
they will never forget.
Stands 26% Inches from the
floor.
Shipped Express collect from Chi,.igo
Kindly
state if you desire Mahogany or Walnut 1,, 1,

N o. 9003

No. 9014

Spartan Cabinet Cone Speakei

$22.22

$22.22

$18.85

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

Windsor Combination
Cone Speaker—Loud Speaker
Console

$42.45"

Cone speakers are particularly well adapted for reproducing the low bass notes
because of the large vibrating surface the cone parchment provides—the analogy
of this can be best expressed
by calling your attention
to the length of the strings
in a harp or plano— the
longer they are, the lower
the note is produced.
But.
on the other hand, a loud
speaker of the conventional
horn, or wooden chamber type ( as in a Victrola ) can
reproduce the higher frequencies best.
If you use either
type of loud speaker to the exclusion of the other, you will
lose either side of the tone register.
It logically follows
that if you use BOTH OF TILEM AT TOE SAME
TIME, full justice will be given to the full musical
scale—the cone speaker will reproduce the bass notes in
its inimitable characteristic manner. whereas the loud
speaker will do justice to the higher frequencies, with a
rendition that places it on a parallel of reproduction to
an old violin, in the hands of an accomplished virtuoso.
The conclusive test that will thrill you is the first Urne
YOU listen in to a 100 pirre Symphonic orchestra, with
both of these speakers connected to your receiver.
With
a simple arrangement of a single pole double throw
switch, you can connect either type of speaker to your
output, and with the switch arm disengaged from either
contact, both speakers play at the same time. their leads
being in series with each other.
The folic parchment
provided in this console is 18 inches in diameter, hut
otherwise the same speaker as described under No. 9989,
and the loud speaker is the same type as described under
Loud Speaker console No. 9992.
There is ample shelf
space to set your " A" and — II" batteries, charger eliminators, etc., and the bark of the console is left open, to
provide for ventilation to batteries, eliminators, ete.—and
to make access to same a very simple matter.
The top
is 30 Inches long, 17 inches wide and stands 29 inches
high.
The battery shelf is 26 inches by 11 inches.
Finished in either Mahogany or Walnut.
Shipped Direct
from factory in Chicago. express collect. $ 44 .
No. 9990

HOURS

4()

Windsor Enclosed
Loud Speaker Console

$35.85

If
your
Radio
receiver is one that you
are
very
proud of,
because of its performance,
then
the
right place for it is
In the parlor of your
home; but, this you
cannot
do
for
its
presence therein would
clash with the general
decorative
effects because of the
detached batteries,
which would lie on
the floor, and the loud speasei—which would haw to be
set elsewhere.
And battery connection wires would give
your parlor a " work shop" effect.
The console above
illustrated not only enables you to store within its
capacious quarters all your Batteries, charger and even
"A" and " B" eliminators, but it also has built in en
acoustically perfect loud speaker.
In addition to these
features, bear in mind that it is a most beautiful piece
of furniture—it will grace the decorative effect of any
room.
The specially shaped space under the loud speaker
enables your knees to fit within, allowing you to tune
in on your Radio for hours at a time, in absolute comfort.
The Console mcasuies 28 Wiles long, IS Indies
wide and stands 29 inches high, thus it will accommodate
any receiver; should your Radio set tneasure much lass
than the total length provided, a very pleasing effect
can be produced by setting a lamp. or a vase, or •
photograph on either end of it.
The reproduction produced in the specially moulded loud speaker, and unit
provided, will thrill you with its marvellous fidelity.
clarity and volume.
The speaker is so designed that it
does not occupy any undue space within the console, thus
affording you an abundance of room for your batteries.
Can be furnished in either Mahogany or Walnut finesh.
Shipped direct from factory in Chicago or Los Angeles,
charges collect.
No. 9992
Including Loud Speaker $ 3C

2.45

Sonochorde Cone Speaker

$22.85

Unit

$22.85

J•CIJ

Graydeon Electrical Phonograph Reproducer

$17.50

With

POSTPAID
The secret of Sonochorde superiority lies in its soon()
reproducing
mechanism —
unit that is scientifically an
basically correct.
There ate
sixteen technical features of
design exclusively Sonochorde,
such as the use of four superpowered magnets capable of
lifting more than ten pounds.
These
special
magnets
account for the exceptional volume.
They are both ss'ientifically
balanced and angularly '
spaced, with a minimum air gap, thus producing a rich,
deep, sonorous tone, wholly new and entirely free from
distortion.
Add to the mechanical superiority of this Cone masterpiece, its unique and truly beautiful design! Octagonal
in outline, the Cone itself is covered with deep winecolored silk, Its folds extending radially from the silk
button in the center.
The supporting frame is practically
unbreakable.
It is handsomely finished in rich semigloss mahogany, with base to match.
The base rests
upon a heavy felt pad, making it impossible to mar the
finest surfaces.
Thoroughgoing workmanship is to be
noted in every detail.
Height 18 inches.
Width 16
orbes
No. 9093

24

POSTPAID
the advent

of

the latest type phono=e e l
graphs which reproduce all notes with
an " uncanny" reality.
e
either through newly
designed tone chamber , and vibrating boxes. or through electrical pids-up
and tube amplification with reproduction by means of a
cone speaker, thousands of people throughout the world
are foolishly discarding their present phonographs for
the new improved type.
We again repeat—foolishly—
for by simply replacing the present tone box ( the mica
disc which holds the needle--simply slips off goose neck
arrangement) with the one illustrated on the left, and
connecting the socket on the right DIRECTLY TO YOUR
PRESENT RADIO RECEIVER, USING TIIE SAME
TUBES AND BATTERIES, the record is reproduced
with that same " uncanny" reality in your loud speaker.
which we presume is of the cone type.
The instrument
in the center of the illustration is a special modulator,
controlling the volume, as well as the clarity of the rereproduced music.
Complete installation takes but a few
minutes—and takes only a moment to allow you the use
of your Radio, or phonograph at will!
Detailed in..truclions accompany each Graydeon--a David Grimes, Inc.,
product.
Imagine!
For only 817.50 you may enjoy all
the luxuries of quality reproduction only possible on
electric phonographs, the cheapest price for one mi the
open market being about 8250 .
00 .

No. 9054

Complete as Illustrated
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Acme Cone Speakers

POSTPAID

For
unexcelled
an d
faithful reproduction of
reception, a Cone
Speaker is necessary to
do justice tu the loss,
medium and high notes.
The Pacent Cones will
perform this task in so
perfect a manner, they
are conceded to be THE
MOST SUPERIOR
POSTPAID
CONE SPEAKERS.
They mill transform a low priced
set into one of substantial value—and are most necessars
iiit high priced receivers.
Vill work satisfactory at 90
sits or in conjunction with a power pack amplifier emK-3
K - I
ploying considerable voltage.
Illustration shows front
Acute acoustical engineers can well be proud of their two
.ind back view.
latest contributions to the Radio art—their cone speakers
No. 9616
17- inch Model
above illustrated.
They possess a power of volume second
to none, yet, with no sacrifice in quality of reproduction.
No. 9034
36- inch Model
The K-1 Is a double FREE EDGE cone speaker—each
ne is 14 Inches in diameter.
Having an adjustable
unit, this speaker can be immediately adopted for utmost
satisfaction if your " B" battery supply is only 90 volts
or even 500 volts, as delivered by " power pack" systems.
The metal drum casing is finished in tan, and will
harmonize with the decorative effects of any rootn.
The
K-3 employs' a single free edge cone of 11 inches in
POSTPAID
diameter, and is very similar to the K-1 in general
Mechanic:1111', a vane
design and principle.
Can be adapted to hang on the
speaker is always subwall with a tassel. by remos-ing the base.
The metal
ject to damage due
ease and base are finished in green bronze, making this
to its nature of conproduct
unusually
attractive.
Capable
of
enormous
struction.
In
the
volume— und retains the same 100% perfect clarity as
Octacone,
however
the K-1.
every benefit of the
No. 9985
(K-3)
$ 16.95
best
Cone
Speakers
No. 9986 ( K-1)
$ 22.45
is incorporated within, together with a
most
unique
metal
shell
housing
th e
complete speaker. You
can deliberately drop
this cone speaker on
the
floor,
with
no
resulting damage. The
metal diaphragm case
measures 13)4 inches
high. 4% inches deers and II inches wide, and lo beautifully finished in galden bronze, blending artistically with
any color seheute In your home.
No. 9670

$16.95

$23.45
$71.65

Octacone Cone Loud Speaker
$18.98

Crosley Super-Musicone
Speaker

$18.98

Zeco Cone Loud Speaker

$16.27

POSTPAID
Although titis is a free edge
rime, and full floating, a very
ingenious metal - drum" protecta it from damage, a valuable feature. The full musical
register is produced on this
cone speaker with remarkable
fidelity—and volume.
T he
actuating unit Is sensitive to
voltages as low as 90 applied
to the audio stages, or, will
withstand the tremendous vol tune delivered by power tube
amplification. The rear of the
metal drum is meshed, allowing the sound vibrations to
properly distribute themselves.
The metal is attractively
finished in dark tan.
The cone parchment is tastefully
decorated.
The base is covered with felt, and ran thus
be set on the finest furniture.
The overall dimensions
are 15 inches high. 7 inches long and 314 inches wide.
The diameter of the drum is 11 inches.
Splendid value.
5- foot length of phone cord included.
No. 9099

$16.27

$14.75
POSTPAID
The Crosley organization have made Iberm,Res world
famous through their efforts to give to the Radio fan
THE
fIREATEST
POSSIBLE
VALl'E
FOR
HIS
MONEY.
And, in fact, your perusal of this catalogue
will also suggest to you that this is OCR SLOGAN.
TOO.
The Crosley Musicone exemplifies their values, for
it is truly equal in performance to any cone speaker
selling for much more money.
A beautifully decorated
Ion both sides) Iil -inch diameter parchment is used, full
floating.
The unit actuating this cone is symbolic of
the high standards set by the Crosley engineers
ANT)
ACHIEVED BY THEM.
Overall dimensions are 18
inches by 16 inches by 3 % inches.
The outer edge of
titis speaker is protected by a tastefully finished metal
ring.
Can he detached from the cast base, and hung
upon the wall as illustrated above.
No. 9999.
Crosley Cone Speaker
(No Tassel Cord)

$14 75

RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN
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Fonekushions

Single Phonodapter
Your phonograph now a
loud speaker. The Phonodapter is made to fit any
phone unit. The pure soft
rubber stretches over the
phone.
Braes tube furnished, which is inserted
as shown.
Fits all Columbia
phonographs; reN 0 D Ps? -çe'
move the brass tube and
it fits Victor and Anima
machines.
In an eme, gritty you can slip a horn
made from bristol or ratter
stiff palier into the brass tube, which will give you quilt.
a good loud speaker temporarllY•
No. 1310

$0.38

SPONGE

An iminuaement upon
our No. 9501 self-supporting brackets inasmuch
as
tile
sect ion
which fits against the
front panel is adjustable
at
will
to any
angle due to eleven
pitoting feature. Especially suitable fur sloping front panels ashen it is desirable to mount the
sockets. trandormers, etc., on a level plane.
Made of
very
rigid aluminum,
and
finished
in dull
nickel.
MountInn: , erews furnished for Panel.
No 9791

$1.12

5-Tube Sub-Panel

$2.60
POSTPAID
For standard t a -_ inn.s tsine ni. u.ities.
For .- tuue ratio•
frequency net 17x7x3/16 inch black hard rubbsr, S nickel
plated socket shells secured to base with eyelets.
C011tact starlings of nickeled phosphor bronze, with turned tins
for soldering.
No. 9490

Self-Supporting
Brackets

Fur use in moutiting sub-Pauels
The spare provided underneath gives
plenty of roots tor small parts and
wires, reducing short-circuit risks.
Drilled for attaching to front panel.
Dallasl flange takes grid leak panel.
Metal. In doll nickel finish. Screws
Included.
No. 11501. Pair

...$0.69

Pilot Snap Terminal Connecting Strip
es

•-

i's

o

8- 8 6 8 8

Et BURR

No matter how good
your head net it will
press too hard on your
ears and temples. after wearing them for
a few hours.
By our
sponge rubber cushions, make it a positive pleasure.
They
exclude
all
outside
nobles, which is important when haleninc for long distance
stations.
Made of the
best
and
most
expensive sponge nab
her at great elasticity. They are light and car be sliPPe
on any pair of phones. Highly sanitary because they can ,
lo,
e washed with soap nun' wa ter.
5050
Pair

$0.35

Benjamin Adjustable
Metal Brackets

Supports tin. front panel. to which
it is seresed and bolted, at the four
corners thereof, preventing sagging
of panels ln tinte, due to the weight
of the condensers, etc., on them.
They rre die-cast no' aluminum. De•
signed to be used with 7- inch high
panels and 7- inch deep eablnets.
No. 9007 • ( Per
Pair)

5I

HOURS

Non-Metallic
Sub-Base Brackets

Itakaltte.
Ti,,',
prevent dielectric losses and electrical disturbances.
V9-111 not vary
the indurtive capacity value of colt
or
condenser.
Mechanically
true
right angles. They levee plenty ef
room
underneath
for
small
parts
and wires.
No. 9531
Each...

$0.46

Rasco Bindiug Post Strip

$0.35
POSTPAID

POSTPAID

This item till. a lanta:-. felt want s. lisie quick and puait lie
tonnections are necessary.
Will take all standard phone
tips, or the special terminal, illustrated under No. 2900
Separable Cold Tip, the wire being slipped within ' ante
and quickly tightened.
Insulation ts hard rubber.
5letal
parts handsomely nickel plated. with the characters encraved in white enamel.
No. 9898

$0.46

This is an excellent binding post strip, ensitilted with
our well-known Aristocrat posts.
These are. mounted oit
a hard rubber strip, and the denominations are engraved in gold.
The entire strip is supported by two
brackets. I" high. to ileac wiring and other obstacles.
The beat strip on the market. barring none.
There are
7 bard rubber binding posts.
The markings are " Antenna"; " Ground"; " A—": " A-I-"; " II --": Dot 11-1-":
and " Amp. 11-1-"
No. 870, Binding Post Strip
$0.35

Gentlemen:
I certainly do appreciate your promptness in sanding eut
I re:en/tad the order you sent me in good condition.
orders. I have dealt with other large ft-ma, hut none of them give as much satisfaction as you do.
LEONARD MAYERS.
29119 Hnllyheneh Ave, Wilabenod. N. J.
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Radio Cabinets
We offer a variety of sizes, patterns. finishes and quaiities to suit every customer. You will be well ¡leased with
any Cabinet you get from us. Shipped direct from fartory in Wisconsin express collect.

Style A

used for dry cell space if a portable set is wanted Has
continuous piano hinges and lid holders.
Space back of
panel is 10"
Top and ends are of figured walnut speci a l
built live- ply stock.
Cannot warp.
Base built . upon
massive molding.
l'illars
walrmt accurately titled.
Style
A
Imitation
Panel
Size

Imitation Mahogany- Made substantially and of neat design of good hard wood with line hand rubbee finish in
Imitation el mahogany.
Bad, one is fitted w th hinged
top. The front is fully ralibett ed to lit the panel.

Style B

7"
Deep

front

made

Style B
Imitation
Walnut

8"
10"
Deep
2.60
3.00
3.35
3.60 4.69 6.40
3.90 5.04 6.80
4.40 5.69 7.20
6.16 7.84
7.09 8.64
7.20 8.96
9.92
10.32

7"x10"
7"x12"
7"x14"
7"x18"
7"x21"
7"x24"
7"x26'
7"x28"
7"x30'
8"x36"
8"x40"

on

solid

Style C

Genuine
Black
Walnut
8"
10"
Deep

6.56
7.28
8.05
8.48
8.90
9.44

of

8.80
9.40
10.05
10.68
11.48
12.24
13.44
14.64

Genuine
Black
Walnut
8"
10"
Deep

9.36
10.08
10.80
11.28
11.76
12.24

black

Style DI\
Genuine
Black
Walnut
10"
Deep

11.60 8.88
12.16 8.88
12.80 0.08
13.48 0.08
14.20 21.28
15.04 21.28
16.24
17.44

Radio Dilectryte Panels

$0.65
POSTPAID

Imitation
Walnut
and
Genuine
Black
Wenut-Fine
looking, sturdily built and elegantly finished. and will
greatly improve the appearance of the receiving set. It is
a " dandy" is the way many users express twernselves.
The black walnut Master cabinets have continuous piano
hinges and lid holders. The imitation walnut have regular hinges, three to each cabinet supplied with lid
holders.

Style C

Genuine Blink Walnut- For distinetive appearance this
style is not easily excelled.
It is roost beautiful and
therefore well adapted for homes of refinement.
Has continuous piano hinges and lid holders.
Space bark of
hakelite panel is 8" or 10".
Top and ends of selected
figured walnut special built five-ply stock. Cannot warp.
Base built upon heavy molding.
Pillars on front are
made of solid black walnut accurately fitted.

These panels are meeting with approval because they are
good and cheap anti which, moreover. fit our wood cabinets listed elsewhere.
These panels are accurately cut
and are the best on the market at anywhere near our
price.
The finish is a high polish on both sides.
Can
he drilled and tapped where neeessitrY, hp tmlls which
are ordinarily toted Iry radio set builders and amateurs.
Bileetryte Radio PanOls are highly recommended because
they have the following properties: ( I) high dielectric
strength: ( 2) high surface resistivity: ( 3) high volume
reS1stivilY ; ( 1)
grained
surface: ( 5)
ample
tensile
strength; ( PI splendid tooling properties; ( 7) low cost.
3/11)" thick.
We do not iint sheets to order.
No. 7100
7"x10"
80.65
No. 7120
7"x12"
$ 0.79
No. 7140
7":14"
80.89
No 7180
7":18"
81.15
No: 7210
7"x21"
$ 1.31
No. 7240
7":24"
"
$ 1.46
No. 9786
7":26"
$ 1.69
No. 9787
7"x30"
$ 1.89

Bakelite Panels
IN
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

9516
9517
9518
9519
9520

GLOSSY BLA('K FINISII
%-INCH THICK
7"x6"
$ 0.55
7"x10"
$ 0.88
7"x12"
$ 1.22
7"x14"
81 39
7"x18"
$ 1:74

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No:

9521
9522
9523
9524
9525
9526
9527
9528

3/16-1 NCH TH UK
7":10"
7"x12"
7"x14"
7"x18"
7":21"
7"x24"
7":26"
7":30"

$ 1.27
$ 1.77
$ 1.92
$ 2.42
$ 2.89
$ 3.24
$ 3.44
$ 4.44

8":36"

$ 6.93

Style D

This style has ample ' pace in end compartments for
11 and C batteries.
The space under tot) is tPti" wide.
10" deep and 85¢" high.
They also can be used with
sets having 7" mounting, the three remalnIty Inches

No. 9529

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

Standard
Drilled-Engraved Panels

24

53

HOURS

Grained Bakelite Panels

$3.57
POSTPAID
The problem that always confronts the Radio set builder.
whet her he is assembling his first receiver, or the professional custom set constructor, is the drilling of the
front panel.
And, at its best, it is always a drab,
colorless looking affair. inviting no praises.
But now.
you can build a receiver utilizing any Standard circuit
whieh will have all the appearances of a commercially
designed set, for we ran supply you with these panels,
us described by the originators of the various circuits.
drilled to their specifications. AND ' IAN DSDM ELY
ENGRAVED IN A VERY PLEASING MANNER.
A
partial list of the standard panels we can › 000lY p a,
follows:
No.
Tyne
Tubes
Size
Each
No. 9622 Bremer Tully Nameless
5 752053/16 $4.97
No. 9080 Bremer Tully Counterphase
ti 7521 "
$4.57
No. 9081
Hammarlund Roberts
5 7510 "
$3.57
No. 9082 Browning Drake
1 7521 ."
$4.65
No. 9083 Browning Drake
5 7521 "
$4.65
No. 9084 Freshman Tuned R. F.
5 7518
"
$3.69
No. 9085 Mattison Moore Superhet. S 7520 " $ 6.17
No. 9086 Victoreen Superhet.
8 7521 "
$4.97
6 7521
$4.79
No. 9087 Silver Marshall 0

Note
We can supply Standard drilled and engraved panel for
any circuit not listed above. such as: Raras Equamatic,
Daven
Bass
Note.
Samson,
Aerodyne.
II lllll flatland
Roberts
Ilenry Lyford, Acme, 11 •It radynes. Ambassador,
3 Circuit
3-tulie
receivers.
Controlladyne,
Isofarad. Nine in line Super Ilet. Feinvity Super ilet
L- C Coehaday, Candlelit Duodyne. Basco 9216 5- tube
Rasco 5- tube One Dial control. Rase° 2- stage
Rase° Tropadyne, etc.
Further information and prices
cheerfully furnished.

Knock Down Cabinets

$2.03

The knock clown
form of cabinet
not only offers you
n
appreciable
saving
in
cost,
but also enables
you to finish it
in any manner you may please, to better harmonize with
The wood is beautifully sanded-all
your requirements.
tlie metal hardware is nickel plated brass.
All section,.
are machine cut to size azul planed, therefore insuring
a perfect assembly.
Corners of eabinet rest on rubber
tack bumpers.
Can be assembled in a few minute,
Shipped express collect direct from factory in lissa.
No. 9803
For 7 by 11 - Inell panel. 7 inches deep . 92.03
No. 9805
For 7 by Ill- inch pend. 7 inches deep. . 92.24
No. 9806
For 7 by 21- ineh panel. 7 inches deep
92.73
No. 9807
For 7 by 21- inch panel. 7 in. he- deeil . 93.17

Carter Short Jack

$0.21
POSTPAID

Smallest jack made- ideal
in cramped quarters. yet
eontacts are perfect.
Single hole mounting in
inch
hole.
Is about
imit long.
No. 9662 Open Circuit
$0.21
No. 9095
Closed CD. tilt
$ 0.26

$0.99
POSTPAID

Cibtotn built Raclin sets ian be made to harmonize with
any 110111e surroundings ley using one of our beautifully
decorated Bakelite panels, finished in a natural wood
grain effect of Mahogany. American Walnut and Circus sian Walnut.
Or, you can select a panel to match you,
(onside or cabinet.
Only the very best grade of Bakelite
insulation lo used in these panels.
Kindly specify which
grain finish you are ordering.
'/‘, Inch Thick
3/16 Inch Thick
No 9752
$ 0.99
7x10
No. 9762
$ 1.48
No. 9753
1.29
7512
No. 9763
1.84
No 9754
1.47
7511
No. 9764
2.07
No. 9755
1.87
7510
No. 9765
2.66
No. 9756
2.09
7521
No. 9766
3.11
No 9757
2.46
7521
No. 9767
3.54
No. 9758
2.61
7526
No. 9768
3.84
No. 9759
2.71
7520
N. 9769
4.14
No. 9760
2.94
7530
No. 9770
4.43
No. 9761
3.54
7510
No, 9771
5.3 I.

Notice

We can also supply the : dime gm ained Bakelite Panels
in special sizes cut to your measurements-accuracy
guaranteed.
Kindly state which grain effect you are
ordering.
',(i inch thick
$ 0.03 a square inch
3/16 " "
0.04 " " " •
0.05
"
"
"
(For example. you may wish a special panel to fit a
iietrola eonsole, or a desk, drawer. etc.
If it measures
17 inches by 13 Inches. multiply the length by the
width, and that will give you the square inches.
Therefore, 221 square inches at $ 0.03 a square inch would
cost 90.63.1

Baseboards

Made oto non- warping material.
No. 9549
No. 9550
No. 9551
No. 9552
No. 9553
No. 9554
No. 9555
No. 9556
No. 9557
No. 9558
No. 9559
No. 9561
No. 9562
No. 9563
No. 9564

6%16
61
/ :9
2
61
/ :11
2
61
/ :13
2
61/2 :17
61
/ :20
2
614x73
61
/ :25
2
61
/ :27
2
61
/ :29
2
9x17
9:20
9:23
9:25
9:29

%

inch thick.
$0.23
0.26
0.26
0.28
0.29
0.33
0.42
0.46'
0.48

0.54'
0.54 ,
0.67 .
0.78,
0.85'
0.93.
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Excello Radio Console5

Closed Vie.

$66.85

LIU
M
Open Vies

Offering several lefinements of
effect, besides sereral valuable mechanical .. 4,antages
over our No. 9043 Dwell° Console, this nude' will
appeal not only to the flashs fan of more tudidlous
tastes, but is especially recommended for Radio panels
that are wider or longer than 9 Inches by 30 inches
murkiest in our No. 9043.
In this console, it le posible
ro adapt the space to any she panel not exceeding ID
inches wide by 32 inches long, in adjustable hanel being
•upplied to provide for any smaller size.
A rely unique
and valuable feature is the clever slitting leaf upon which
the storage battery ( or eliminator', is rested, enabling
you to slide It forward, for refilling, testing, etc.
The
dimenions of this masterpiece Radio Censo:e are 37
inches wide, 16 inches deep and 45 inches high.
Made
of selected American Walnut, with five-ply walnut veneer
top and panel doors of matched butt walnut, tird,hed over
in a two-tone Walnut PIANO FINISH. Stepped from
our factory In Illinois, express collect, shIppine weight
150 lbs.
No. 9039 ( No Radio Receiver

included)

$55.85
Constructed by Master Cabinet Makers, of 5- ply Walnut
veneer tor, and Walnut end panels with matched butt Walnut (loins. It is truly in keeping with the best appointed
homes. The panel size is adjustable up to 9 inche, by 30
inclien--ow of our Radio rcolvers, kits or chasses will lit
within.
The self-enelosed loud speaker consists of a tone
chamber and metal throat truly capable of unexeelbq perfeetion of clarity, and volume.
The top hinges to provide
more convenient access to tie receiver.
The battery compartments opening from the front with two doors, wolf hold
any possible form of " A" and — 11" desires--with changers.
Overall d'enensions are 35 Inches wide, 16 inches duet ,
and 45 im lies high.
Two-tone Walnut PIANO FINISH
of unusual beauty.
Shipping weight, 150 lb,
Sidolo•d
express collect from our factory in Minot.,
No.9043 ( No Radio Receiver
included)

$55.85

$66 •
85

Q
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Tun- A-Loop

SHIPS

$13.38
POSTPAID

T It e advantages
st Lone reception
tr.. 5ery well
,,,, 11
mown and con. • •- ded. The Tun.5- Loop. on the
to her hand, has
decided advantsges ever any
other type of
Loop. By adjusting the over- size
knob,
this
loon
ran be tuned to
the peak of the
wave
length
rang e, assuring
maximum p ickup ability on
distant
stations.
Incidentally this
tuning effect enables you to
match your tuning dials, regardless of the capacity of condensers being
used. The Tun- A- Loop can be used in conjunction with
any superheteroslyrie. neutrodyne. straight radio frequency.
or Relies receiver.
No portable loop receiver is truly
portable or efficient without this instrument.
It so made
of genuine Bakelite, and the wires are spicier web
wound—only genuine phosphor bronze silk covered wire
employed.
It is 113 attractive as It is effilent.

$13.38

No. 9655

Carter Imp Loop

$6.59
POSTPAID

The radically diffetent Moe
Only Iti Maws in diametts
--weighs but
one pound.
due to compound progressive form of winding.
As
efficient as larger loops.
and center taps provided.
No. 9089

$6.59

WITHIN

55

HOUR.

$10.23 Aalc..o Loop
POSTPAID
The virtues of a lure.size loop are soinetines disrega riled dite
to their cumber:ono
appearance when nut
in use.
Logically, a
larger hop will colhot
more of the
feeble
radio
stases
than a smaller one.
The Aalco loop stand.
30 inches high when
opened, and only 2;
when
closed.
Inches
In tbe right-hand
corner of the aecompanying
illustration
lo to he noted the comp:wow— ut the :wit same loop
when folded, eninpared to It when ready for use.
Wound
with tit strands of very low resistanto wire on a genuine
walnut frame.
Can be supplied for use with either a
17 or 2:1- plate variable condenser.
The hanging frame
prol Ides for adjustments of the shape of the loop, as
illust rated, varying re ,tilt s being obtained from such
angular positions.
No. 9047

$10.23

Signal Encased Loop

815

OSTPAID

Tut- le ate two objections to a 10,31t
ou whieh the turns of wire are
exposed.
These are first. they may
loosen due to frequent contact with
stir hands, furniture, etc., and,
•, mid,
they never ADD to the
mmarance of any coma.
In this
1. •, p, all of the turns are encased in
walnut frame,
eery attractively
it junte finished As the frame plugs
into a jaek in the base, tlàere are
no wires visible even ut that point,
s it lees to betome twisted from con ..nt swing lug of the loop.
Three
••••neetions are brought out to a
.,I- elite strip. one of them being
il , • .•• • • ont, ot the loop.
The si ires are wound around
kl-I c•
e•
tent in every manner.
Height CI
No. 9742

$8.15

Aero Loop

Steinite " Aerieliminator"

$10.49

POSTPAID
The advantages derived with an outside
aerial over any loop are extreme long
distance reception, :and, increased volume
on all stations.
The advantages of a
loop and those of an antenna system are
combined in the AERO LOOP, when it
is used in conjunction with an antenna.
acting as a very effective " booster" with
added inductance. and thus. Increased
selectivity.
The inside
loop can be
rotated, too, resulting in a marked decrease in static reception, thus further
Its many
greatly aiding selectivity.
uses are listed in a special pamphlet
furnished with every loop.
The strands
are wound on Bakelite strips, and the
binding posts are also brought out to a
Bakelite strip.
The wood work is beautifully mahogany finished, and in keeping with the furniture of any finely appoint.
No. 9649

24

$10.49

$0.85
POSTPAID

Where
not be

outside aerial cantunteniently installed,
plug this device into
y••ttr house current socket, and
unrtol the 25- font length of
dt•uble wire, whieh carries the
"aerial" and ground impulses.
onnerting the entls thereof to
the aerial anti ground binding
to•st s on
the
receiver.
A
special condenser self-contained
in this attachment prevents
I
he house current from entering the receiver—therefore, is
absolutely safe.
Takes only
a few minutes to install—the
'nest practical aerial substitute. on the market.
y..11

.
111

call

No. 9928

$0.85
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Rasco Antenna Leadin Connector

$3.50
POSTPAID

YORK

Copper Antenna Wire

Here is the solderless
Connector
that
you
can
trust.
Eighty
per cent of all
radio troubles are
caused
by
a
faulty connection
between the aerial
and the lead-in.
T Is e
plunger
and screw holds
both aerial
and
lead-in
with
a
vice- like
grip
that is never relaxed.

This Is the best
collapsible loop of
its kind.
It is
36" higli and 28"
wide. It is electrically and mechanically correct.
It has a heavy
cast hase, nicely finished in black.
upon which the loop turns easily. The
wire
winding consists
of
special
stranded, flexible, multiple standard
super- antenna wire.
The loop easily
folds to tit into a 4- inch tube. It is
laceautifully finished throughout. Hard
rubber insulation only is used. The
wires are held in jalare by polished Isard rubber strips.
Two hard
rubber binding posts are attached.
No. 2610, Collapsible Loop
Aerial
$3.50

$0.48
All the mire me offer is of the dependable kind, the best grade. The
stranded wire is hard drawn copper
cable and Is preferred generally by
those desiring the best results.
No. 9227 Solid Copper,
single, No. 14, 100 ft. $0.48

Our illustration
of the connector
is
full
size.
Once
tried
you
will never discard
it.
Nothing
to
wear out.
Brass,
nicely
nickelplates1
with
a
plating.
g ood
Diameter of connector
is %".
height 1
/ ". ( Pat2
en ts i.q1ding.1

Knocked Down Loop
Aerial
This aerial ja 35" high. 2-1" no
each side.
Made entirely of wellseasoned wood. Comes to you knocks.' down. Can be put together in less
than five minutes.
Enough No. 22
enamel's,' wire is furnished to make
ten rounds.
No. 2600
Knocked Down
Loop Aerial
$ 0.85

No.

No. 9228
Stranded,
22. 100 ft.

Enameled Aerial
Wire
Will Insure superior reception as
the usual Increased resistance caused lay corrosion of plain wire is prevented by Ille enamel coating. Made
of fine copper strands., each coated
with enamel insulation

I

$0.20

No. 6401,
coil

Universal Lightning
Aerial Insulators

$0.15

100- foot

POSTPAID

POSTPAID

POSTPAID

Very fisse outdoor. Music of brown
glaze porcelain. Easily attached to
window sill or against wall. Generous binding posts with lugs for
conneethsns. Passed by Fire Underwriters. Well made. and when used
Insures your house against lightning
and your instruments against damage. Guaranteed in all respects. Size
foes. all, 31
/ "xl 1
2
/ ".
2

Made
entirely
of
aluminum.
Light
and
will
not rust. The only
connector of its kind. The 4 antenna
wires go to the upper Isoles; the lower hole takes the lead-in.
A good
metal to metal contact as in using
thia connector is better than nearly
all solder connectors. Dimensions 2"
high, 1%" mide. 'Si" thick.

No.

No.

2300

Rasco Ground Clamp

$0.87

999

$0.35

Aerial Lead-in

$0.15

Another

e&FMEIMPIPial

POSTPAID
Has long been a favorite among
amateurs. Is inexpensive, never comes
loose, and fits any pipe from 1
2 " to
/
3". Strata is adjustable and galvanized anti will not rust. Has binding
post to clamp wire.
No, 2236
.$0.15

•

$0.35

$0.87

- .
- =

$052

Antenna Connector

Arrester

The larger hall insulator is the popular
style.31/2"x2%o. The
smaller is used for
light work, size 3ffx
11
/ ".
2
High
grade
insulation cotnpound.
not affected by the
weather.
Mechanieally right: will stand
several thousand pounds pull.
No. 7914
Small
$0.15
No. 2012
Ball
0.30

No.
$ 0.49

It ia s lat snip of metal, entirely insulated with meat!,
erpriaof material. Fits under any window. Can he bent into any shape. Neat -and durable. It can be mounted on the
window sill or clamped in at the upper part of the window. The Insulation is perfect. Length, 18 1
2 "; width. .fi".
/
No.

Na.

9451

Talk-

ing Tape, ribbon.
per

$0.25

8628

Pop-

ular Aerial

100

feet.
$0.89

SAVE OVER 10';
Do not forget that tile
subject to a discount of over
YOU

SAVE

Prices on all
IO per cent.

OVER

10c;

goods

in

this

Catalog—although

WITH US— AS WE SHIP
PREPAID IN l. S. A.

exceedingly

Nis:ABLY

ALL

law—are
GOODS

really
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Ttruar Trickle Charger

$9.95
Tols latest product of the
General Electric Co. will
'large any 4 or 6- volt storage battery uP to a %
ampere rate.
Its construction and principle is similar
to the higher rate Tungar
battery chargers.
Bulb inholed.
No. 9028...
Shinned Express Collect.

$9.50

$9.95

Tapped " B" Batteries

We

kw.° specialized in storage batteries a number of
said this battery, although railed a radio batcry. is really an ationsoirle battery. That means that
it has P.een constructed for extra hard work. While used
in the automobile the battery is shaken up all day long
and ondergoes a terrific wear and tear. Only the highest
grade batteries can stand this constant jarring, consequently you know what to expect from our battery. We
use only the very best. materials and guarantee not only
results, but guarantee the batteries fer two years. We
will reelace any battery that becomes defective within
two 4eazs.
Certain low priced batteries are made of plates taken from
old tratteries and made ove*. Such batteries cannot last.
Our new plates are extra keavy and guaranteed to last
Another important point i that our battery will with.
stand gulphation. I. e.. coating of the plates even if the
batten' has been run down quite low. Solid hard rubber
rase. We furnish only arid- proof terminals that will outlast tip battery, full automatic vents are provided. Positive (-1-1. and negative (—) terminals are marked In a
distinctive manner. Impossible to make a mistake. Addproof. tom
In addition to all this our battery is sold at
the stout attractive ', rte. 7" wide, 10" long. fP.:." high.
No. 9100
6 Volt, 100 Ampere Hour.$9.5 0
No. (0M, 6 Volt 60 Ampere llour 7" Wide; 9"
long; 8{54" high
98.50
Shipped transportation collect.

Our " It"
batteries
are made of the finest and best material obSainable, by one
of the largest hatcry manufacturers In
rhe country. We positively guarantee these
batteries to be noiseless and the longest
lived. We carry only
fresh
stock
at all
times. The output of
these
batteries
la
very uniform.
With
fair use they will last
a year or more.
We
only list the upped
styles, as
we have
found by e-.perience that they are the best for all experimental won. and the difference in price Is so negligible that our customers will welcome this departure.
No 2250, Small size.
each

Tungar Charger

$15.30

New Genue Tungar Bulbe

9926
0027

2 Ampere Rate Bulb
5 Ampere Rate Bulb

volt type, tapped,
$0.85

Shipped Express Collect.

The world famous Tungar
type battery chargers are too
well '; nown for further detailsd information here. They
are noiseless in operarion and
Pratt- ally fool- proof for they
do not require any chendrals
or •rreators, whirls must be
ren.dv ,.d.
For 110- wit A.C.
lines only.
Tungar bulb included.
No. 9718
60- Cycle, 2 Ampere Rate
$ 15.30
No. 9824
25- Cycle, 2 Ampere Rate
$ 18.70
Na. 9325
60- Cycle, 5 Ampere Rate
$23.80.'
Battery chargers are shipped Express Collect.
Shipping w,sight, 15 pounds.
No
No

15 cell. 22%

No. 2251, Medium Navy size battery, 22% volt, tapped
from 16% to 22% volt, In 7% volt steps, each... $ 1.20
No. 4500, Combination tapped 45 volt. 30 cell battery
tapped to give 45, 22%. 21. 19%, 18. 16 1
/ volts. This
battery is des ¡ coed especially for detector and amplifying tubes. each
$ 2.30
No. 4509. LAIRIE Size. 45- volt, 30- cell Battery, tapped for 1, M%, 21, 19%. 18, 16% volts.
This Is
an extra lame size giving 50 p. c. more service than
No. 1500, Made for heavy cLty. for 5, 6, 7, 8 bulb sets.
Size. 3" z 8" z 6%", each
$ 2.75
No. 4503
Tapped 4%- volt •' C" Battery, for negative
grid bias on R.F. and A.F. tubes.
Eliminates distortion, permits high "19" battery voltages, and
lengthens We of " II" batteries.
Also used as an
"A" baGery In portable acts using 199 type tubes.
Each
$0.51

$ 3.88
$ 7.78

Bache Trickle Battery Charger
Charges 4 , nd
6 volt " A" batteries. Slow charger. Can be operated while set Is
in use. FDr any
number of tubes.
Size
5%
3 5
inches
high.
Charging sate %
amnere"
Shipped
dry.
For
110
volt A.C. CO cycle
current
No. 9358

$9.25

Shipped Express Collect.
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Balkite Model J Two Rate
Charger

NEW

YORK

Holmes Tungar
Bulb Type Battery Charger

$18.85

Combining a trici,i'• .,: og rate
of . 5 of an canteene oci hour and
the maximum rate of 2.5 ampere's
per hour, this new Balkite charger
is making itself intaluable to lia
many users.
There are times and
conditions when either ed these two
rites are necessary—and in this
one instrument both are combined.
Takeo Inn a imonent to - suing over
from one rate to another,
le is
so efficient that even while your receiver is in operation
the charger ran be functioning, while locals are being
received.
The electrolyte level is at all times visible—
only at infrequent intervals is it necessary to add
tilled water thereto.
This is the only upkeep attached
to this charger.
Furthermore, while in operation it only
costs about V2 cent per hour.
It will also charge a 1volt battery at a high rato of . 11 of an ampere per hour,
and . 2 of an ampere per hour at the low rate.
Operates
from 110- volt A.C. torrent, at 60 or 50 cycles.
It can
:thee be supplied to operate from a 25 lo 10-eyele 110.
oolt AC. current with a 1.5 ampere high rate.
No. 9941
Combination Model .1 Balkite Charger,
with Cord. Plug, Battery Leads Si 0 Ct5
and Clips
1 0044

Full Wave Battery Chi- ger

$16.85

The
radical
itennovemoots
ineorimrated in
this charger permit the
complete charging of a
run down battery OVER
NIGHT for, in using
the FULL WAVE of
so.
the
A.C.
cycle,
INSTEAD OF ONE-11A1c1, OF IT, s ebarging rate of 6
to 8 AMPERES PER HOUR is delivered.
Entirely foolproof—will last a life time.
A black erystallimi
finished foetal case encloses the entire mechanism and
rests on durable ruttier feet.
Note the folding handle.
Generous length of cord and detachable plug to included.
The clips that snap on the battery terminals are lead
covered, to resist arid eornesion effects.
For 110- volt.
60-eycle
content.
Shipped express collect.

•

No. 9936

CO.,

$16.85

Scranton Battery Cap Tester
$1.83
POSTPAID
\ recent innovation
which will prove its
.alue
to you many
limes its modest coot.
You
simpl)
replace
Your present battery
caps with three of
these combined battery tops and built
in hydrometers. It ir
aboyo ready for immediate use--theee is
no chanee of spilling
any arid with its ever
ruinous effects.
To
test, simply squeeze
the bulbs, and without removing these cape. > nu can
glance at the floats as they rise, denoting the rendition
of charge IN EACH OF THE CELLS.
The solution
will then slowly drain back.
Should no solution arise.
then it is proof positive that that particular cell needs
replenishing of distilled water.
The conventional vent for
battery gases is provided.
Tice ball and cap are the best
quality rubber, and will withstand the acid for many
years.
Universal plug tits : ell batteries. $
No. 9865
Set of Three

1.83

$9.45
This 2 ampere Tungar bulb type
storage battery charger is not
to be confused with any other
low intend charger, whether it
be of the bulb or vibrator types.
In fact, our customers have told
its that this instrument is as
efficient as even those selling
for double its low price.
In
operation. there is no noise to
disturb you—there are no acids
or liquids to contend with, nor
burning out of vibrator contacts.
Simply snap connections from
elarger
to battery
terminals,
plug into your lighting circuit
—the Holmes charger suit do the rest. at a 2 : twin,charging rate.
Can be permanently mounted in your
Radio console. due to sneall size, and special mounting
holes senevided -for the hurleuse, or. picked up and moved
around at will.
Chargeo both " A" and " II" batteries,
of the wet cell type—also any automobile battery.
Tice
traneefoemer is heavily shielded with a Mark japanned
iron cooe, and is of generous proportions.
The Tungar
socket acid fuse blot* is made of high quality insulating
porcelain.
The connection to the ringer element is a
specially treated coil spring.
Size overall: Height 7%
inches, width 4 inches, length I inches.
For 60 cycle,
110 volts A. C. torrent.
No. 9076
With 2 Ampere Tungar Bulb, Cord
and Plug
$ 9.45
No. 9090
With 5 Ampere Tungar Bulb, Card
and Plug
519.95
FOR 25- CYCLE 110- VOLT A.C. CURRENT
No. 9091
With 2 Ampere Bulb, Cord and Plug.515.115
All battery chargers
factory in Chicago.

are

Note
shipped

Express

Collect

from

Chaslyn
Sink or Swim
Hydrometer

$0.69

POSTPAID
This hydrometer doe, not
depend on a float therein
for determining the condition of charge of the
battery, but instead, three
differently colored balls.
If all three lloat, the battery is fully charged„ if
one ball sinks, the charge
is almost full,
if two
balls sink, the charge
low,
and if the three
balls sink, then the battery is totally discharged,
and should lee immediately
attended to.
No. 9788.

$0.69

Storage Battery Clip

$0.14
POSTPAID
These large size clips are non- corrosive and are warranted
to make a positive, ever gripping connection.
Lead Wire
is attached to the clip by twisting it under a screw and
then tightening same
Lead covered.
No. 9719

$0.14

"RASCO"

Apco " B" Battery
Charger

SHIPS

WITHIN

24

51)

HOURS
_

Valley Battery Charger

$16.25

Charge:. an) 6- volt storage buttety at a
6 ampere rate, or any 12- volt battery at
a 3 ampere rate. The moat efficient high

$3.95
POSTPAID

Supplied without bulb. Charge. at
any desired rats.. Use ordinary tight

bulb for charging. Full instructions
reompany it.
The neatest charger
using your ordinary 50, 75 or 100
watt electric light bulb. Charges at
1-10 to ,4 amperes. According to
wattage of bulb.

rate battery charger made. Equipped with
full length cord to attach to your light'
ing circuit, clips and leads to attach to
your battery, and a very accurate ammeter. registering rate of charge. Tract.parent moulded cover.
Rests on rubber
feet.
For 110- volt A.C. current. :tit •
X 6,
x, z 754 inches.
No. 9671
No. 9073
Fur
25-30-40
Cycle.
110- volt A.C. current
919.10
Due to excessive weight. Valley charge'.
are shipped Express Collect.
Shipping
weight 21 pounds.

Teat

Your It storage
hatters' with this ha drometer.
It
will

"B" Storage Battery
Hydrometer

save you money by
warning you in tinte

It will help you gel
the best results from
your set. Priced vert
kw.

"B" Battery Charger, without lamp
$3.95

N o. 9375
For

Alternating

Current

N. 9225.$029

Only.

Battery Tester
Apco "A" and " B"

line quality instrument for
testing four A and B Storage batteries.
The proper construction of
A very

Battery Chargers

the flout, and barrel assures accuracy
of readings.

No. 9001

$11.47

Fully guaranteed by the manufacturer and us.
The finest quality.
small in & ire, nationally known.
A
big bargain at our cut price.
Sure
to please you. Complete instructions
for operation.
Fat
1l0-volt 60-

cYcle A.C.

No. 9357 " A" Battery Charger, 2 amp. rate, no tubes
required
$ 11.47
Battery Chargers Are Shipped
Express Collect.

Battery Tray

No.

9515

An accurate indicator of the strength
of your it batteries. Specially useful
in testing 22 1
2
/
and 45 volt
batteries, but registers from 0 to 50
volts.
Case is cast metal, nickel
finish, glass crystal. flexible contact cord.
No. 9316 For " El" Batteries.
0-50 volts
e
$0.87
No. 9515
Combination
meter
0.50 volts, 0 to 50 amperes.
tests " B" Batteries and Dry
Cells also
$1.39

Sterling 6-Volt
"A" Battery Charge Indicator

$1.63

We Iaid!). neol suggc“ the wisdom of placing your wet batteries in
this tray so no acid cast get to the
rug. It may save its cost many time,

over and the women folks will aP
predate your thoughtfulness.
Full
size to your battery. Heavy black
rubber.
N O. 4M *.

Brach Non-Drip Hydrometer

$0.95

POSTPAID

POSTPAIO
Vour first thought upon examining this unique hydre -

To the Radio fan who objects
to the tuse of a hydrometer.
because of its attendant possibilities of dripping acid and
its ruinous effects, for testing
the condition of his storage
battery, this charge indicator
Is
indeed
invaluable.
By

any drips from the nozzle i
attached to two very pliably
rubber standards phi,* ary
swung out of the slay whitthe nozzle Is inserted into

meter is to wonder why tin,
non- drip feature was new,
thought
of
before.
'
Flic
moulded eup that rotate

applying the two contacts included with thià device tu
both terminals of the storage

batey the arrow will advise
you whether to start charging the befe fy
— ohen it is
nearly full cbarged—and when you should stop charging
it.
Handsomely nickel plated.
No. 9741

$0.47

$1.63

the vents of the battery, and. salten the nozzle is reuno:d.
this cup swings back into Hs original position ready to
runts any drips of add.
Another very valuable feature is
the use of the factious Cladyn system of three colored
balla of various weights which sink according to condition of charge ta the battery.
N o. 9696

$0.95

60
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Tobe By-Pass and Filter
Condensers
aj_Jji

$0.56
s
-

POSTPAID

in every iti,inut.o uning industry there is aluays one
outstanding son, ecti whose products are the recognized
leaders, and by which competitive products are compared.
The Tobe Deutsehmann By- Pass and Filter condensers
are conceded to be the most efficient made.
Their handsome silvered metal cases will lend grace to any receiver.
Although the By-pass type can be used in " B" battery
:eliminators at low voltages, the Filter type is solely
recommended.
The By-pass type are used in any Radio
receiver. In the Radio Frequency or Audio Frequency
circuits.
Conneetions may he made by soldering to the
tinned lugs provided, or screwed and bolted thereon.
BY-PASS TYPE
Cat. No,
Capacity
Iact.
No. 9729
. 1 turd.
60.56
No. 9730
0.60
No. 9731
0.72
No. 9732
0.86
No. 9733
,
1.58
No. 9734
' 2.85
FILTER TYPE
Cat, No.
Capacity
Pr ice
No. 973 5
. 1 mfd.
$0.60
No. 9738
0.65
No. 9737
0.80
No, 9738
1.11
No. 9739
1.58
No. 9740... .......
4. "
2.85
TOBE HI- VOLTAGE POWER PACK CONDENSERS
D.C. Working Voltage 1000 Volts
Cat. No.
Capacity
Price
No. 9030
5 fad.
$1.48
No. 9031
2.18
No. 9032
3.48
No. 9033

.•

•
Thordarson Filter Choke Coil

$4.48

CO.,

NEW

Tobe " E" Eliminator Block

$7.65
POSTPAID

Any " B"
'ally as burnt' as
le- Ir
system employed. The ' I
Deutschmann Filter Rio,.
offer you the assurance that
your cotnidet
eliminator will he an absolute success.
Attractively sealed within a silvered case.
For all
Ri, licou
and other plate supply circuits where the
worlsing DC, voltage does not exceed 300 volts.

est

For use its small " B" eliminators in which there will
be no intermediate voltages used--or where separately
encased filter condensers would by pass these intermediate
voltages. if they mere to be used.
Contains one 8 Mfd.
and Two 2 MN, condensers-heavy binding posts are on
the top of this model.
No. 9725

$7.65

Especially des boleti for tine wit 15 the Raytheon Tube
Type B and contains one 8 Mid., two 2 Mid.. and two
1.0 51fd. Tithe Filter Condensers.
Height is only 5%
inches, width 4 inches and depth 2., inches.
Binding
post s are brought out out the bottom of the rase for
safety sake.
No. 9726

$8.65

Very Silltilar ; Ippeal.an.s. ond size to our No. 0726
Block, but cont ains Three 4 Mfd., and two 1.0 Mfd.
Tobe Filter Condenseis--espe,
its' designed for use with
an It. C. A. or Cunningham 31:1, or two 216 or :316
Thertnionic Itectifying Tubes.
No. 9727
•

$8.65

Same as our Nil. 11726--designed espe cially for the new
Bll It aYtheon Tube.
Contains two 4 :Md.. one 6 Mfd.,
and two 1 11Ifd. Tobe Filter Condensers.
No. 9728

$10.15

Tobe Raytheon Buffer Condenser Unit
The Raytheon circuit requires two . 1 $Ifd, condensers on
the A.C. side of the tube.
No. 9060

$1.19

High Capacity Condensers

POSTPAID
The naine of Thordarson on
any transformer is an immediate assurance of a quality
product.
Every " B" eliminator is only as good as its
Filter system, and the choke
coil therein plays the main
role.
The Thordarson choke
coil will serve these requirements with 100% efficiency.
Inductance 30 Henries-current carrying capacity of TO
mill I
amperes-D.C. resistance
of 280 ohms.
Can also he used as a filter choke for
keeping high voltages off your loud speaker.
Measures
21
2
/
inches by 21
2
/
inches by 3 inches high.
No. 9646

$0.60

-

4- Mt.
3- Mt.
2- Mt.
1-Mf.
/ -Mt.
2
1

POSTPAID
l'hese are standard condensers and
are of the best vacuum impregnates
paraffin type. The insulation is specially- prepared paper, and the unit are compressed hydraulically beforo
they are sealed in their metal casings.
All of our condensers are tested for
500 volts breakdown ; each condenser
comes in an enameled black tin can Ina.
There are two metal terminals 10
which wires or bus liar san be read fly soldered.
We have developer
these etindensers especially for " B''
eliminator work, and we believe ow
prices are the lowest in the countr).
Try connecting a number of these
condensers together.
You can malar
any capacity - Filter Ifitek" for ass'
style " B" or " A" eihninator.
Condenser. each
82.00
Condenser, each
1.65
Condenser, each
1.30
Condenser, each
0.75
Condenser, each
0.60

4
/
1

Condenser,

RASCO

.48

Choke

$1.55

POSTPAID
This excellent choke,
especially manufactured for " B" battery
eliminators, and used
in the KONITE NOHUM Eliminator, has
about 40- milliampere
rapacity. ( I0,0 00
turns of No. 32 wire)
and is 'warranted to do
the work right. Will
not heat or burn out
under normal load.
No. 4002

Choke

YORK

No. 4007
No.
No.
No.
No.

4008
4009
4010
4011

No. 4012

-Mf.

each

Ihentlemen.
Recently I ordered a trickle eh
pleased with same.
$1.55

S

0.50
and am very much

W.

DEARTH,
Deer Creek.

Ili.

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

Rectifier Cells

$0.60

POSTPAID
These rectifier cells, of whidi four
must be used for the complete fullwave rectification. are standard with
us, having been specially designed
for " ii" eliminator work. These 4oz. jars, with acid- and heat-proof
rubber screw covers, are furnished
with two electrodes, namely, pure
aluminum and lead.
A vent cap is
also provided.
The special connectors listed below should be used for
connecting the cells together.
Size
4Th" n 2'i".
No. 4003 Rectifier Cell ( but
no connectors nor salts)
complete with cover and
electrodes
each $ 0.60

Connectors

$0.25

POSTPAID

These special coml. tors are used in order er
to connect four of the
rectifier cells together. Set of 4 special connectors sold as one
unit. These connectors
snap over the round
electrodes, giving a positive binding contact at all times.
that stays put. No loose connection possible. Illustration
shows how connector clamps river 1
/ " rod. Center hale is
4
used for screw and nut himling post.
No. 4004 Set of 4 Electrode Connectors... .$0.25
-

Resistances
$0.50
POSTPAID
These resistances arc standard for, eliminators ana will
carry about half a Watt on continuous load. Glass enclosed, cartridge type.
Too of these must be ir cd in
standard eliminators. The resistance is 10,000 Ohms per
unit.
Resistances come complete with two spring clip
mountings.
No. 4005 "B" Eliminator Resistance, 10.00*
Ohms
each $0.50

Rectifier Salts

$0.20

PO STP Al D
Only long experience can produce the correct " B" eliminator rectifier salts. Borax and similar salts "creep" over
the electrodes and usually short circuit them. Our patent
salt combination is guaranteed to keep electrodes clean
and will not "creep."
Sold only in units for our No.
4003 reetifier cells.
One tilling eliarges one cell.
No. 4006 Rectifier Salts, per box ( one complete charge)
each $ 0.20

Electrodes
For those who wish to slake their nun mein:tic's me
supply electrodes.
The success or failure of a rectifier
lies in the purity of the aluminum used. We use only 99.5
per cent pure Aluminum in connection with our ', slitters.
The small electronics measure au" long by I
a " diameter. The large electrodes are 4 " long by 1.g " diameter, and are equipped with Faimestock clips rigidly
screwed Into one end thereof.
The large electrodes are
intended for pint iar ,.
No. 4015 Small Aluminum Electrode $ 0.10
No. 4016 Small Lead Electrode
0.08
No. 4017
Large Aluminum Electrode .. 0.35
No. 4018
Large Lead Electrode
(1.30
PRICES POSTPAID

24

HOURS

Konite Filter Block

$3.65
POSTPAID

This is the high capacity 500- volt tested condenser system used in the
NO- HUM "B" Battery
Eliminator.
Contains 4
condensers,
all in one
housing, as follows: One
each 4- mid.. 2-mfd and
two % - mfd. Complete as
illustrated, with 5 terminals; in tin shell, size
2 % t. wide, 1 %" deep.
1 % " high.
No. 4001
Block..

$3.65

Large Size Rectifier

$1.17

POSTPAID
Commonly termed a " pint" size
rectifier jar, it can be used in
either a Trickle charger rectifier.
or in a "B" battery eliminator.
In the former instance, only one
jar is required. in the latter, four
jars are required.
Consists of a
heavy jar, with a threaded " neck"
upon whirl' is screwed the moulded
cover, and through whirl, are inserted the % inch diameter lead
and aluminum electrodes ( No.
4017 - 4018)
separated by 1 %
inches.
A removable vent cap
completes the unit.
Note the
Fahnestork clips which are screwed into the eŒtrodes
for convenient and positive connections—also note the
notches on the moulded cap, for gripping seine, % lien unscrewing it from the jar.
Besides thi. unit, you need
a letup cord and plug, and our No. 85.04 resistaivc to
assemble your own trickle charger.
Overall
are 5 % inches high, 314 inches diameter.
No. 8803

As Illustrated

$1.17

Trickle Charger Resistance

$0.99
POSTPAID

Constructed to our specifications for
use in a trickle battery charger, you
are assured every satisfaction when
used in conjunction with our No. 880:
Rectifier.
The resistance itself consists of a long " spring." wound
around the porcelain standard, in
which are moulded the grooves to receive this resistance.
The ends of
same are connected to a plug which
strews into the porcelain standard base
plug furnished.
Two mounting holes
and two connection terminals are conveniently provided on the base.
The
rapacity is rated at 75 watts.
Overall length ..f resistance Is 414 inches. and including the socket. 1. inches.
No. 8804

$0.99

Gentlemen
I was well pmused with the " B" ill mimeo,- parts l
received from you. end the results alywi nable tlieriwith
W. A. tANDERS
2005 I
2th St.. Charlestor . IN.
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Ford Raytheon "B" Battery
Eliminator Trait-Choke Unit

$8.88
t ' sing tills instrument, anti a t
e‘v other, tisteti trisse.
any Radio fan can assemble ¡ ti a Icin mintlieS a " It"
battery eliminator to work direct front your 110-voll A.C.
line, delivering results as good as only obtainable on
eliminators ready built and selling for rs high as $ 50.00.
Mass production, with :tenuity:allying heavy sales, enables
this combination of transformer and two chokes to be
sold at this extremely low price. considering the 100%
efficient results obtainable therewith, and unusually attractive manner in which it is finished.
In addition to
this unit, you need a filter roost- user block, containing
en') 8- two 2- and two 1 IS f
it. litter condensers. a
"buffer" condenser of two . 1 Mfd. filler condensers, a
line switch, a tithe socket, a Raytheon bulb, two variable
resistance for intermediate voltages and a fixed resistance
of 10,000 ohms. ( Also, such incidentals as binding
loots, base hoard, screws, etc.)
Note that the eonnections
to this unit are all on the bottom, for safety sake, at
twit as ease in assembly.
You have a choice of either a
"High" or " Low" output of " 11" battery voltages, the
actual differenee in voltages being about 1/3 as per the
following table, showing voltages obtainable according to
amount of t'ocrent required. ( An avenge 5- tube ref-elver
draws about 30 milliamperes.)
"B" Eliminator Output at Power Terminal
Voltage Output
Milli- amperes
Low
High
20
135
2)2
30
116
191
40
96
173
50
153
60
132
Above table was derived with Raytheon " It" tut,
Measures 9 inches long by 3.4 inches wide by 3
high.
Beautifully finished in a shielded black crystallized metal
ease.
Binding post eonneetions mounted on a genuine
Bakelite strip, and are engraved for referenve thereto.
Splendid value.
Detailed and explanatory book- up and
instructions are included with each Tran - Choke rnit
Guaranteed to Produce NO SUM, even svhi ic standing
close to the speaker.
No. 9789
Stripping
about. 10 lbs.
Sent Eviirc- ,
- -

$8.88

$1.93 aarostat

POSTPAID
In 5 complete turns of the
knob, the resistance of this
instrument can be varied
from practically zero to 5,000,000 ohms-thus it can
be adopted for practically
any purpose where a Variable resistor is called for.
Although the resistance is
variable at will. It is positive once set. The Clarostat
is extremely useful in " B"
eliminators,
where
it
is
used to reduce the voltages
for the Detector and R.P.
tubes.
Connected across the secondary of the 2m1 stage
audio transformer, it will eliminate all raspy ' see, and
eliminate distortion.
Connected in the it. F. plus " B"
battery lead, it will very admirably control the oscillations in the It. F. stages.
Connected across a tined
tickler coil, it will Inuitsol the regeneration therein.
Can be used in resistance minded amplifiers. with pronounced success, as tlie resistaio, required ( herein can
be varied for best results.
Encased in a compati insulated shell, anti is equipped with a bakelite knob nit),
'nor,,w
ve.1 uhite arro thereon
No. 9983

$ 1.93

NEW

YORK

erovox "B" Eliminator Filter
Blocks

$5.95

POSTPAID
.1ceoson
u very high quality filter block at a modest price
due to the large sales enjoyed
therefrom.
The Itascre guarantee
is a further : noun ance of the
100 ,',1
efficient performanee at
all limes posSible witil these
bloeks.
Earls one of them is
tested at 100 stilts D.C.
Encased in an attract ively finished
metal ease.
The terminals are
plainly marked, and are flexible
for direct connections Iti proStoat compact
per Instruments.
Mocks made.
No. 9880
Consists of 2-2-S $11,1.
denser,:
No. 9881
tieusers
No. 9882
denser,
No. 9883
I
toll er

Consists

of

2-2-S-1 $ 1fd.

Consists of 2-2-8-1-1

Filler

Con-

Filter

Con-

Mfd,

Filter Con-

Consists of . 1 and . 1 › Ifil.
nanien•er I

in

Series

$5.95
$6.70
$7.47
$1.08

Aas-ovoz "B" Eliminator Filter
Condensers

Vi Itere

it is desirable to mount the various capad t ¡ es of filter condensers in mechanically convenient
assembly, rather than have them all self-eontained,
the following condensers are ideally suitable.
Each
one tested to 100- volt D.C. breakdown.
Flexible
connection leads.
Metal eased.
No. 9884 . 1 Mfd.
$0.49
No. 9885 . 25 Mfd.
$0.58
No. 9886 . 5 ItIftl.
$0.73
No. 9887
1.0
Mfd.
$1.09
No. 9888
2.0 $1fd.
$1.54
No. 9889
3.0
Mfd.
$2.59
No. 9890
1.0
Mfd.
$3.39

Notice
sty connecting any Iwo like condensers in parallel,
the iniero-farad capacity is doubled, thus tuu 4 7tlfd.
oi connected will be the equal of ais $ MAL condenser.
For Power pack filter eondensers, the voltage test
must withstand 750 volts D.C.
For such condensers,
adel 50 ,
to above listed prices,
specifying all
details in your order.

Crescent Lavite Resistances

$1.48
POSTPAID
These resistances are truly laboratory prodiletS and in
fart, almost every broadcast inc station employs them for
They are non- inducthe speeeh amplifier gain control.
tive : Ind promote dislortionless amplification in Resistance
Coupled Amplifiers.
Guaranteed to remain constant and
No.
No.
No.
No.

9610
9611
9612
9613

12000
48000
50000
160000

ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

$1.48
$1.48
51.48
51.48

Aerovoz Lavite Resistances
Pent:al:tide and , o,at,sr
Vill carr' 11) %salts, and
is ill tit any standard grid leak or resistor mount.
Can he supplied in the following sizes, laboratory
tested:
2.000,
5,000,
10.000,
15,000,
20.000,
25,000, 311,00n. 511.000, 75.000, 100,000. 200.000,
350,000, 500.000 ohms.
Kindly state ithicic tvite
coo are ordering.
No. 8939

Each.

Any

Resistance..

$0.88

"RASCO"

SKIPS

WITHIN

Thordarson Power Compacts

$10.88

The
wonderful
and
extremely useful possibilities
of power pack amplification
devices, with built in " B"
battery eliminators, similar
to the PACEXT POWERFORMER and the POWER1ZER described eisewhetr.
in
this
catalogue,
ha •
doubtless convineed you that
it should be used in eon
Mallon with your Radio
receiver—but perhaps you
would rather assemble your
own Power Pack and " B" batten slimi n. . 1 • incision:illy.
there are only 11 wires to ennneet!) de''s mg therefrom
a valuable fund of knowledge. and the
rt I. es of whomelm: may listen ta its performance.
Th. Ti' erilarson
Power Compaets are sYmbolic of their is ghr starstards of
electrical efficieney, mechaniral perfection, and pleasing
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I' X— Stade by tadio Corp. of America.
1 X—Made by General Eleatic Co. for Cunningham.
No, 8915
U X 171 or C X 371 Power Amplifier.$5.85
5-voit. . 5 aniperes—for up to 180 volts.
Na. 8917
U X 210 or C X 310 Power AmPlifier • 56•6 5
6.0 to 7.5 volts- 1.25 amperes ( max.)
Can be used up to 450 volts.
For Power Packs,
No. 8916
U X 216B or C X 316B Single Wave
Recliner
$ 7.35
7.5-soll; 1.25 amperes.
For single wave rectifiers in ' B" battery eliminator circuits—heavy
duty type.
No. 8918
IT X 713 or C X 313 Full Wave
Rectifier
$5.85
5 volts. 2 amperes.
Will deliver full nave
rectification up to 65 milliamperes, the rectified
soltages not to exceed 220 volts A. C.

Raytheon Tube
$6.00
POSTPAID
Until the advent of the Raytheon
Tubes, the turrets of " B" battery
eliminators was never a certainty.
but to- day, practieally 7 out Id
every 10 eliminators, assembled or
home built, use this tube exclusively for the rectification of the
alternating cuivrent.
T1118 tube
gives full double rectification.

Maximum Voltage Output

voltage table below represents the maximum voltage
notion of the 11- supply, using the sneer tube U.X. 171
on tlàe last stage.
The average t'ocrent drain of a normal
set with the power tube is approximately 40 milhanaperes.
Tire C bias for the newer tube is automatic, varying
pinportionately and directly with ehanges in the Plate
soltage.
Total
Total
2000 Ohm
171 Tube
Output
Output
C Bias
Plate
M. A.
Volts
Volts
Voltage
1711
a0
225
4.:
190
50
255
55
205
10
275
60
225
30
300
65
No. 8924
Power
Compact
R-210 $ 18.45
Contains a Power sulrois transformer for full caPacitY
operation of the IX 211-11 rectifier furnishing 100 volts
to the plate ref tire power tube UX 210. 2 filter eh:rises,
a 71à - volt center tapped filament supply fill one 11X 210
power tube and all intermediate soltage--all in one
compound filled case.
Equipped with a 6- foot curd and
separable plug for attaehment to the 110 salt, 60 - cyele
light eiressit.
Dimensions 311
.: by 53
/ uy nu, inches
4
high overall.
SW:wed express collect.

$10 88

No. 8926
R-198 Power Amplifier
Supply
Transformer
•
Furnishes power for both plate and filament of power
t
gibes UX 211) Inc CX 310.
Supplying 7., volts for the
filament and .100 volts for the plate,
lut addition the
amplifier supplies • 113' voltages for the complete receiver,
core clamped and sealed to prevent hum.
Dimensions
1 by 5 by 311
Inches high.
Weight 91‘a pounds.
shipped express coiled.

De Jur Power Rheostat

POSTPAID

$1.78
This rheostat was designed
for a large current carrying
capacity.
It has a large
Bakelite base, 2'4
dia meter, and has a single- hole
imounting.
The resistant,
element ranges from 1 to
2(100 ohms,
its variation
furnishes the required llega :ive
grid
bias
to power
.urplitieation tube.
No. 9643

63

Tubes for Power Pack "B"
Eliminators and Power
lification Stages

No. 9038
Power
Compact
R-171 $ 13.95
Contains a newer supply transforiner mir full capacity
operation of Raytheon Bli seetitier, 2 filter rimk, of 80
milliamperes capaeity, a the- volt renter tapped filament
supply for one 11X 171 power tube, and 2 biller condensers—ell in one compound filled steel case.
Equipped
with ii- foot cord and separable plug for attachment to the
110- volt. 60- cycle light circuit.
Shipped melees.: collect.
Dimensions 3% by 5U by 6 hwhes high riverall.

The

HOURS

ee

No. 8921 Raytheon
"B H" Tube.... 411)1100
Delivers about 1/3 more output voltage than No. 9790
Raytheon tube.

. $600

No.
"B"
9790
Tube
Raytheon

11 uLIU

No. 8922

Independent Doable

Rectifier
Type
B u lb ......

$4.95

Thordarson
"B" Eliminator Transformer

6.35
L
TPAI D

For those Radio fans who will
build their own " B" eliminators we heartily reeommend
Thordarson Raytheon tube
type transformer, solely he:muse of its recognized efficiency.
The 110- volt Primary is supplied with a 6- foot
emit and sepansble plug for
attai•hing to the lighting circuit
The seem:lacy is
tapped at the exact electrical center.
There are provided two secondary voltages, to suit tlie particular
requirements of any receiver ts to its current consumption,
These voltages are 235 " Low" and 285 " High."
The transformer itself is mounted in a compound filled
steel ease, and will not heat up in continuous service.
l'on•ervatively rated.
Dimensions are 414 inches by 3%
1: , 3 inches high.
is nit
No. 9647

$635
.

UX213 Transformer

$1.78

This transformer supplies neeessary voltages for operating B- eliminators employing the U. X. 213 or C. X. 313
full wave rectifying tube.
Eliminators built with this
transformer will satisfactorily furnish B voltage uts to
180 volts with milli:lent capacity to operate any receiver.
Dimensions: 41 1
.: by 31/
2 by 3?.'s
high.
Weight 6 lbs.
No. 8925
R-197 B- Eliminator
Thordarson Transformer
Shinned Express Collent,

.

$633

RADIO

SPECIALTY

Heavy Duty Centralab
Radiohm

$1.89

CO.,

NEW

YORK

Bradleyohrn Type E

$2.21
POSTPAID

POSTPAID
These variable resistors are
recent
additions
in
the
family
of Centralab products, and have been espedaily produced and offered
to the public to answer a
demand for a heatier carrying
capacity
resistor for
"B"
battery
eliminator
work.
The Raytheon Laboratories have placed their
stamp of approval on them,
and for good reason. too.
Although they are variable,
the voltage is constant at any setting, and thus, the
panel to which they are affixed can he calibrated for
various voltage readings.
Insulation is tested to withstand 1,500 volts.
No. 9678
0 to 50.000 ohms.
Principally used as
the detector voltage control
$ 1.89
No. 9679
0 to 10,000 ohms.
Used as the intermediate voltage control
$1.89
No. 9029
2.000 ohm potentiometer. for providing
hias from any eliminator
$1.89

This heavy duty variable
resistance is ideal for varying the output of any " B"
battery eliminator,
so
to obtain a lower reading
voltage
for
the
detectot
tube, or any intermediate
voltage, using one Bradleyohm for each tap desired.
It will successfully dissipate
up to 4 watts, but mus,
not be used where the full
voltage exceeds 250.
limed
Too and
bottom is heavily nickel plated brass, mint white porcelain walls.
Terminal screw connections.
Dimensions:
2 inches long, 1 inch wide and extends about I
inches
front rear of panel.
One hole mounting on panel or
baseboard mounting
No.
Type
Ranee
Each
9922
E
1 to 100
Ohms
$2.21
9923
1E
100 to 5.000
$ 2.2 I
9924
5E
1.000 to 50.000
92.21
9925
10E
10,000 to 500,000
$ 2.21
9926
riE
25,000 to 1.500.000 "
$ 2.21

Centralab Radiohm

Ward Leonard Vitrolun
Resistor Kit
$7.95
-114;dà
POSTPAID

$1.79

POSTPAID
The Contralab Radiohms are
constructed
in
the
same
manner as our Nu. 9029
51.81uLbw, but has only two
connections.
This instrument has lately sprung into
popular favor due to its
efficiency when used as an
oscillation control in any
tuned radio frequency circuit. Connected in the " 11 battery circuit feeding th
It. F.
tuhes,
it eff ect is ely
and noiselessly diminishes the voltage to a point or
setting just before the tubes begin oscillating.
Our No.
9683 is recommended for this purpose.
It can also be
used to control the regeneration in a fixed tickler circuit.
Single hole mounting.
Dial has an attractive white
arrow engraved thereon.
No. 9680
2,000 ohms maximum
$ 1.79
No. 9681
50,000 ohms maximum
51.79
No. 9682
100,000 ohms maximum
$ 1.79
No. 9683
200,000 Mutts maximum
51.79

Centralab Modulator

1.79
e

0STPAID
For a volume control in
any audio frequency amplifier, there is no equal
t• the 500,000 ohm Centralab Modulator, for it
is a non- inductive NOISELESS variable resistance,
smoothly
variable
from
zero, affording the only
satisfactory means of regulating the output of the
amplifier, with improved
quality
of reproduetion,
from a whisper to maximum loudo.outer shell
is Bakelite, encasing the element in a novel dust- proof
transparent case.
Single hole mounting.
Same size as
potentiometer or rheostat.

No. 9686

$ 1.79

Centralab Potentiometer

This potentiometer is of the same construction and principle as our No. 9686 Modulator.
No. 9684
400 Ohms
$ 1.59
No. 9685
2.000 Ohms
91.79

For use its all " It" battery
eliminators.
Power
packs,
tram.mitting sets, etc., where
he highest grade of resistor
is essential. The resistors :no
mound with wire only half as
thick as a human hair, and
hen
covered
with
igneous
enamel.
Will never change in value, and will dissipate
from 2 to 8 watts continuously, thus can be successfully
used with voltages as high as 500 volts surging through
them, down to 90 and ISO volts.
The 5000 ohm resistor
measures only 2 inches long.
Soldering lugs provided.
Detailed instruction sheet with diagrams show use to
supply intermediate voltages in eliminators. etc.
The 8 VItrolun Resistors In the Kit have the following
values:
1
750 Ohm
3
1500 Ohm
1
3000 Ohm
1
3500 Ohm
2
5000 Him,
They are hard to bleak but easy to I,
No. 9935
Complete,
Resistors

f1.38

with

8

$7.95

Audiolun

OSTPAID
Raspy or nasal reproduction
in your loud speaker can
frequently be traced to the
secondary of your 2nd stage
a u < Iio transformer.
By
shunting the Grid and Filament terminals thereof with
this variable resistance, you can adjust the output in
your speaker to your own satisfaction.
A cleverly arranged mounting bracket and flexible coil spring permits
the immediate installation of this device on the secondary
of any transformer, without any drilling, special tools or
soldering.

No. 9899

$1.38

Gentlemen :
I have already received a supply of Rosen parts fro.
YOU which I found to be very satisfactory.
I. A. LEITH.
92 Avenue A. Bayonne. N. J.

"RASCO "

SHIPS

WITHIN

Gould Unipower "A" Battery
from Your House Current
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HOURS

Abox Filter for "A" Battery
Eliminator

$33.85
11) simply plugging in to
)our house current and connecting
the
positive
anti
negative " A" battery leads
on your Radio to this instrument, you have a perpetual source of " A" bat.
tery current.
This is
accomplished by the use of
a Gould
Storage
Battery
(and there is no finer storage battery made), a genuine
Balkite
Trickle
Charger
with variable charging rates
(on the No. 9861) and an Automatic Relay switch. all
encased in a handsome black rubber ease.
The moment
your receiver switch is turned off, the relay switel) is
actuated, causing the Trickle charger to charge back into
the battery the current you may have consumed.
Thus,
at all times your storage battery supply is up to full
capacity,
very essential
for clear
reception—extreme
volume and long distance results.
The moment your
receiver switeli is turned on, the relay disconnects the
charger, eliminating every trace of any hum.
Has gastight cover, with special vent tube.
Can be set in battery
compartment of console cabinet, or left on the floor—its
appearance will not mar the room.
The No. 9861 also
controls a ' 11' battery eliminator, if one is to be used.
Shipped express collect.
Acid- proof heavy flexible rubber
covered wire and plug ineluded.
Installation takes only
a few minutes.
Detailed instructions furnished.
No. 9861
Model AC 6.
For 6- volt tubes. 11%
inches long, 7 5/16 inches wide and 10 inches
high.
For 110- volt, 60- cycle lines
$ 33 .
45
No. 9862
Model AC 4.
For 4- volt 199 tubes
8)4 inches long, 5 inches wide, 8% inches high
For 110- Colt, 60- cycle lines
$33.85
No. 9863
Model AC 6A.
Same as No. 9861,
but for 110- volt 25-50 cycle A.C. lines
$44.45
No. 9884
Model AC 4A.
Same as No. 9862,
but for 110- volt 25-50 cycle A.C. lines
$36.85

Brach Ccbntrollit
$4.95
POSTPAID

If you employ a trickle or
regular rate charger and wish
to
automatically
disconnect
same while your receiver is
in operation, and then, to
automat), ally ›vviu h O. back to its charging position, the
Brach Controllit will solve the problem.
Your battery
switch, or rheostat, when turned on, automatically causes
this relay to SWITCH OFF, and vice versa.
Can also
be used with It eliminators.
No alterations . to your set
required—a few minutes to connect.
This switch has
made possible an " A" battery current sultrily direet from
your house current. in conjunction with a trickle charger
and storage battery.
NO. 9697

$4 .
95

Automatic Control Switch

$1.79

POSTPAID
Connect this sw lids to
your
receiver.
Trickle
charger and " B" onto' fudge.
Turning on the
bulbs in your receiver will automatically cause this
switch to disconnect the trickle charger, and vice vcrsa—
will also control them independently. Or, " B" eliminators
can be controlled in same fashion—in fact, it is very
essential with every ' ti" eliminator.
Instructions cover
varied uses.
All parts sealed in durable black porcelain
base—very attractive.
3 inches in diameter.
No. 9005

$1.79

Abox connected with
Balkite Charger

$18.83
The Abox filter is not a storage battery—it is nut a
trickle charger and It is not an " A" battery eliminatm
in itself.
It is used in conjunction with a 2',
ampere rate Balkite charger, with which it will deliver
steady 6- volt current with no trace of an audible hum
even while listening close to the loud speaker.
It will
not deteriorate while heing wed—or while not in use—
and is always at your service, no matter how long it ma)
have stood idle.
The moment your current is turned
off from your Radio tubes, the Abox filter stops drawing
current from the house line.
Only about half the size
and weight of a 100 ampere liour storage battery.
In
theory, the house current flows to the 21
/
2
ampere
Balkite charger, within which it is reduced in voltage
to about 6 volts, and converted into direct current.
through the electrolytic action within.
But, at thipoint, this current has every trace of the A. C. hum
present, and it is the SOLE PURPOSE OF THE ABON
FILTER TO THOROUGHLY ELIMINATE THE A.C.
HUM.
WHICH
IT
DOES
MOST
EFFECTIVELY.
passing on to your radio reeeiver a pure supply of 6volt current, for up to 6 201.1 u, ampere tubes.
Only
requires DISTILLED WATER--NO CHEMICALS—NO
SALTS—NO UPKEEP COST.
It can also be used
with a 2 ampere Telmer bulb type charger. following
special instructions furnished. but is not recommended
with any vibrator type charger.
Very ruggedly con strolled.
Black metal ease.
Binding post connection).
Takes a few minutes to install.
Shipped express totters
No. 9615

$18.83

Majestic " 13" Battery
Eliminators

$30.95

A very widely advertised and highl)
recommended '
Battery elitni
nator.
The . 11fajestio'SuPér B ( Ne
9939) will deliver a maximum voltage of between 150 and 180 volts
to receivers using as high as 12
tubes.
Is provided with a separate
switch to control the current from
the light socket.
Four terminals
are prim Heil. reading: Negative. Detector ( adjustable),
intermediate
iAdjustaiilei
and Amplifier.
A special
switch controls the " Low" or " High" output, offering a
wide range of voltages.
The Majestic Master B will
deliver between 150 and 180 volts at 60 milliamperes.
assuring more than ample output voltage to operate a
171 or 371 power tube.
This model has an additional
adjustable resistance. for controlling all the voltages.
Both eliminators are supplied complete with Raytheon
tube, plug, con directions, ele.
Shipped express collect.
Shipping weight about 25 pounds.
No. 9939
Super It
930.95
No. 9940
Mosier It
$ 35.75

RADIO

SPECIALTY

"Rasco" Jacks

CO.,

NEW

"Rasco" Cord Tip
Jack

lc

1111 ,

$0.15
POSTPAID

100o

'7-- _

%

lex

1001

1001
We offer to the radio fraternity
the Ras» line of plugs and jacks.
After having studied all the other
plugs on the market, we have eliminated all the disadvantages of the
poor ones and have incorporated in
ours all of the good prints of the
best plugs, and have added several
improvements of our own.
By having our own metal factory, which has
for twelve years made plugs and
lacks for the Postal Telegraph Company, we are in a position to sell
these plugs and jacks at a lower
price than those of high quality offered by other reputable concerns.
Rasco jacks are made of the best
material that money can buy, and
the construction is correct, behind It
being the soundest engineering praetire. The springs are very heavy and
the tension is right.
The jacks are
rugged, have positive action at all
times, while the pure silver contacts
are very large,
insuring absolute
electrical contact.
The construction
of the bracket lo brass, heavily nickel- plated and buffed.
N11.1000
4 springs, double
circuit. Price
$0,35
No. 1001 3 Springs. Price 0.35
No. 1002
Automat le. 5
Springs
0.40
No. 1001
1 spring, open
circuit
$0.25
No. 1005
2 spring, closed
circuit
0.30

Jack Nameplates
St tof 13. Maybe
mounted
behind
the hex nut of a
jack to indicate
the
purpose
of
of the jack. Silver or gold, finished brass with
black
lettering,
pi o st attractive
and useful.
Thirteen titles: it, wet., tat- k. 1st
Stage Jack. 2nd Stage Jack, 3rd
Stage Jack, External Jack, Input
Jack, Output Jan. Loud Speaker.
Phones,
Loop
Aerial,
AntennaOrotund, Voltmeter, c,nd
On and
off."
No. 9362 Silver finical ea. $0.05
No. 9399 Gold finish ea. 0.05

This evert:illy 1015 been developed
by us as we have re:in/led for a long
time that experimenters require something better titan binding loets for
attaching telephone cord tips to instruments. It takes up less room than
a binding post, and when attached
to a panel does 110i extend more than
I- le".
It is' partieularly useful in
connection with instrument: where
neat appearance is desired. :Ind not
muelt room can he spared. Right mechanlrally as well as eleetrieally. The
novel feature of this jack is that the
conneetIng wire Is attsehed to the
eccentrie hexagon nut hs means of a
small sere,. whieli fastens on the
nut. Na soldering is necessary, and
lima- ;ire
tin tonitilieations.
Sirup's*
drill a titile in your panel. Insert the
jack. then by means of pliers Freese
WI Ole hexagon not on the threaded
shank.
Tile connecting wire is Mtn
attached to the screw In the lien,
gee

wit.

Tills

0111511e5

:er
e

YORK

Pacent Battery Switch

$0.36 'POSTPAID
as
41.1.

Produced under highest standards of
workmanship. Its artion is 1asume.
emitam screws us« .
No. 7986

eon

Pilot Switch
$0.40
POSTPAID

Compact, well designed. well roost curled.
Only Bakelite and metal
used.
One hole mounting.
1lakes
or breaks contact with a quarter
turn.
Binding
post
conneetions
tet an , no soldering.
Mai plate fur:
ni•
No. 9131
$0.40

Carter

four slots of the jack give
enough spring tension to grip the
tord tip tightly, but at the same
time do not cite too much Mellon
so the cord will he pulled out front
the cord tip. as is the ease with
many other similar devices. Tite construetlen is such that almost the entire patt of the large shank of the
cord tilt extends from the panel so
the fingers pull on the cord tip itself, not on the cord. Once you have
adopted the RASCO Cord Tip Jack
sou will always use it.
Will take
any standard cord tip.
No. 150(1, Cord Tip Jack ( patent applied for) 2 for .. 30.15
Tilf.

Itaxley Battery Switch
and Pilot Light

Lock
Switch

$0.63
POSTPAID
Lénaltens Me of tubes and
built ries by reducing chance of
secidentally leaving the tubes
iii or tampering.
A quarter
turn of the key lights the
Laites. When key is not In, the
set cannot be operated. Neat.
small anti durable.
No. 9378
$ 0.63

Throw Switch

$1.09
POSTPAID
With th, use of this
eemblnation
switch
and pilot light there
isnet danger nf Your
leaving the current
on when you cease
using the receiver.
It does
not take
long 10 save its rosi in current
:atm.
The light from the lamp
shines through, Ole red jewel set
in a hole in the panel.
Stella is
snap - eft type. Complete with switch.
e-iolt temp and jewel.
No. 1921 Complete
No. 1022 Pilot light
including Jewel and
lamp

$ 1.09
only,
$0.67

POSTPAID
»alai...1
on
renter's tinn
Hon
sol id mimes It Ion II/Oldie.
Sprin•
binding posts which give quick aml
hi- tier contact than the ordinary kind
atol they stay tight.
No. 4100, Single pole. single
throw switch.
$0.23
No, 4101, Single pole, doltish.
throw switch
0,33

"RASCO"
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Weston

Plug

$0.59 POsTPAlo

."1.1.

la

i.e

Ju.t1)

celebtaled

We.

or plug.
On the market for years
rial always giving perfect mildew , . 1.
Cord tips held firm. Cannot
Il out unless released by pressure
spring which releases the grip.

FOSTPAILI

Panel Switch Lever
After fussing arum ,' with
that came loose, and otheriri
did
not stay put. had loose conta,
t, ,
we designed the " fiasco" ,,,, tch,
which we claim to Ire supertor to
anything offered heretofore.
Our patent spring fork holds the
switch handle always under a uniform tension. at the same time it
insures the best contact possible.
'The tiouble-leaf springs are nickel
plated and polished and in addition
we are now using the new wiping
contact sr midi covers every point of
the switch point.
The titled ribbed bushing, forced
into the wood or bakelite. Mays
there
forever—cannot
vows, Pew.
Vastly
better construction all the
way through.
The lock fork assumes three differ-

69

HOURS

Vitt
positions to accommodate the
>witch
to ‘ drious
thicknesses
o
panels.
Na screw threads used in
bearing. Our bearing is a true mechanical
machine
bearing:
no
threads to hear and wear.
Then
con .,
improvement, the
groove tot saseline or heavy tubaeating oil. This makes it the onh
lubricated switch on the market
Vira will be surpris.1 at the silent,
smooth artlon.
You have never experienced : inviting like it.
The
!trice is so low it
trust appeal to
anyone.
Blade radius l'A!".
No. 1921
*0.29

"Rasco" Lubricated
Panel Switch

$0.29

SHIPS

$0.5!)

No. 9565

Bakelite Plug

$0.28
:Sew style ,Av itch level with lock
Fork.
Impossible nut to make pus
Ilive routed
at all
tintes.
The
blade radius Is
I ‘4".
Blade is
nickel Mated anti polished.
Fork
is phosphor bronze. 'The lock fork
holds the atrew tin which it rotates I, securely.
No. 900 Complete .$ 0.23

Moulded plu
efficient alteration.
good appeara,, perfect electrical
contact. Cord tips easily inserted in
this connector. Value high. price low.
No.

9431

$0.28

Pacent Auto Plug

Wood Base Switch

$0.10

POSTPAID
Low price set well made and tstuippeti whit spring binding posts in the back fur quick conneetions.
Will do
anything any other wood base switch will do.
No. 707
Single l'oint
$11.10

Battery
Switch

$0.15

$0.51

POSTPAID
Entirely allock -n ro, or
Entire length of rta
;
tips is incased bY PI ,
shell and no metal par tateo,O. Cord
tips are quickly connected and held
with a biting grip. Cannot Poll out Mile,. buttons are pressie
Polarity indi e„j ed by rerl and blue push - buttons.
Shell is genuine
imktlite. No strews. Nothing to um* loose or cause trouble.
No. 9363
Nickel- plated metal part. $0.51
No. 9400
Cold-ploted metal parts
1.00

POSTPAID

"Rasco" Phone Plug

Same as NO. TOT except
equipped
with
double point.
It Is a
well made switch and
well worth the moneY.
No. 888
l'oint

POSTPAID

Double

$
41.15

Nickel Pointer

Made
of
brass
and
is
nickel
plated and highly
polished.
Hale
clears 8/32".

id composition shell plug which usually sells from
,enis to $ 1.00.
Nicely finished.
Mechanically and
etec trically right.
Patented cord tip holder which holds
tight.
Size over all 2"xl".

„
,
i

No. 1030

$0.05
Switch Lever

Switch Blade
P.c.,,
plated

nickel
and

polished. It I,
used on
our
No.
2n0
The new thing about it j. hat It has a central
elongated slot which makes it possible to the it on d
radius from il,‘" to %", therefore adjustable.
Entirely
nickel plated and Polished.
No.

728

$0.23

$0.06

NI

No.

I

el
ek
el plated

and highly polished.

Radius

0.06
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"Rasco" Crystodyne Detector
(Patents Ptildin• )

NEW

YORK

"Rasco" Baby Detector
SLIDING HARD
RuBBER
MNOB

GALENA PATENT
NICKEL DETECTOR
CUP ANO BINDING
POST

$0.98
POSTPAID

tIlCISEL hiOLDER
ANO 1315015G
PAST

For the Famous Oscillating Crystal Circuits
The invention of the oscillating crystal by Mr. O. V.
Lessee has created a sensation in radio circles. The following is an abstract from Radio News. Mr. Hugo (fernsback. Editor; Vas ,tint to say about it:
"We are bailey to present to our readers this month
an epoch-making radio invention that will be of the very
greatest imoortance within the next few years.
It is
the invention of a young Russian inventor, Mr. O. V.
Lossev.
It is now possible to do anything and everything with a crystal that can be done with a vacuum tube.
The crystal now not only detects but oscillates and can.
therefore, be used for amplifying purposes in both radio
and audio frequency circuits.
It has already been used
to transmit C. W.
While we do not look forward to
having the crystal displace the vacuum tube. nevertheless it will become a very powerful competitor of the
tube. We predict great things for the new invention."
Here is a detector uhieli has been especially developed
by us for the ocie eresuali tic circuits.
This detector
while using the natural mineral zincite can be used with
any other crystal at well.
Several unique features are
embodied in this detector. To begin with it .
s the only
detector that has a sliding crystal cup with perfect contact arrangement and which cup not only slides but rotates with an eccentric motion.
By means of the small
knob the cup slides easily so that any point of the
crystal can be brought into contact. A new crystal can be
inserted immediately by unscrewing the small knob. The
contact point which at the saine time forms the catwhisker is made of spring steel.
The combination of
steel-zincite is the ° obi one that was found practical by
Mr. Lesser for the escillating crystal.
Note the micrometric adjustment that can he made by the large knob bearing against the steel spring. This raises and lowers the
steel point to the finest Possible degree.
The base is or
moulded bakelite. all parts nickel plated and polished.
No. 6900 Crystodyne Zincite Detector
with Mounted Zia-mite. Crystal
•
$0.9%
No. 6901 Nattiral ZIM•ite Motinted Crystal
especially
tested
for Crystodyne work,
tits any crystal cup
$0.19

Pacent Detector Stand

50E1 0
sO
L
SIT IG
C BigA R
Illustration Is full size. Base is solid, black composition,
Mounted on same is a nickel holder and binding post which
holds a fluted liard rubber knob with its sliding rod member.
This rod turns in slotted holder, and ran be pushed from
one side to the other to move the cat- whisker wire. Catwhisker is attached by a screw on it can lie taken off when
desired and replaced. The outstanding part of the Detector is the Patented nickel detector cup and binding Post.
The knurled cap unscrews and you place the galena crystal
in the cup, then replace the knurled cap and the galena
crystal is held secure. The crystal can be renewed in two
seennds.
Wire connections can be made quickly.
Metal
highly nickel plated and polished.
Complete in all details.
Furnished complete with cat- whisker ;itol
gui•
lena crystal.
Sizes overall: 1.,"xl%".

$0.40

No. 1898
Detector
No.
1899
With
Galena
Crystals

--i

$0.40

4
50.35
PREPAID

The one ohid' ne offer Is Perhaps the best eat- whisker
that money can buy.
Entirely nickel plated, all brass
tarts.
It takes the swivel adjustmint, of the ball- socket
type.
It is possible to move the arm in every direction.
No. 1350
Unassembled, cotnplete,
each

Permanent Carborundum Detector
POSTPAID

No. 9374

Rail Mello
0.011

Crystal Detector Stand

$1.129

Dust- proof and easily adjusted. Tho
• crystal, is always readily accessible.
Top and base are high-grade moulded insulation.
Metal
parts
are
highly nirkeled.
Ideal for reflex
circuits, for when once adjusted it
does not easily jar loose

and

Hears five- pound coot let pressure
makes this detector perinunentlY sensitive.
Carborundum manufartured
bY the Carborunduin Co., in the great
electric furnaces at Niagara Falls, is
the only rectifying substance that can
be used with a heavy pressure contact; consequently, it is the only
material suited for permanent detectors.
Built solidly and holds Its adjustment indefinitely.
Guaranteed
not to " burn out".
When used
with the controlling unit. CarborunMint Detectors excel all other crystals in permanency. efficiency, sdectivity. sensitivity. volume and perfeet adaptability to any set.
No. 9340
$ 1.29

so

.35

Radiocite Crystal
We recommend Radiocite as the best allaround radio crystal
in
existence.
The
size of this mounted
crystal is %" a
It contains a piece of the bees(
tested rmliocite. The ci ystal will tit
any standard cup.
No. 317

$0.25
Crystal
Cups

$0.25
POSTPAID
This crystal cup is well made and
has a knurled set screw. Nickel plated and polished; complete with serew
and nut. Fits all standard mounted
crystals.
No. 318

$0.25

"RASCO"

Minerals and
Crystals

We are headquarters in the United
States for all kinds of minerals and
crystals.
We carry a very large
stock of all the minerals which we
list below. Our long experience in
this line is a guarantee that you
will get the correct crystal. that is
sensitive.
All
our minerals and
crystals come direct from the mines,
and we only accept such material
that we know has passed rigorous
tests
for
certain
characteristics
which we know from experience
make for high sensitivity.
You
will find that our crystals, even if
sold at a very low price, are superior to many of those so-called
tested ones on the market today.
which as a rule are not tested but
are simply crystals taken as they
(sane.
RA SC&
SUPER
GALE/VA

SHIPS

WITHIN

24

Bornite
Very popular abroad. Can he used
with a phosphor bronze contact wire.
or with zincite.
Marvelously sensitive.
No. 2000 Per oz.
$0.45

This mineral is thought by many
to be one of the most sensitive discovered. Used to best advantage by
having a fine phosphor bronze or
brass wire spring, size about No. 26
It. & S. Press very lightly on the
Galena. We carry only a specially
selected argentiferous crystal grade.
NO. 2001
Per oz.
$0.25

Zincite
The aristocrat of all wireless minerals. Too well known and too far
famed to need to praise it here.
Undoubtedly the most sensitive of
all erystals.
Guaranteed 100 Per
Cent Pure.
No. 2003 per oz.
No. 2004
V4 oz.
0.45

There are two kinds: Silicon crystals anti fused Silicon. The former.
manufactured in this country, is absolutely unfit to use; the latter ins*
ported by us. is the only kind thai
should be used. It comes in chunks
and someuhat resembles graphite. It
is very hard and extremely brittle.
No. 2005
Per oz.
$0.45
No. 2006 1/
4 oz.
0.20

Iron Pyrites ( Ferron)
Our Iron Pyrites are all IllaPar“'d
Spanish stock that may be used for
years without deterioration.
Very
sensitive.
No. 2007 Per oz.
$0.40

Selenium

7I

Mineral Sets
No. 2010
Zineite alld Popper
Pyrites ( Perikon),
per set
$0.95

Mineral Assortment

Copper Pyrites

Very sensitive and
very
stable.
Even sensitiveness along whole surface.
Not easily jarred out.
l'so phosphor bronze contact wire.
Guaranteed IGO Per Cent, Pure.
No. 2007
l'er oz.
$0.45

Silicon

Galena ( Argentiferous)

HOURS

Consisting of generous pieces of
each of the six minerals and crystals
dioun on this page.
An excellent
assortment for the wireless experimenter. Each mineral in a separate
box. No Radiocite supplied.
No. 2025
$ 1.00

Galena Mounted
Crystal
RASCO Galena Mounted (' rystals
are all tested. Each spot is sensitive. We use only striated largentifermis) " steel" galena.
No. 327
$11.15

"Rasco"
Cat Whisker

$0.05

POSTPAID

Made
accurately of phosphor
bronze spring wIre, and specially recommended for use with
our mounted crystals. So cheap
that you will not wish to make
your own after you have seen
theta.
Can be either soldered
to the adjusting screw or the
conical wire can be slipped over the
screw itself without soldering.
No. 4420
$0.05

Tested Radiocite

$0.30

$0.50

POSTPAID

POSTPAID

This metalloid is used for a variety of purposes, particularly to make selenium cells, etc.
We carry only the
diviiiirallY pore kind.
Sold only In one ounce lots.
No. 557 1 ounce
$0.50
Gentlemen:
I have sent you several orders in the last few months
and have been pleased with the quality of the goods.
FRED COUSINS.
No. 900
Moravia. Iowa.

The
must
fatuous
crystal in existence.
Used by U. S. Navy
and
all
up-to-date
Radio companies. The
only crystal that does
not tirar out or burn
out as do others: as
sensitive as
galena
and more stable. Sold
only by the piece;
packed in tin foil in
a wooden box.
Per piece

$0.30

IIERE IS 1N INTEIMSTING FACT
Al the head
our business are Dien of wide ex perienee and good reputation for knowledge anti skill in the radio field. The present management issued the first radio mall order
catalog in the United States in 1904.
Every man and woman in the organization, from
the head engineer to the office hoy. is ha nd-pieked.
The result is reflected in the superb quality of our prod nets—whieh are so good that they can be sold on an unconditional
guarantee of satisfaction or money back. The large volume of business per year reduces our
overhead expenses so that it amounts to very little on each item we sell.
This helps explain
the wonderful va loos we give and why you save money in doing business with us.
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Litz Wire

Magnet Wire
The very best grade. sad $
only by Um spool as offered
here.
No. 2500, Double Cotton
covered, 18 B. lit S.,
4-oz., spool
$0.111
No. 2501 Double Cotton
covered, 20 13. & s..
8-oz., spool
No. 2502, Double
Cotton covered,
22 B. & S., 8- oz.,
spool
$0.46
No. 2503, Double
Cotton covered,
24 B. & S., 8-oz.
spool
No. 2504, D.C.C.
26 B. & S., 8- oz.,
spool
$0.77
No. 2505, D.C.C.
28 B. & S., 8- oz.
spool
No. 2506, D.C.C.
30 B. & S., 8-oz..
spool
$ 1.13

CO.,

. PO' ICA 'r)
040

$0.02
POSTPAID

Single Green Silk
Per
1,.&S.
Spool
Spool Gauge No
4-oz. $0.50
90
2514
4- oz. $0.55
22
2515
4- oz. $0.60
24
9516
4-oz. $0.65
26
2517
4-oz. $ 1.05
30
2518
4-oz. $ 1.30
32
2519
4- oz. $ 1.85
36 *2520
36
9591
2599
40

No.
2507
2508
2509
2510
2511
2512
2513

Enameled
Per
Smeol
Spool
8-os.
$0.45
8- oz. $0.55
8- oz. $0.60
8- oz. $0. 6 5
8-oz.
S0.70
8- oz. $0.80
8- oz.
81.00
1-01. $0.85
4-oz. $ 1.15

heostat Wire

Fligh Frequency Cable
is used more and snore for winding
coils, and for radio instruments. Made
id many thin enameled wires twisted
into a thin cable.
The difference in
result., between solid conductor and
Litz table is tremendous, and can not
appreciated till a trial has been
made.
No. 893 is used particularly
for C. W. transmission. No. 323 aitil
890 are used in connection with vario coupler
rotors,
varlocouplers,
bank
windings, etc. The It 8t S size given
is the size of the cable.
No. 323, 20 No. 38 wires stranded. Double
white silk insulation. Equivalent to No.
25 B8zS, per foot
$0.02
Per 100 feet
1.15
No. 890, Litz Wire; 10 No. 38 wires stranded. Double white silk insulation. Equivalent to No. 28 B&S, per foot
$0.01
Per 100 feet
0.75
No.891. Litz Wire; 48 No. 38 wires braided.
Double white silk insulation. Equivalent
to No. 21 13&S, per foot
$0.03
Per 100 feet
9.95
No. 899, Litz Wire; 60 No. 38 wires cabled
into 3 strand:4
of 20 wires
easels; all
cabled together.
Double white silk insulation. Equivalent to No. 20 B&S, per
foot
$0.04
Per 100 feet
50
No. 893, Litz Wire; 24 No. 28 wires cabled
6 strands of 4 wires twisted and separately silk insulated. Double silk insulated
outside.
Equivalent to No. 14 B&S, per
f.mt
$0.19
Per 100 feet
10.50

Flexible Silk-Covered Rubber
Insulated Wire

$0.01
POSTPAID

1311111111M11012118diiisrmi131359ELO1i180illitt.-..
Designed especially fur rheostats.
A special grade that mill not crys-

1t1in

tallize la use and will always keep
clean and bright.
Tim only wire
for Rheostats. Resistance is 1 ohm.

$0.02
POSTPAID

per foot. Not less than 25 feet sold.
No, 1650, per foot

$0.01

Tinsel Cord

Two tinsel conductors, each of 3 strand; of onset. inby two cotton wrappings.
The two conductora
surrounded by cotton wrapping.
One of the black wrapPings lias a tracer in color, for polarity.
This cord is
useful for extension purposes, to connect the loud speaker
with instruments, etc,. etc.
No. 6450, per foot
$0.10

sulated

1402
We list three styles, two of which are rubber insulated.
These are not to be used for telephone receiver work.
They are used to make tempurcry connections on instru
ments, and can also be used for tarrying small amounts
of current such as for lighting battery lamps, to connect
the leads to the filament of Vacuum 'Oases. etc.
The
Tinsel Cord can only be used for telephone work.
No. 4400,
1 conductor rubber insulated;
14 No. 34 copper wires, green silk cover,
per foot
$0.02
No. 4401, 2 conductors rubber insulated;
14 No. 34 copper wires, silk braid cover
in green, per foot
$0.05
No. 4402, 2 conductors Tinsel Cord.
Each
conductor Insulated with cotton braid,
the whole outside covered
with green
Silk
Braid.
Used
on
telephones,
per
foot
$0.011

RASCO"

SHIPS

r

Extension Cord

WITHIN

c?- 9

Wir•-

24

Cable

Eus Bar Wire
This copper,
tin-plated and polished bug bar wire la square and
measures 1/18" x 1/18". Very easy
to solder, beeause the wire is tinned
already. Comes only in 24" length.
No. 6400
10 lengths $ 0.20
No. 6402
Round, 10
lengths
$ 0.20

•ro un,l, i \ MI ( 0 place your losad
sptoker or phones at a distance from
the receiver.
Fine quality.
Connecting plugs included.
$0.89
No. 9491
20 feet

Rubber Covered
Hook-up Wire

$0.99

No. 8818

30

feet

No. 8819

40

feet

$ 1.09

No. 8820

50

feet

$ 1.19

73

HOURS

$0.09
POSTPAID

Battery Cable

Id' al tor ronneeting receiver to
batters placed at a distance as In
basement, insulation of each wire
mark's,' so you ran distinguish instantly. Comes in any length up to
100 test.
No. 9494 Per ft. ( 5 wires) .$ 0.09

Extensively used for wiring sets
Consists of a stranded copper wire
size 18, covered with layer of gray
black rubber. Smooth, neat appearance. Flexible and easily handled.

$0.44

No. 4426, 25 ft.

No. 8806 Per ft. ( 6 wires) .$ 0.12
No. 8807 Per ft. ( 7 wires) . 80.15

When Comparing

No. 8808 Per ft. ( 8 wires) . 80.18
Consists of eve wires of different
colors of insulation for convenience
and arcuracy in connecting your set
to the batteries. Rubber insulation
covered with woven thread.
Highest
glade.
2 large storage lust tory cutas
furnished.

$0.79

No. 9003

Prices -

No. 8809 Per ft. ( 9 wires) . 80.19
No. 8814

(6

wires)

$ 0.85

No. 8015

(7

wires)

$ 0.91

No. 8016

(8

wires)

No. 8017

(9

wires)

80.97

we

prepay

lion

on

Remember
transporta

practically

items- a saving

-

all

of

more than 10%

$ 1.03

Phone Cords

Battery Wire Assembly

$0.31

$0.47
POSTPAID

Make your at and II battery connections quickly and
.,,sily.
Made of different colored rubber and cotton coyere I insulated wires woven together.
Eliminates unsafe
and unsightly wiring as nitro using the old style wires
with their ragged appearance.
Flee feet long. Reaches
from table to floor. Can be used with any type cf cabinet.
Lugs un one end.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

9224
8010
8011
8012
8013

(5
(6
(7
(8
(9

wires)
wires)
wires)
wires)
wires)

POSTPAID
We carry mu styles of telephone cords, as Illusinded,
one 5 ft. long, the other 3 ft Made of best tinsel throughout.
We do not carry the cheaper and worthless kind of
cord, where stranded wire is used, for the reason that constant bending of ' phone cords destroys and breaks these
wires in short order, giving rise to terrific amount of
'wine noises.
Itiack only, mercerized cotton. The threefoot cord comes with 2 loans and 2 tips.
The loops can
be used on phones that are made for the tip cord.
All
that it is necessary to do is to flatten the metal loops by
means of a pair of pliers, which make a tip out of the
loop.
No.5500 5 ft. with 6 tips, each
$0.31
No. 5501
5 ft. with 2 tips and 4 loops, ea. 0.31
No. 3300
3 ft. with 2 tips and 2 loops, en. 0.16

5-in-1Connector

$ 0.47
$ 0.53
$ 0.59

$0.65

$ 0.71

10-Foot Length Cable
Very Indispensable if you intend to install your battes te'
in a eloset, or in the cellar, another room. ete.
Length
10 feet.
No. 8821
No. 8822

$ 0.94
$ 1.06

No. 8824
No. 8825

$ 1.18
$ 1.30
$ 1.42

>1.,. 8823

ith this jrss ¡ Los and Inexpensive device attached to
the positive and negative phone binding posts you can
use from one to live pairs of phones on any radio receiver. The spring sockets grip any phone tip. Loose contact
is impossible. Works while loud speaker is in operation.
Licensed under Gernsback Patent No. 1,557,248.
No.

7117.

Pair

$0.23
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Yaxley Cable Connector Plug
p

$3

$0.39
POSTPAID
No
aerial
installation
la
truly complete and efficient
unless this rubber covered
lead-in
mire
is
attached
thereto, for it is a positive
means of properly insulating against any losses in
the antenna system should
the lead-in mire rub against
any object, uhether it be
the leaves or limb of a
tree, a roof. a gutter, etc.
This wire ean also be used
to very good advantage as the ground lead to an outside
ground, or through the flooring to the cellar, etc.
No. 9743
25- foot Roll
$ 0.39
No. 9744
50 -foin until
$ 0.73
No. 9745
lee- foot Noll
$ 0.95

.27

Flexibus Hook-up Wire

$0.72

Yaxley Multiplufg

POSTPAID

$2.19
POSTPAID

This device fils into the space
occupied by any standard house
current nutlet box—or it way lie
separately attached to tlàe baseboard, near the floor, or, even in
the floor itself.
The batteries to
which this receptacle are attached,
may be placed in an adjattent
closet, or even in the mil:1r, the
lead wires running to the proper
terminals
of
the
outlet,
then
through the plug to their respective terminals in the Radio receiver.
You simply plug in the
speeial attachment furnished—there s only ONE way it
ran be done, as a safeguard.
Miler you have shut nff
your Radio, the plug can remain ir the receptacle, or.
ran be removed. Complete directions tic wiring furnished
Handsome brass finish.
No. 9088
Complete, with Plug ..

e

Battery Lead Tags
SET OF ft

$0.19

POSTPAID
These little tags are Indispensable to any Radio set—
time and again their use has
prevented short circuiting of
batteries and blowing out of
costly tubes.
Illustration is
full size.
Made of polished aluminum.
Prongs will
clasp any size battery lead or cable.
Full net ronsists of
At. A—,
II+ Detector. B+ Amp, 90, I1tt4-1:;5.
No. 9780

Set of 8

YORK

Lead-in Wire

$3.27

POSTPAID
This battery cable operate
on the same principle as
any
plug
and
jack—von
simply insert the plug, and
that is all there is to it.
there are 7 vari colored strands of insulated stranded
copper wire, each one of them tplainly designated with
an engraved metal tag, corresponding with prong to
which
it makes
contact.
The connecting
plate
Is
mounted, as a rule, on the rear of the base beard. sub
panel, etc.
The plug can he inserted or removed at
will.
As plug can only be Inserted one way, there is
no chance of making an error.
The ends of the cable
and prongs are tinned, to facilitate soldering thereto.
The plug proper is tunde of genuine bakelite, richly
polished.
Contacts therein are phosphor bronze, and
the contact prongs are brass.
Length of cable 5 feet.
Your first thought on adapting this device to your Radio
is how you mild have ever clone without it.
No. 9708

NEW

$0.19

_
,....,ii
.J,
.
i

In the early days td. Radio
Ca—
receiver construction, square .-....._...,.. raz-1.,
wire connections of bu s bar
— .ma
F1,94
were universally used—and
at a great loss
lo in
ffi
eriency,
due to the longer leads invoiced, as well as ne eess i_.
tating a tedious task.
Point to vein, uiin., i, now
solely resorted to, for the leads are always as short as
possible for greatest efficiency.
Besides, there are no
angles to " figure out."
Flexibus wire is eovered with a
varnished cambric flameproof Insulation finished in the
following colors: Red, Green, Yelv. Brown, Black.
The
wire itself is flexible tinned stranded copper.
No.

9747

Per 25 ft. Roll
State whieh color you 551 ,11

$0.72

Brach Arrester

$1.98
POSTPAID
'rire price of tilts very efficient lightning
arrester is more than compensated for in
the absolute faith you can Clam in it as
a 100 ,/, CERTAIN arrester.
You enjoy
that feeling of complete safety no matter
how severe an eleetrical storm may lie
raging.
It is intended for nut- door use,
and attarlies dirertly to the lead-in wire
just outside the window.
The ground wire
is bolted to the lower section.
Enclosed vacuum ', meld,
can be replaced and thus ran be readily examined.
teeting hood is of Ind:elite.
Approved by Underwi
No. 8999

$1.98

De Jur Lightning Arrester

$0.46

Screw Eye Insulator

POSTPAID

$0.09
POSTPAID
A very handy type of insulator for keeping the lead-in
away from walls or any foreign object.
Galvanized Iron
screw.
Porcelain insulator.
Length of screw 254 inches.
No. 9980

$0.09

3foulded of a high heat dielectric material.
The a, coined commercially used air
bMi
gap is Incorporated in this
,
arrester.
It is weather proof
and is intended for both : outdoor and indoor use under
:my
climatic
weather
rendition.
Transparent
easing
covers the air gap.
Connections are made to large
Fahnestock clips. Approved by Underwriters Laboratories.
No. 9640

$0.46

"RASCO"

SHIPS

W11
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"Rasco" Chi-. Leads

$0.12
POSTPAID
make a sate experimental connection. Tt.
ip colors, green
and red, ta distinguish connections. Length of clip lead.
foot.
No. 7887 " Rasco" Clip Leads, each
Dozen lots
1.35

This is a flexible silk- covered conductor to the ends of
which are soldered powerful brass spring clips.
Instead
of using wires to make your connections— screwing and
unscrewing binding posts—a clip lead hooks in a jiffy
onto any wire, and binding post or other conductor to

1111r

"Rasco" Binding Posts

IIllhl 11111

All Cuts
of
Binding
Posts
Full Size

'o. 028
So. 020
s, 0. 030

Dozen, either style. $0.50
Each $0.04

-ock
-

1111111

$0.25 POSTPAID
new.
The
ton
mum n
and clomps the
finest wire.
A damping action slot not shearing action.
Figure 325 shows post open.
Figure 326 shows post closed

II
325

No. 325 Large. ea.
No. 326 Small. ea. $11. I.-.

Initial Binding Posts

$0.15

POSTPAID
No. 02 is an old
time, well known
by tarry experimenter. Height over all
lqit'; din. ". No.
021 is 1" high:die.

N.
..

ris

Bindin0.
Posts

$0.06

s/a?

201

$0 26

Aristocrat Bindin
Post

POST
PAID

No.600
thread
each
$0.06
doz. $0.80

02

— 59.15
025 . .$0.111
lII

The slant shaped bottom
part
gives these
posts a very classy appearance. something not
seen elsewhere. Top of
composition, the bottom
brass nickel plated polish.
o.201 8/3'.1 thread
each
$0.05
doz. $0.50

Slant

Set
of 8

These binding posts
see somewhat similar to to our No
202.
only
larger
anti
better.
Tops
are
inlaid
with
white
Minkel
ill
variotts
denomIna,
Bons.
Tops are of
composItle..
bottoni brass part.
nickel polish.
Nos, 122, Antenna:
123, 124,"A"
"It ItatBteartY
"terY-1-: 125, " It"
Itattery-I- : 126 " A"
natterY — : 127. Ground: 123 I
Phone; each style. $0.01.

r

No.

$0.05
"Rasco

Binding Posts

serrais

doz.$0.41

Our binding posts
are all accurately
made,
of
brass
only; illustrations
are full size. We
have
specialized
for years in binding
posts
and
you
will
lintl
them
right
in
every
respect
025
Each post comes 0ith screw and
washer, not shown in illustration.
We furnish all style lmsts. either
nickel plated or brass lacquered.
State which style you desire.

029

Son,, r:Ilag

Instrument Posts

Binding
Posts

$0.08
0.04
0.03
030

/
650
651
202
Well made of composition. Will give good service.
No. 650 has si : 12 machine ', clew and No. 651 has a wood
screw; both have a hexagonal brass nut in renter. No.
202 is nickel plated at button, and has a machine screw.
No. 650
$41.05
No. 651
0.05
No. 202

'la. 028 Binding Post i
.t : mailer type arl
moks
mighty
nice
t.,
:twitch Boards, etc.
No.
1129 and 030 are used for
elephone connecting coeds.
-te.

III

61Ik

POST
PAID
The latest style and
has been enthusiastically, received.
Illustration
full
size.
Hard rubber composition. Fada type knob,
nickel plated bottom
piece.
Brass
screw
furnished. Will greatly improve the RPpc-seance of your set.
No. 2022
Enelt
Doren

611.06
0,60 ,
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Spring Binding Posts
A favorite with all experimenters. Absolute contact at all
times—simply press down prong, insert oho and the
connection is made.
Too " ell known to require much
description.
All finished en phosphor bronze nickeled.
No. 1010 Taken No
14 B & S. wire.
Width
5/16"
length i4": serest
bole
clears
6/52
screw. Each, $ 0.05;

"°zen$0.50

No. ISIS Takes Nr,
1\ PRESS
PRESS
16 B. & S. wire:
\D
IM
DOWN
has lug to which
ERE
HERE
wire can be sol151S
dered. Width 7/32:
1010
length %". Each, $0.03; per dozen
$0.30
No. 33 Takes No. 12 B. & S. wire.
Length over all.
3ie": width. ik"; clears 6/32 screw. Same as No. 41, except without stern.
Each. $ 0.06; plW dozen $0.60

CO.,

NEW

YORK

Engraved Character Binding
Posts

f
0•
16
OSTPAID

It you want the best binding post, here it is.
Not only are these Bakelite tope non- removable, but they are beautifully engraved In
white enamel, with any of tbe following
characters:
ANT. OND. A— A4- B—
DET.
(3—
C4Plain.
The non- removable head prevents short circuiting of batteries and burnt out lobes. if heads were
ineorreetly spun learn on to the thread at any time.

B+

No. 8914 ( State
wieh )
. Each

which

poeta

you

tA 1C

eV*

Indicator Knobs

$0.03
POSTPAID

No. 44 Takes No.
10 wire.
Length
over
all.
1.:
width %"; scree
hole threaded for
8/32 screw. Each
00.03: Per dozen.
$0.23

Double Connector

A nwe.t mealern knob, turd entirely by oeste of the larget wt manufacturers. Has an arrow engraved as sham.
Made of black hard rubber composition. of generous size.
Total diameter is 1,k.". Height over all. 154e". There Is
also molded into it a brass insert to take standard quar-

$0.15

ter- Inch shaft.
No. 5321

$0.04
POSTPAID

PRESS
DOWN .•
HEREi

No. 99 Takes No.
10 It. ês S. wire.
Length over all
lah"; width %".
screw bolo passes
8/32 screw.
Each .. 80.04
Doren .. S0 .3 5

Panel Post

$0.04
POSTPAID

Can be mounted
on panels. Stands
upright. One of
the handiest connectors
made.
Has tapped hole
%Mal
takes
an
8-32"
screw.
Furnished with
Pont.
No. 45
Each — 80.04
Dozen — 80.40

Twirler Knobs
Favorites nith all experts
menters. The size of both
is: dia. nir", height %".
No. 4451 rentes with 8-32
and 10-$2 hushing.
The
No. 199 is furnished with
our No. 1200 screw to lit
No. 1250 fork, length of
screw 'Se".

IFAU
No. 1451
No. 199

(at left)

(
at right)

3
$0.06
4411.10

Bushing

$0.03
POSTPAID

No. 791 Bushing for use with our No. 650
pouts is 34." dia. x Ne" high: clears 8/32
screw.
No. 791

.:40.113

"RASCO'

SHIPS

WITHIN

24

HOURS
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Switch Handles

Shank Knob

$0.10

$0.15

POSTPAID

POSTPAID
ThÉa beautiful koob
is a special favorite
with all lemateurs.
It has a nickel shank
%" long with a central tole uf `4"; side
hole us tautest 8-32for
screw . Di& 38 iFe.
thickness 9-16".
No. 2401. -.. 80.15

These handles
are
used (h.'
switches and other similar purposes. No..05 measures 13/16"
high;
dla.; furnished with
8/32
bushing
only.
No. 59
handles measures 13/16" over
8/32 screw imbedded.
No. (hi (left)

all

•I

'SO

;

. 10

No. 59 ( right)

Flutad Knobs

$0.15
POSTPAID
Our latest fluted knobs with Inserts. The insert is provided with
8-32" bushing. Black composition.

2054. Without shoulder.
:y4-high, 11/
4 " dla., ea. $0.15

No. 2055. With shoulder. 1"
high, P/4" ilia.. each, $0.15

MY%
No. ':054

71 Et riTe

d

e e
302
303
304
305
306
361
Doz.
301, %,"
6-39 thread
$0.15
302. :z-113" x 3
4 " diem, 6-39 thread $0.15
/
30:3, :'- iti" x 3-16"; 4-36 thread $0.15
304, .4" diem. 14." thick; stem 6-$2 $0.15
305, 3,4," diem., 3-16" Otitis; stein 4-36 0.15
306, 3-16" din. 3-16" thick; stem 4-36 0.15
307, 3-16" dia., 14." thick; stem 4-36 0.15
375, Switch Stop, can be used with all

3:,5
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.,
NO.

No. 205b

asco"
Switch Points

$0.15

POSTPAID
Our switch points are made of brasa.
nickel plated and polished. The following nine sizes have been found the
most popular.
Illustrations are all
full sloe. Size tnay he ascertained ht
377
376
no &mettle cuts.
Doz.
switch levers. 74." long, 6-32 thread, complete with nut.
$0.15
No. 376, New style Switch Point. to be
pressed into bakelite panels with forced
tit.
Wire is soldered to pin end.
Head
/ " diameter; 1-16" thick
4
1
$0.15
No. 377. same as above. but head is le
diameter by 3-16" thick
$0.15

"Rasco" "Jiffy" Jacks and
"Jiffy" Plugs

sary as the tulle goes right on the screw. X-ray view shows
how two of the jacks are used in conjunetlon with our
Jiffy cord plug. The Jacks go on In back of panel, only
serena show in front. Made of heat spring brass that will
not wear out.
Hundreds of other uses tor our ¡IFFY
JACKS. We will pay $1.00 for every new use for JIFFY
JACKS that is accepted by us.
JIFFY Pl,r(iS are made of semi- hard rubber into which
the tips of your phones or loud speaker are pushed. The
eheapest and simplest plug ever designed. Its small size
and neatness made it famous overnight. Size I" long. W"
wide and W" thick. No tools required. .7ust wet the metal
cord tips and posh through openings. Ping can be used
with any standard cord tip jack, but best with RASCO
JIFFY JACK.
No.4875 Two Jiffy Jacks with nuts and
screws and one Jiffy Cord Plug
$0.15
Nu. 4870 One .Jiffy Jack complete with
ZIFt Y JACKS are the simplest. and most efficient Cord
nut and screw
0.05
Tip Jarks ever designed. Stamped from a single piece of No. 4371
Jiffy
Jacks
without
nuts
or
metal they grip any style runt tip from any make phone
screws, two for
0.05
or loud speaker. The JIFFY JACKS take minimum room.
Basco
Jiffy
Plugs ( semi-hard
Dr;11 two snail holes in yuur panel and mount the JIFFY No.4860
rubber part only)
0.10
JACK with seres' and nut furnished. Ne soldering hem.
Ge- Hessen,
RASC3 Se. -vice is sure all it is cracked up to be. i have received three diflerent orders from RASCO and I
am still ersiting for an order from another company. which wa-s sent in before the firat ItASC0 order
GEO. B. INGRAHAM.
41 Rodney Street. West S-- John. N. B
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asco"Name Plates

YORK

"Rasco" Binding
Post Name Plates

"
R
Our name plates are of brass with a block background.
Letters are polished nickel. standing out strongly against
black background.
Each name plate has two screw holes.
They are well made and will outlast your outfit.
Order
by name and number.
Name plates measure 1"x3%".

No. 839 " Increase Current" NO. 840 " Increase
(Right)
( Left)
No. 806 " Phones- Horn Off"

NEW

Current"

Each Style $0.08

6000

MEE
GRID

MN«
PRIMARY
CONDENSER

INPUT
TELEPHONE

is

MIME

DETECTOR
TUBE

>PARALLEL"
FCC7JFI_I7tî
,

211

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Nu.
No.
No.
No.

6050 Condenser
834 Series
821 3rd step
827 Tickler
823 Secondary Condenser
Si? Output
829 Telephone
837 -1- —
807 Phones
811 Secondary
814 Detector
813 Vacuutn Tube
831 Transmit
820 2nd step
826 Grid Variometer
835 it Battery — +
818 Input
EACH

All

No.
No.
No.
Ne.
No.
No,
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
Ne.
No.
No.

828 Parallel
822 Coupling
809 Aerial
812 Primary
808 Leading Coll
6051 Antenna
830 Receive
819 lot Stet ,
825 Plate Varlometer
836 A Battery —. -.1..
824 Primary Condenser
833 Detector Tulle
841 — Blank"
810 Ground
813 Audlon
866 on 865 on'

STYLE, $ 0.02Vx

Price of all our name plates, in dozen lots 25c., with
the exception of the toso "Increase Current" Plates, and
•'Phones. Horn, OIT." the price of these is $ 0.75 per doz.

6013

$0.02

Styles

Dozen

Lots

"Rasco" Vacutun Tube
Sockettes
Substitute for

•AULD ION '

6010

Here is a name plate that goes tinder your binding post,
that fits any binding post, atol looks good no matter
what type of post you use. The RASCO Binding Post
Name Plates can he mounted on all instruments, and on
account of their small size greatly enhance the appearance of your set.
Each denomination is repeated twice
cot each Name Plate.
It is thus possible to read the
designation on a panel , hove and betray Ilse binding Post•
Illustration is full size.
No. 6000. "Phones."
No. 6010, " Aerial."
No. 6001. " Ground."
No. 6011. " "
No. 6802,
No. 6012, "Input."
No. 6003, " Output."
No, 6013, •" A' Itattery+'
No. 6004, — A' Battery—'
No. 6014, "' It' liattery-1-"
No. 6005, — It' ItatterY—'
No. 6015, " Loop"
No. 6006. " Loud Speaker"
No. 6016, " Tickler"
No. 6007. " Grid,"
No. 6017. " Plate"
No. 6008. "Load"
No. 60(8, •" C• Battery -; "
No. 6009, — 5" itatterY—"
No. 6019, " Filament"
No. 6020 New " A" Battery+
"it" Battery—,

e

Vacuum

Tube

Sockets

A distinct novelty, originated by us.
Four
make a complete Vitamin Tube Socket for panel
mounting. The Sockettes are used on panels and
bases saliere there is a scarcity at room, as when
many tubes are to be mounted in a small space.
ti
Positively the best means for making contact,
and holding tubes.
The reason is clear.
In
) all other sockets contact
is made only by the
lower tips of the Vacuum Tube touching the flat
surface. Not so in the RASCO Sockettes. Here
the tube pins actually engage with a 'i
t" contact and this contact surrounds the entire surface of the pin. If you have ever been exasperated by tube noises due to poor contacts, you
will welcome the RASCO Sockettes.
Each
Sockette has a shank uhich is split into tour
parts, which gives enough springiness to allow sufficient
variation for the varying thickness of the tube contact pins.
To mount, take your tube and press it down hard on a
niece of paper.
This gives the exact location of the four
pins. Secure the exact center of each pin, by means of
a pin prick punching right through the paper,
Then
transfer the piece of paper, on the panel, and duplicate the
location of the holes by another pin or
sharp instrument. Then drill your holes,
insert the Sockettes, and the job is done.
Two brass nuts are furnished with each
Sockette, and when connections are made
to these brass serews underneath the
panel, no better contact is possible. Once
You have used the Sockettes you will
never do without thom.
They hold the
tube with a vise grip. One set of 4 Sockettes is sufficient to hold one Vacuum
Tube. No. 1550 made to take the Standard l'.X, base, long prong ( or ('. V. base), tube.

r----------T

No. 1550,
Brass
Soekettes,
per net of 4

nickel- plated,
$0.15

"RASCO"

SHIPS

WITHIN

$0.48
POSTPAID

No. 9707
No. 9776

Less bulb
fi -volt bulb

for

Bruno Light Switch

$0.73

POSTPAID
5
'rids instrument combines both
a battery su itch and a ruby
pilot light which glows in an
attractive manner when the
switch is turned on.
This is
a truly one hole mount des-ice.
for the glow is visible through
the center of the switch button.
Its cost is insignificant
in the sating of batteries it
effects, warning you that your
switeh is ON, and should be
\is)
turned off.
Red ruby jewel
supplied.
I's, our No. 977.; cl- volt I
mil,.
No. 9777 ‘‘' it bout

Bulb

79

HOURS

Miniature Bakelite Base Knife
Switches

Panel Light
great
convenience
for
ti y Radio
set.
The set
can be placed in any part
of the room, independent ot
the lighting mithin, as this
Panel Light illuminates the
Dials with a pleasing e!lout.
Consists of a hand•oe
reflector
anti
metal
.pcket.
One hole mounting,
wi I
ed.
50.48
atcpc
50.30

24

$0.47

POSTPAID
These knife switches call be
adapted for many Purposes.
They are the most compact
switches made, yet their in
sulating qualities are as tic
pendable as
switches
tuict
their size.
Mechanically and
electrically perfect.
Base is
genuine Bakelitx-all nietal iiH - cl e
Wittily
nickel plated.
Binding post connections provided.
A
.omparative suggestion of their rompatiness can be given
by tnentioning the size of the No. 9•10.1 switch. 2%
inches long by 1% invites wide.
No. 9061
Single Pole, Single Throu
$ 0.47
No. 9062
Single l'oie, Double Throw
0.56
No. 9063
Double Pole. Single Throw
0.65
No. 9064
Double Pole. Double Throw
0.82
No. 9065
Triple Pole, Single Throw
0.99
No. 9066
Triple Pole, Double Throw
1.19
No. 9067
Four Pole, Single Throw
1.41
No. 9068
Four Pole, Double Throw
1.58
No. 9069
Five Pole, Single Throm
1 78
No. 9070
rho Pole. Double Timm •
1.98

Porcelain Base Throw Switches
1,(M181.1unl,1
1, Ort.(0

$0.73

Ne. 9856

Pilot Light

No. 9855

$0.23

POSTPAID

$0.35

POSTPAID
Tite Pilot Light is practically indispensable on any set.
Tells at
a glance when tubes are lit from
the front panel, tints preventing
usaste of battery current. when
your Radio is not in operation.
Single hole mounting.
Attractive
as nett as useful.
No. 9775
Without bulb. $0.35
No. 9776
g- volt bulb for
above
$ 0.30

Omni graph

$22.85
POSTPAID

In order to own a
tianstuitter either for
phone or key ( rode).
you must be able to
transmit and receive
code messages.
And
there is a new World
awaiting you, as soon
as you start transM odel 4
mitting-for you soon
list your friends in
vet stuc, tier oi the Union, especially on the ever in.teasing popular short stave band.
The New Omnigraph
onsists of a dependable clock motor. which revolves a
turn table upon whh.h are nested removable plates. on
the edge of which raised charaeters cause the mou-bine
to " transmit" to you its message which you decipher.
The speed of this turntable is governable futon 5 words
to 50 words a minute at will.
The spring runs motor
for 45 minutes.
Complete with 5 Dials.
Size 8 inches
by 6 Inches by 5% inches.
In a short time, you can
apply for a license ( no charge), this machine having
quickly taught you the rode.
No. 9638

$22.85

1}11.111Ume

EECTRICWG
No. 9857

No. 9858
No. 9859
No experimenter can afford tu be without a full supply of
these
most
necessary
switches-for
many
purposes.
Genuine high insulating gualit3 porcelain bases.
Popper
contacts.
Wood knobs.
Fibre insulation cross
bar.
Tertninal serew connections.
Na 9858 measures 2%
inches wide by 4 inches long.
No 9855
Single Pole-Single Throw
$ 0.23
No. 9856
Double Pole-Single Throw
$0.33
No. 9857
Single Pole-Double Throw
$ 0.33
No. 9858
Double Pole-Double Throw
$0.49
No 9859
'
triple Pole- Double 'Mow
$0.97

'TimeLite Radio Clock Switch

$7.48

POSTPAID
Herein us contained not
only a very efficient and
highly ornamental clock.
but an automatic, controllable means of predetermining
the
exact
moment you wish your Radio receiver to be turned on or
off.
Prevents the oversight of allowing your tubes to burn
all night.
Does not requtre any current to actuate it ,
own mechanism.
Takes one intiment to install-adaptable
to any and all reeeivers.
Keeps perfect time.
An attitietive mnament for any mantelpiere--the lase is hand
rubbed, and hand polishes' mahogany finish
No. 9860

$7.48

82
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Pandora Crystai
Receiving Set

$1.73
POSTPAID

This is not a toy, but a
scientifically correct crystal
detector receiver.
Simplest
operation—no batteries ever
required.
Complete.
Pair
of head phones and aerial
only required.
Can only be
used where local broadcasting stations are no further
than 25 miles. Handsomely
finished
in
rich
Russet
Bronze.
Binding posts and
rimmings are bright lustre
nickel plated.
Overall size
inches in diameter by
inche6 high.
No. 9982.... $

8792

SIDE

CUTTING

, .
The use of the up- us- date '' No-Sod-er" wire connectors
makes easy what until now has been difficult and annóying
in many eases.
Besicles it gives you a better connection
than nearly all eases where solder is used.
Made of
highly insulated flexible stranded copper wire, with brass
eyelets.
Order the quantity of each length you desire.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

9571
9572
9573
9574
9575
9576

$149

$0.09
POSTPAID

Brach Totem Pole Antenna

$5.68

•

Where conditions will not permit the erection
of an aerial. the Brach Totem pole can be installed
in
a few
minutes,
with superior
results.
Stands about 44 inches high, and very
substantially built.
It consists of a nonindurtise wound coil of enameled wire, scientifically and theoretically designed to serve as
the most suitable substitute for an antenna.
Can be mounted at any angle, or erected like
a flag pole.
An adjustable iron base, clamp,
screw eyes and 25 feet of guy wire are included with this instrutnent.
Shipped express
collect. due to excessive weight involved.

$0.29

0.99$

SCREW

The advantages of an automatic
ratchet
screw
driver
are
we ll
mom. Ratchet mechanism is perpi oduct.
Esperiallv gledgued for Radio

0112.131a
t ( et.
A (we'll:,
experimenters.

Ground Clamp

0.23
f

OSTPAIO
No more laborious scraping off
the paint or rust on your
ground pipe, for proper eonmet thereto!
The hardened
steel points on the screw and
frame bite into the metal, assuring a perfect contact.
In
a few moments, the job la
over.
Will tit any pipe.
inch to
I ¼
inch it, dl
meter.
Terminal screw connection on frame.
No. 992

$0.23

$0.09

No. 9795

For tightening hexagonal nut.—
the projecting serew tits into hollow of handle.
For 4/32. 6 /:; 2.
s/ : 52 and 10 f32 nuts. St ate whhb sire Liti are ordering.
No. 8795
RATCHET
DRIVER

$ 0.04
$ 0.05
40.06
$ 0.07
$ 0.08
$ 0.10

This insulator is made of good quality
porcelain. and has a nail through Its center
for driving into wood, stone, etc.
The
wire is set into tbe recess shown and the
upper section of the insulator is then
rinsed tightly upon it.
Very useful.

PL1ERS..$ 1 • 19

NUT

2, 3 or 4 inches, cach..
5, 6 or 7 inches. each..
8, 9 or 10 inches, each.
IL 12 or 13 in., each..
14, 15 or 16 in., each..
17, 18. 19 or 20 in., ea..

Nail-It Knobs

The handy all around tool. should
be in every experimenters tool kit.
Forged
from
crucible
steel.
Knurled gun barrel h
No. m70.1
HEXAGONAL
WRENCH

Length,
Length.
Length.
Length,
Length.
Length,

1.73

Indispensable for «auto;
cramped quarters
for stripping
insulation.
etc.
Forged
and
tempered.

No. 8793
SQUARE JAW
PLIERS
AND SIDE CUTTER

YORK

"No-Sod-er" Wires

Radio Tools
No.

NEW

$5.68

No. 9698

Sponge Rubber
$0.10

POSTPAID
Some tubes are
notorious
for
the
ringing sounds they
give
out
due
to
jarring.
The use of
our spmge rubber
cushion will eliminate the noises. Use
one piece for each
tube.
Size 2 ' 7
, " x::"xlà " thick.

No.

8989....

$0.10

Antenna Spring Tightener

-7=fflifataft

$0.45

PER PAIR.
POSTPAID.
Consists of two. Icluciain high insulating quality insulators, rigidly attached to both ends of a coil spring, which
takes up all slack, or yields, if either end of your
antenna is attached to a swaying tree (( nib or clothes
sole.
Over all length about 9
No. 9706.
Per Pair

$0.45

"RASCO -

SHIPS

WITHIN

"Rasco" Radio Cement

$0.36

24

two- soiree

bottle

83

"Rasco" 16-in- 1 Radio Tool
"
PASCO' 16 ill IRedo Teei

Courtin,.
niara

le a - V. astê 52 stir anca, •
«:«e'ertvilIC SUNKE.

POSTPAID

windings.
No. 1750

HOURS

For all radio work. It is high
ly insulating. water- resisting, and
quick- drying.
Used particularly
l«NPLLD
for cementing covered wires togethJACK
Mtn-22er
er. A cotton or silk wound cull Is
WINES
WatEnté
WICK
PO»
wound upon any foém, while the
Ilere is a tool that aloes 16 different
form is first covered with a piece Here It is!
A tool that does practically
of thin paper.
Then the wire is things and does them well.
The
wound on top of this.
Apply the everything requires' in building your radio set.
Cement by means of a brush that tool is built of hardened steel, exactly as per illustraHere are some of the use.:
I.
comes with the hottie.
The Ce. tion, highly finished.
2. Center Ninth.
3. Countersink.
4. Bus
ment dries quickly and the wire Screwdriver.
5. Itus bar and wire bender for
form can be removed in twenty bar and wire bender.
8-32 screw, 6. BUJ bar and wire bender for 6-32 screw.
minutes.
The paper is then removed from the inside of the coil 7. Socket wrench fur jacks. 8. Socket wrench for 4-36 nut.
e. Socket wrench for 6-32 nuts. 10. Socket wrench for 8-32
and another coat of Cement Is apII. Wrench for knurled nuts.
12. Screw gauge for
plied to the inside. You now have nuts.
14, Screw
a wire form that holds together 4-311 screw. 13. & Mw gauge for 6-32 screw.
gauge for 8-32 screw. IS, Screw gauge for 10-32 screw.
without any visible supPort.
Yarlocouplers. loose couplers, etc..
16. Knife fer wire skinning.
These are only the important uses of the tool, but many
esta thus be nasale without using
other uses will readily suggest themselves to every radio
the usual tube or mandrel.
Tite
sri li furnish enough l'entent for many experimenter. You will wonder how you have gotten along
before without the 16 in Iradio tool. Size
x tti, in
No. 4800 Basco 16 In 1 Radio Tool$n 07
60.86
each
1../•41

Radio Dial Button

Spring Clips

$0.12
POSTPAID

amateurs'
favorite.
Three
No. 2222 is provided with
lug to slip under bind
big post. The ethers are plain.
No. 2222. 114.:" over all
$0.12
No. 4441. 11/1" over all
0.01
No. 77'.. 11
/
4 " over all ( light type)
0.03
lire

2292

sizes.

new bandy

"UX" Tube Bases

$0.15

POSTPAID
For the serious experimentet who wishes
to assemble his awn plug- In culls, these
bakelite " plugs" ore indispensable.
After
the coil is mounted within the hollow tat
the base, the " plug" can be inserted into
a tube socket, ur into our No.
1550
Sockettes.
Contad pins are 9/16" long.
rhe plug measures 1.41." in diameter lay
I .'it" high.
No. 8790

For you tout every radio eightelast the new radio dial
button lias hpen created.
It identifies you immediately
and will hell' you to becotne acquainted. Y." in diameter.
Aga exact replica of a standard modern radio dial. Raised
knob, dial graduations are like the best radio
"RADIO" is set in gold. The anal is best black enamel. Lettering, figures and graduation marks are inlaid gold on enatnel.
The knob part is also in void
Rest gold plate is used.
Equipped with a screw back
No.

Sliders

$0.18

POSTPAID
Of this patented slider probably
more have been ield than of al,
others combined.
It is furnished
with ball anal staring. Holder lit"
'4" square rod, the size over all
is *" z 'Ott"
Comea in red
and black rubber composition only.
No. 875
Bluek
$0.18
No, 876
Red
$0.18

$0.25

7799

Set of Drills
en==t311=M
$0.59
POSTPAID
These Carbon steel drills are for use in our et atu
standard hand drill, being the most widely used size.
This set of four drills consists of one each: 4/36. 6/32,
11/32 anal 14/20 screw, for clearance thereof.
No. 9046

Set of four drills

$0.59
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$0.25 POSTPAID

$0.20

emir!"
hearings designed by us to till a distinct need.
We
have often felt that it vas necessary to have a bearing
and bushing combined when we mounted certain apparatus directly on the panel. Useful with rotors. rheostats, In
.ennection with honeycomb coils,
for various other
,cuplIng purposes, and dozens of other uses. A few of
these Bearings will quickly pay for theInselves. Made of
mass, and comes in live parts, inner shank, bushing that
holds whole device in panel, large washer, which screws
against inside of panel, and two hexagon nuts to secure
the work to the center of shaft. The illustration of the
hearing is full size.
The outside of the shaft is 1
/ ";
4
11le length of the thread is 1"; the total length of bearing Is 21
/ "; the length of the threaded sleeve is %"
4
over all. Made heavily of brass throughout.
So strong
it will hold up a heavy rotor without sagging.

Mica

$0.01

YORK

"Rasco" Cardboard Tubing

Rasco ,, Universal Bearing

No. 1375

NEW

$0.25

POSTPAID
Used to wind inductances, to make
tuning coils, loose couplers, variocouplers, etc. This is the only kind
that will stand up. It is net the
ordinary spiral-wound tubing such
as is used in mailing tubes, which
is worse than useless.
No strass.
board used. Ours is made of grey
pulp, well seasoned and is the only
seamless tubing made in the United
States. Wire wound upon our tubing will never come loose.
Tubing does not shrink;
very heavy. The wall thickness Is 1
/ ". This gives a
4
tremendous strength to the tube and it is almost impossible to crush it.
Inside dia. Outside dia. Length
No. 6600
3
3%
_
611.20
No. 6601
3%
3%
_
0.25
No. 6602
3%
3%
5
0.18
No. 6603
3%
4
5
0.20
No. 6604
4
4%
5
0.35
No. 6605
2%
3
2%
0.15
No.6600 fits into No. 6601 for loose couplers.
No. 6602 fits into No. 6603 for loose coupler.
No. 6605 is used as a varioessupler rotor and
can be used with No. 6604.

Dial Marker

POSTPAID

Micanite Tubing

$0.05 POSTPAID

$0.86
POSTPAID

‘‘
the best grade of electiical mica only.
Sheets can be
sp it readily into any thickness.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

860
861
862
863
864
865

1"x3"
1%"x2"
2"x3"
2%"x3"
3"x5"
4"x5"

Per sheet
$0.01
$0.01
$0.02
$0.04
$0.07
$0.10

Needed wherever a very
high grade material is required.
Titis Tubing is
especially suitable for C.
W. work, on account et
its exceedingly high insulation quality. Nothing
better on the market at any price.
The color is natural, a very dark
brown.
It is seamless and sirmoth
inside and outside.
It can be
readily machineel, drilled, etc. The
thickness is 5/32".

I'Sillg our patent dial striker you
do not need to spoil your panel by
scratching a mark. Illustration full
sire.
Made of a single piece cf
brass with shank to take a nut.
lust drill a single hole, mount the
marker point. tighten tin nut on
bark of panel and that is all.
Heavy milled- in line takes place
of the old scratch line.
Point is
nickel plated.
It Improves appearante of
set.
Thickness
1/16".
biount with tip nearly touching dial.
No. 7788

No. 250, 4" dia. by 6" long.
Earls
$0.86
No. 251, 6" dia. by 6" long.
Earls
. $1.10
We recommend for C. W. l
r
i
a10mission either of these two tabes
and our No. 893 Litz Wire,

$0.05

3 for 10e

Metal Panel Scale

Metal Panel Scale

Zinc Spark Gap End
These are used on spark gaps.
The plugs measure 1
4 " x 1
/
4 ". tap/
ped 8/32 thread.
They at-e machined accurately and well worth attention.
No. 324
Dozen

Each 60.04

$040

Heavy brass stamping. large black
figures, readily distinguishable. Total
ilium. 3,¡", whit!,
hole, for
at
No. 725

$0.10

Gentlemen:
Te my satisfaction and happiness I forgot te write you t r I r. ceived
wish to thank you for your service in handling my order for radio parts.
also the big. clear blueprint you sent. I am recommending your service to
eatalog. Wish you would send me another one of yrur Radin Set catalogs.

A very neat !In. orr.,l smile I. do,
entirely in brass. Silt - r backgrolnd.
black letters. Size
No.

715

$ 0.10

the merehandite in extelkett o.ick inc.
I
They arE still better than texpected and
my friends. Have also given away your
and some order blanks.

DELFIN

PlOPONGC0..
Pang Rini,

P.

I.
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'`Rasco" Set Builder's
Assortments
This Lug Assortment includes
11f U' of the most important
aigu for the man who " Builds
His Own"
as
follows:
10
POSTPAID
rugs for 8-52; 10 for 6-32;
IS prong lugs ( solderless) 6-32
and 10 8-32; 10 flat 6-32.
.411 lugs are tinned.
No. 4995
$0.22
LUG ASSORTMENT
This assortment includes 108
50 LUGS
pieces as follows: 36 "T"
Wire Bus- Bar Connectors; 4 5 DIFFERENT STYLEg
adapter Bushings ( to at '4"
No. 4995
Ojal to 3/16" shaft); 4 Separable Phone Tips; 1 Angle
Brackets; 21 Lock Washers;
36
Assorted
Lugs,
already
tinned for easy soldering.
No. 4996
$0.48
Here is an assortment that
everyone building a radio set
needs. Includes the following:
12 Assorted " Perfect" Lugs.
Grid Leak Mountings; 4
Dial Markers; 6-1475; 61476; 3-1190; 2-1505 Brackets.
Price of all separately,
51.32.
No. 4997

$0.22

gze

24
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"Rasco" Radio Brackets
„
Ofdantub
n
„usec
d
o,RAs c0
BRACKETS

tubes; inductances
spider webs. etc.
to hold up panels
to attach various instruments to baseboards and in many
different
ways.
Stamped from heavy
metal, nickel- plated
and carefully finished, Illustrations
are
half
size.
Thickness
varies.
Where
special
strength is requited we recommend
Nos.
1505,
1506.
1507 and 1508. All
of these are heavy
brackets made for the best outfits to hold heavy panels
or heavy sub panels.
Thickness of all of these is a full
1-16".
Brackets Nos. 1175. 1170 and 1490 are lighter
and are not for such heavy duty work. Bracket No. 1509
is really not a bracket but is used in connection with all
our grid leaks.
Two of these are mounted opposite each
other and go directly on the panel or sub panel instead of
using separate insulating pieces.
It is the cheapest ami
most practical grid leak mounting.
Made of spring pisos plier bronze. No. 1175 is used to attach all cardboard or
bakelite tubes ( inductances) to panels.
No. 1476 Is used
for the same purpose.
Bracket No. 1508 Is used for special wotk and can be bent by the builder into any form.
Note particularly that all brackets are nicely nickel plated.

IN STOCK

No. 1475
Brass Angle Piece, 5/16" wide by
7/16" ¡sigh. Each
$0.03
No. 1476
Brass Bracket, 3
4 " high by 2 lugs
/
IA" long. Each
0.05
No. 1490
Brass Angle Piece, size Ye by
/ ". Each
4
3
0.04
No. 1505
Brass Angle Piece, size 1%" high
by %" long
0.05
No. 1500
Size 3
/ " high, ,1
4
4 " long
and 1
/ "
4
wide.
Each
0.04
No. 1507
Size 1" long by 1" highs by 7,4"
wide. Each
0.03
No. 1508
Size 3" long by 1
/ " wide. Ea _ 0.06
4
No. 1509
Size 74" high by W' long by %"
wide. Each
0.04
Dozen lots, each style 20% discount.

-4.

RADIO N1.111:-:
ASSORTME NT
108 PIECE
No. 4996

Brass Nickel Plated Screws

Machine Screws.
We carry the following sizes of machine screws: 1-36. 6/32, 8/32 and 10/32 in flat head
and round head styles, in the following lengths: 3
4 ". 4it",
/
/ ". 4.'." and 1".
2
1
No. 1401
Price, all size threads. 1
4 ", %". W'.
/
per dozen, nickel plated
$0.15
No. 1402
Price, sizes :
y." and 1", dozen 0.18

Adapter Bushing
Designed so that a dial or other
attachment normally equipped with
a 44" bushing ran be fitted to a
3-16" rod. Slotted so that it will
take up slight unevenness of rods.
Perfect flt assured. Comes only lh"
long.
No. 8861;

$0.04

NICKEL

Phone Tips
No,
315,
Standard Telephone
Cord Tip, nickel plated and pol.shed.
Per

Dozen

PE \ TED

trIN

$0.02

Pr‘h

E

POSTPAID

$0.15

Separable Cord Tips
Replaces th e usual
cord tip, or when it is
necessary to make connections
with
flexible
conductors.
Requires no solder. The flexible wires are
bared and Inserted in one end of the ferrule then the
shank is screwed in.
Wires can't pull out.
No. 2900
F.arls
Dozen
$0.35
.
,
.....a.1111111101.

I
I

$0.06

1300

1200

6-32

8-32

1400

No, 1300, Screw, 8/32 top, wood screw bottom.
each
No. 1240, Screw, 8/32 thread, 1" long.
Fits
lock fork No. 1250, each
60.02
No. 1400, washer head iron machine screw
8/32.
long, each
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Threaded Brass Rod

$0.06

NEW

YORK

Hexagon Nuts

merrernernmemm $ 0.05

POSTPAID

égaissieitHeetentiessessiseasadi

POSTPAID

We tarry two :styles
6.32 iminewan
We specialize in TInagott Not..
We turnish the best
and 8-32 thread.
Only 6"
1.end only, In six Owe. 1.30, .
1-;11, $- 32, 10-32, 10-24 and
lengths sold.
No others.
No. 8032
8/32 thread, per 6" length $ 0.06
Nog. 4-36 and 6-32, per dozen
$0.05
No. 6032
6!32 thread, per 6" length $ 0.08 ; Nos. 8-32 and 10-32, per dozen
0.06
1
p4. 10-24 and 12-24, per dozen
0.15
fr

Brass Strip

This stile is partirularic
handy for the experimenter,
and le a size for whirl,
liase had morh demand. Whitt)
la"; 1-16" thlrk: contes In . 1"
sizes are furnished.
No. 1430

"Rasco" Brass Washers

$0.05
litigli.•

coh.

No other

$0.10

Brass Tubing
To satisfy an Insistent . 1.
mend we are listing this lica-•
tubing, favored by all rani..
eyperitnentec,
and rte.,' part feud:,
eon.. et
Ith
variecouplers, etc.
Outside diameter. '."
ineide ( ham
.'ter. 3-16".
Colors only in 6. , length ,. No ether lengths
furnished.
No. 1431

$0.15

Round Brass Rod

We carry I 1,Iy into / I Of plain rcund brass iralt 3- 16 "
and S'." diameter.
Both are popular with radio construetors. as each can be us. cl with Yariocouplcre. variometere.
as shafts, bearings. Ile. Furnished only in 6- inch lengths.
No other sizes furnished.
Ends carefully milled and
squared.
No. 1425 I/4"
No. 3616 3/16"
$0.06

"Rasco" Lock Washers
L9
..;

$0.10

"T" Wire Connector
leig little article will sehe
‘eur prchlon when making " T" wire
“imertion, Nlekel Platrd brass. ran
r..• used without solder but you ran
older ever, the connectfir it yell std..
Illustrations show how connector
attached to bus- bar ts ire. It is load,
to take hire 1-10" square or nnuel
wire 1/10" diameter.
A pair of
pliers fs all you nerd. This " T"
ronnertor
give sour set a unrkmanlike appeal:111CP.
Now used by
nearly all the larcd
set manufaetriscrs.
No. 2915, 410Zell

so 05

Switch Handle

POSTPAID

These washers are stand.
,,rd
and
are accurately
.tamped and as flat at it
ir possible to make them.
The l'Xperimenter recce.
63
211
niece that for many put'.
, .. • I .. • ,. . . , ien .. e 111.1 II useless. particularly
epen do, art read tro '
twin:: Iniriloses. etc.
Clears
OutCal.
Size at
side
Inside
Thick.
Prier
No.
Machine
Diam•
Diameter
ness
Doz.
Screw ' ter
49
No. 4
9-32 . 125 . 025
60.05
63
No. 6
3-8 . 150 . 032
0.05
83
No. 8
3-8 . 170 . 032
0.10
107
Ne.10
7-16 . 195 . 036
0.12
121
No.12
1-2
.
. 640
0.15
149
No.14
9-16 . 260 . 043
0.18
165
No.16
5-8 . 285 . 040
0.20
181
No.18
11.16
5-16 . 051
0.22
203
No.20
3-4
11-32 . 064
0.25
247
No.24
7-8 . 385 . 064
0.30
Net le, than I dig. cold. 10 per rent dls. in 100.Int ,

C
.
:;
•

$0.05
POSTPAID

\tad,r
1.1.....1....
Split ...
ion the two
ir t
are not et, tin sanie plane; there is a differme t ot about. I-Irl".
When the binding Poet or screw is
Iloiri ir in tight , tgainet the luck washer, the latter la alhay., under t' ¡tries wiciep is not possible with other detirer.
The wa•lier , ale ahem( 1-32" thiek when «M1,1e'•.ii

No. 3001. for I'
32 - ... crew. dog.
No. 3006, for i, 32 ... crew, doz.
No. 3008. for M 32
screw, dug.

$0.05
0.05
0.10

Lock Nuts

$0.04

POST PAID
semething » eh. Seri rot

IleVer
N11111,011S uses
..attily round for this te.efol arItra“, nick. I plated. For
5.37 ell IN.
No. 312, Lock Nut, each
Dozen
No. 313, Wing Nut, each
1)ozen

mot
312
0.40
0.04
0.40

Lock Fork
This switch handlo i of a well known
design and has hard rubber knob.
All
metal parts are nirkel plated, renter firm
knob to center of screw is ll;c"
T.. . 1
Panele in rennectien with suit • •
rte.
No. 300

$0.20

1,,le ot phosphor bronze.
Used nn switch No. 200 and
te No. 12110. The only desire to keep screw from com• loose.
Ile 1250. Lurk Fork, each
$ 0.10

'RAU:0'

RASCO
STANDARD
LUGS
"

Perfect "
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Nosolder

Screw

Lugs

POSTPAID

Made of bra« tubing Mbd flattened
at the ends. Tit attach lead win, hold
the lug by the fiat end with a Pelt'
of pliers and heat over an alcohol,
gas or match flame and when sufficiently hot, insert. a little solder in
the tube part with a little flux. Then
insert the bare wire. When cool you
have the most perfect connection.
Shown full size and will take up to
10-32 screw. Fully nickel plated mid
will improve the looks of your set
eery greatly.
Very popular.

No. 3110, Open
No. 3080, Closed
Dozen

$0.39
POSTPAID

Contains

This small lug, shown full size.
grips either round or square bus bar
olds a vise- like grip. Bus bar ran
now be connected or diseonnected in a
jiffy direct from the lug. It saves at
least 25 per cent of time and when it
routes to dismantle your Pet you do
not have to throw away your bus bar
wire for it ran be used all overagain.
Soldering

is

positively

done

lo fully tinned.

No. 3727, Ten 01117

$0.05

311.

Nickel

plated brass cap
or 6-32, earl',
$0.b3
$0.25

8-32

Dozen

No. 309. Copper
ea,
Lug, made in 3
styles for No. 4,
6 and 8 screws .... doz. $0.10
No.
310,
Brass
Lug, made only
tslv
for No, 8 screw
dozen
$0.10
No. 311, Copper
Lug
comes
for
No. 6 and No. 8
Machine Screw
dozen
$0.10

Saves time.
$0.39

Copper Foil

away

Brass, nickel plated, used for making ronnections. Only for 6-32 screw.
No. 308, dozen
$0.06

)

$0.10
POSTPAID

l'n•tut tor many experiment;, such
as, for instance, condenser work,
where it is often necessary to have a
material that is better than tinfoil,
which latter has not a high conductivity, whereas copper, being the second best conductor, is much superior.
Very flexible, and the best made.
Annealed, and ran be flattened out
Perfectly.
Any length, but only 4
In. wide. Thickness . 001 inch.

10- ft.

Per running foot
$0.10
0.80

length

Copper Ribbon
'Mick

Brass Washers

$0

$0.01

.04POST PAID
All washers are bras
nickel plated and Pol- • 1
ished.

No. 340, 7/16" dia.; t4s" thick;
3/16 ,, hole, each
$0.04
No. 341. 7/16 " dia.; 1/16 ,1
thick; Isole for No. 10 screw,
each
$0.02
No. 342, 7/16" dia.; 1,41," thick;
hole tapped 8/32", each $0.04

POSTPAID

This ribbon Is & used for connect lug :Ind other purposes and is .
005"
thick.
Not less than 10 feet sold

No, 700 N," wide, per ft. $0.01
No. 701 1
/ " wide, per ft. .01
4
No. 702 3/16" wide, per ft .01

Tin Foil

Silicon Steel
POSTPAID

This is an ankle for which we
have had mud, demand.
Silicon
steel is specially used for transformer purposes. and is now 119ed In rill
audio frequency transformers.
It 4,
a much better material than soft
iron sheeting, as it will not glee
rise to eddy currents as notch as

iron. Exceedingly ;oft. can be rut
with pair of old scissors.
One sire
which is standard-2.4e"
the foot only.

buy you could think of.
trouble and money.
No. 9413

No. & cm
nut,

$0.08

Include« a good
assortment of all
standard
screws,
,- 0013er
lugs, m a chine screws, wood
screws.
All screws
plated.
Cheapest

with. Pie feet contort.
The tens ion
,
iloays powerful, yet it is P2 my to
•111, the bus bar wire into the filetion grip. Use No. 15 pintare or No.
11 round bus bar for best
Finally, If you moist on soldering.
you'll be pleased to sei that the log

No.

POSTPAID

10 0

pieces, all hands. In useful
..tandard
sizes.

$0.02
$0.02
$0 20

$0.06

and Lug

Assortmept

Lugs

$0.02

No. 4900

87
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wide and . 007" thick.

Per running foot

Sold by

$0.08

POSTPAID
Standard for all eleetrie purposes. We carry too glade ,.
The thin type running 1.500 sq. ins. to the lb it suitable
for all radio receiving condensers, and heavy type, TOO ,q.
ins., for transmitting condensers. Per pound:

No. 850, Thin
No. 851, Heavy

so 17
11.17
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VACUUM TUBE HOOK•UPS
In the following pages will be found 75 of the roost , i- tam V. T.
ilook.ups. Only the best and most popular hook- us, have bee:Is:Ix.
treted and described. Special book- ups furnished at 41.51 each.

me.

-e

0
rig. 1 The la the eimpleat VT hook-up IC is the grid condenser
and L the amid leak. Por • Rweliotron U V 200: the capacity and leak
used are .00025 adds. and 55 rads and 55 enegolusm. respectively.
Fig. i shows how •
detector is connected in a receiving orca st
using
loose coupler ami also how • crystal detector
connected.
By oPaaing switch A audipn ins, be used.

VT

lcose
aloe
‘‘visni-

I

Flg. • This circuit is the well known De Forest ultraudion. A single ins
m can, is used with • .0615 or .002 wfd. variable condenser in metes.
This cacuit is particularly suitable for portable sets where little space
sa had and where simplicity is required.
F g. IS is the ultraudion circuit to • Iowa couple,
This circuit
osc illa tes on env wave- length and allows undampt waves to be rescaved
with a loose coupler with a•ii an yestvro,al inductance.

s

0
pig. 3 is a simple circuit for acrystal detector and • one-step Implifier. T2 is an amplifying transform,. The secondary ta connected
to grid and negative side of thy filament.
Flg. 4 is the typical regenerative corcoi,l • coil having about 2-3 or
1-j the value of the secondary is connected in the plate circuit. The
coupling as critical and gives ahigh amplification. With tisane...Wing :
undampt waves may be received.

Fig. 5 is • circuit in which the primary of a loose coupler is use- Iat
plate inductance: by means of a swat, tit can be connected between
the " 8- bettery and the plate, allowine he reception is. undampt
ve,
Fig.4 shows the typical hook-up l'or three honeycomb coils and a VT
detector. The functioning of this circuit is explained in Fig. 4..

Flg. 7 is • hook-up for long waves usieg a short.wave coupler. In
this case, the peccary is loaded with a coil and the secondary wave.
length also increased with an additional inductance coupled to • plate
coil for the reception of undampt wavn. as explained in Fig. 4.
Fig. It is a receiver using a »Mon tide detector, Chle No: 3150mvariocoupler permitting very loose coupling is necessary, and the secondary
•should have little resistance- 102 is 100 ohms and 103 200 ohms.

Fig. 11 is a single circuit regenerative receiver in which our No. 5350
va mmeter is employed to o,itain wgenerabon. This circuit is very
sample to assemble an- 1may lc built in acompiet form for portable sets.
Fig. 12 is another simple hook.up for a loose coupler to receive undampt wives and spark ',mats. The coueng between the coil T and
the primary slsould be variable.

Fig. I is ao . d'snr sio:ple regenerative receiver in which our No. 5350
varions ter acts as the tuning and the feed back coil. A connection is
taken tthe contacts between the fixed and the movable coils.
Fig. I is the hook- sip for a law aimal molo a VT detector especially
a•lapted for Prig waves. Hy entmeting the positive side of the- lila.
nient t the center uf the loop. the Set ts made to oscillate for the mega
tic's of ondanipt waves.

Fig. 15 When a Usop is used for the reception of short waves. it should
consist of 'moor three t...rnson!y and the tuning made by vanometers or
variable inductances in order to have a regenerative effect.
Fie IS is the Armstrong circuit used an conjunction with a loop
aenaL By wing inductances of suitable size, this circuit is equally
efficient on short or long waves.

G entlemen:
Enclosed Ond the sus, of seventy teats ($. 70) for which please send me one 30-abm Rheostat No. 4311 et
Ile, as advertised is Radio News. Also, one C-299 type Bakelite socket. No. 6511. fir 26e as advertised in your
No. 12 catalog.
Would like to say that the No. 3100 vario-eospler. whisk I received a short time ago. is nee
of the most wonderful instruments I have ever hat.
I was almost afraid to buy it. it was so cheap, but now
ran see that it is equal in value to a $ 3.00 coupler.
My last order arrived les good shape and was quickly Oiled.
WALKER TOMPKINS.
Turloek. Calif.
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WA
showe the connections of a two-step amplifier and how it is
connected to a detector tube. A two-point switch is used te connect
the tiens to the first or second step of amplification.

Mg. g is a practical. complete receiving circuit with dette or and
ivoaatage amplifier. The -detector and amplifier may be used with
another set, such as a regenerative one, by means at a series cora:a.
switch. This circuit is designed : specially fur use of honeysvmli

24

9I

HOURS

Plg. 23 is the mho' circuit as that shown in Pig. II. but with loose
coupling between the antenna and the secondary circuit. This circuit
mosides greater selectivity and is recommended for s long antenna.
24 This Circuit is well known mueco amatme sa the ehort-wave
regenerative one. It uses two varier:teen and a varies-out:der. A
variable condenser should shard the banes and at other one could be
used to advantage In series with the primary el the coupler.

Fie

t.r/ ',tie 'reek,
4
1),,

20 is the eme circuit, but with Pm fame comes-fed outside the Caeillatmir circuit, thus scppeceing the use of a condenser to shunt them
and which lasted oso pass- by in the former book-up.
Mg. 26 By the use of o-4 PDT telefune, or anti-capacity switch, the
same VT detector may be connected to a abort- wave regenerative
circuit or • long- wave tuner using honeycomb or other inductanoe..

Fig. IC. Complete circlet of a detentar and three-stage aida frequency amplifier. The proper negative grid pot neat is obtained by
inserene a one-ohm resistance between the him . ent and secondary
of the transformers. By meant of jacks and plugs, the iune may be
connected to any number at step of amplification.

—"it •
_ .1.2101
".•

D •4)

Of AT lkke.- 4
,
0eery

,
L,•Ot NI yet* rem

2114, 27 shows asandard regenerative receiver similar to the one shown
in Kg..21), but with one stage of choke rcol cooplel audio treqoescil
amplification. The c.holee coil X. should have an iron ewe and be uf.
g17 .,alaf.i(Ut.t.e. This Wye of audio frequency amplification gives V.,
1

If. 20 is an unusu Ihook-up or short waves. u cg only one catioe N. and two steps famplifica inn.
e
*co metie

freers
Te ItefrM10, frond
Ur Or lizebo ;rep. ono

tag
Pouvartbm 1

e

Fig. 21 shows • one-step Radio fret) ency amplifier and detector.
The value of the coil L3 depends upon the wave to be tuned in; it
should have about the time value as the secondary of the cou fer. If
ahoneycomb coil is used, tone with versatile condenser ( Dotted Lines).
Flit. 32 In this circuit two of our No. 6350 variœneters are used tots,.
and to cause regeneratian. As rimy be seen, the tower varMinetee has
a tenter to between the fixed and the movable roils so that the rotor
is the feed back coil. If a short antenna is used. the .001)25, ed. fiord
.andenser is not necessary.

Fig. 28 is a four- stage Radio frequency amplifier using resistance
minting. The four tube. act as amplifier and detector at the some
time. A small condenser having two fictif and see movable plate is
used as a coupling capacity between the plate of the last tube and the
grid of the first one to make the tubes oscillate and produce bents tee
the reception of undmpt waves. For 'rims OVtr 500..MeNt.

Gentlemen:
You
are
to
be congratulated on bear quick
service for small orders such as was sent me some
time ago. so 1 am enclosing another small orck
on the reverse side of this sheet which I feel so
will receive the same quick accurate attention.
JAMES WAY. Lowell. 011i,.

Gentlemen:
In reference to yew adsertisement iu the Mercis Radio News I alla welting fer your new Rasco catalog No
12.
I have used several Rasco ports and fotiod them nt very goad quality indeed.
Hoping to hear from ynii
sooti.

I remain

M.

I.

WARD.

ChrIstchurch.

New

Zoalewl
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Pls. 21 shows aone-tube reflex receiver using • crystal for detection.
By making connections to the detector and from the secondary of the
audio frequency transformer to the center of the coils., great amount
of etabinty is obtained and the circuit does not howl or whistle. This
amazement is to be recommended when only one tube is to be used.
Use our No. 1899 Crystal Detector in this circuit; our No. 1160 audio
transformer will be found excellent here.

CO.,

NEW

YORK

34, Jlere is a ombination circuit o avacuum tube dote tor and
on - stage amplifier. A crystal detector is also connected t the rece'ver so that it may be used for nearby stations by simply < Nine oft
th current of the vacuum tube detector and by closing the switch, SI.

es,
:v

,

"

O.11,101, 0110, lee,

eta. 30 Ano

e

her regenerative circuit using the tined plate circuit system. This circuit is exactly the same an that of Pig. 23 except that
instead of a variometer • coil and variable condenser are used in the
plate circuit.
Fig. as is the well-known Reinarte circuit. The tuning unit consists of
•spi.cial spider web coil. Nos. 2650 or 2660. with taps and two variable
condenser. If sodio frequency amplification is to be added the primary
of the first transformer ss connected in place of the telephone.

e,

1011
0 .1M el I.

Iv

O1,00
tl
i

Ph. 37 This is the hook-up for a two-stage radio frequency amplifier
and detector with fecd-back coup'ing to obtain regeneration. By
me ns of the switches connected to he grids of the tubes, any slumber
of cages may be used.

'Oe
l

eed

Pig. 32 shows the hook up of an inductively coupled amplifier. Instead of transformers or resistances. tuned circuits are used. For
%attempt waves, a local oscillator is used to produce the " heats.”
Fig. 38 This is astandard one- t be reflex arrangement using acrystal
tia
¿et
ctor
to prevent
as a rectifier
oscillations.
The potes.
pot ntionater R. controla the grid
F14. 41 The owner of a two-sIde tuning <Ail need not incur extia
expense to make a regenerative receiver. The above dswam show,
how to connect a toe vacuum tube to obtain eked- backed..

g. 33 This circuit is the Attristropg Superautodyne system for
the reception of short waves with resistance amplifier, which are < sa,.
si uy efficient for long waves.

inter

29.de huge

'ON

Fig. 34 show. a Radio fremeney amplifier for long waves using' a
crystal detector. If DC is available. 3 is • sisnp'e matter to use it
directly on the plate and throuch • 50-w, carbon lamp to the Alarrent.
Fig. 35 is • modified Reinartx circuit. The tuner is our standard van..
coupler. No. 3150, the secondary of which is connected in eerie, with.
the primary. Tice lower part of the primary is tapped every two cures
for 30 turns.

Fig. 30 This is the famous Armstrong super-regenerative circuit.
The constants are as follows, LI, L2—Shortawave Variocou_pler.
Secondary 80 Turns; GI—.0005 M.F.;
L. 2250LC2—.001 M.P.:
C3—.002 M.P.; Cl —.001 M.P.; 1.4—DL. 250; L5—D.L. 1500,•__
.005 le..P.; RI, R2-12.000 Ohm. each; Cfi—.005 M.P.; ICI—.! Henry
Iron- Cora Chokes C7—.002 M.F.; Tr— A.F. Transformer? Ca—
.
M.F.
On page 89 there is Usted the most advanced
Radio
Receiver Blue Prints, which have been
compiled by the
Laboratory
Engineers of the
"Radio News."
Any receiver built from these
Blue Prints will represent the most up-to-date
and efficient Radio set.

Gentlemen.
I have received my order
the package.
The time was
ceived them in good condition
ardor other parts, and I hope
t

sonner than I expected. and I was not sure that it was my ceder until Iopened
two days betore a letter that I sent the same day t sent the order.
Irewith the RASCO Catalog.
In my vacation. just after the examinations. I will
to receive then, with the quick attention and prompt delivery accorded my first
LUIS OUGPIN.
275 Juan Luna Street, Binonco. Manila, P. I.

"RASCO"
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Pig. 44 This diagram show a standard regenerative circuit with ono
stage of audio frequency amplifican un in which aotonotic filament
control jacks are used so the tubes Eght automaticat.. +ben the tee
plume plug is inserted in one or allot er of the jacks.

24

93

HOURS

Fig. 46 This diagram shows how to connect a one•stage radio free
quency amplifier between one tuner an Ithe detector unit. The radio
frequency transformer. if of the air cone type. shoul 1 be preferably
shunted bv a s-nall vanable ordnance. Ilse this hook-up with ong
R. P transformer.
Fig. 47 This diaeran ahows how the tuner and amplifier units may
be moans d in ar:11.I ' le
In the toner. either a variable con.
denser or a vaiIonider may be us:4 for tuning in the secondary circuit.

Ififit. 43 Here is a circuit of a two-stage audio frequency amplifier
It may be used with any form of detector, either a vacuum tube or •
crystal. In the latter case. the input re connoted in place of the ttline
phone in the receiver.

:WWI hew

2flev redo Vevey, need,

e

F g. 48 This circuit is arotheronedube reflex, in which the detect*
and audio frequency amplifier are connected in parallel with the secondary circuit. In this diagram coil Id is for the purpose off:suing remgranola to take place.

Ile 43 This circuit is very senit've and may be used with Myer
tubes and choke coils. It consists of one stage of radio frequency.
detector and two stages of audio freqüency with a teed- back coupling
to the first tube.
tam
Mt+. /
W.

i

'
too -.if caco lea d.t '

o
sncrea ne »it insane Law

Fig. MP liook•up for a wostage radio frequency amplifier and detector. The dotted hers show where the connections from the tuner to
the detector should be cut to in ert the amplifier. The correct hookeuR
for our Nu. 2800 R. F. transformers.

44 Wben it isdesired toonserate a loud-speaker and obtain great
vol ame of sound. a power amplifier is necessary. A two.s age amplifier
of this type is shown in the circuit above with the constants. 1he
30- Henry choke oils. K and K2. may onsist of the primary of aWsygi
e
bell.ringing tranoer. the secondary of which is left apeo. RI.
R2 and loks. CIsf Crm
2 .04 NI. P condense,.

free

Pr
I ...sr

e+:10

Olin
AL? home>, 2
C
0011MS

e

Fig. 56 When only one tube is available. it i sometimes preferable to
use it as a radio frequency amplifier. as shown here, a crystal detector
being used for rectification. The transformer may be our standard
radio frequency transformer No. 2800 or a variocoupler tuned to the
incoming loves.
Fig. 52 In this reflex circuit a tuned radio frequency transformer is
employed an the plate circuit of the tube. This provides sharper tuning
and should be used when interference from other stations is experienced.

Fig. 45 This hook•up of a regenerative receiver and one-stage am It.
tier i yen" efficient far all•around use, as well as for DX work. This
variOmetetS and variocoupler should be chosen, wound with lug...
wine. not smaller than No. 22.

Gentlemen:
Congratulations on your quick service.
Everything arrived o. k.
Am sending you another order
which I hope you will 1111 just as quickly.
I remain. a booster for Rase°.
ROBERT W. ACKER. Millsboro. N. Dak.

Gentlemen:
I have found your JIFFY JACK ene of the most useful parts of my radio nets.
1 experiment with hook •
ups, and so like to change connections easily.
I fastened a JIFFY JACK to each binding post on my flan.
able condenser and I used round bus bar wire to connect the condenser to the other instruments.
I did the
same on my tube sockets.
I also soldered two clips on my aerial and ground and I use JIFFY JACKS for Ilso
bindings posts.
EDWARD KELLY.
1959 East 73rd Street,
Cleveland.
Ohio
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ekes.

Pig. 31 This three-doge radio frequency amPlifiee and detector is
very sensitive and penes?. reception on • small loop arrial or Intb an
indoor antenna. The dotted bnes mark the reparation between the
tuner and the detector. Correct hook-up for our R. F. transformes.

Pig. 57 This is • circuit of a capatity.ramplad tuner. This circuit
is very selective and gsves sharp tuning. The coils may he honeycomb pancake or spider web and should be at right angle.
Fig. 55 This diagram n shows how to build • short.wave regenerative
receiver with two variocouplers. L and 1.1 constitute the arenal and
secondary circuit. while 12 is the primary of the second coopkr acting
as a load in the secondary: 13, rotating mud, of L2 act.., tickler coil.

PIA 53 This trap erreirit composed of an iron core choke cod, is useful
to eliminate low frequency induction from nearby power lines. The
eire of the choke toil depends upon the frequeray of the interfering
boas, but filed condensers may be added ab the variable one o. paralkl
ae shows by the dotted lines, to obtain the proper capacity.
IAA 53 By mean. of • "trap" imerted in the antenna circuit, it ià
poraible to elimarrate • station causing interference by eus,
thin trap
to the particular wave- length cd the interfering mynah. Thu may
be used with any type of meter,.

e

Pie

54 is another type of single.eircuit regenerative receiver in which
rageneration can be vray finely controlled by means of two apider.web
couple ,.
!Id. 60 is areties cirourt which is stabilized by grounding the @med..>
circuit. This form of neez circuit give, good result.

.destri

Pie 54 This ie a diagram of the one tube uper;regenerative receiver.
Th. constant. are as follow • Ivenocoupler with secondary rewound
with 80 turns of No. 22 D.C.
.C.; 2—loop natal 3' square. 12 tarot of
loin p cord dd • apart; 3—A005 M. P.; 4—.0025 M. P.; 5—.001 M. P.;
6—.003 M. P.; 7-3 to 6 volts; 8—LI230 honeycomb Coil; 9—L1500
honeycomb coils 10-90 to 120 volt "B" bettetll.

Fie 56 Hera fa • very sensitive teethe, using two tubes and honeycomb rails for the reception of any wave.longth. The coil connected
in the serial cheuit ehould be at right angles or away from the two
others.

Fig. 61 Thie circuit shows • one-stage radio frequency amplifier and
detector in which the plate circuit of the first tube is tuned by means ad
a variometer. This circuit i. very sensitive and is recommended whs.
the teraption of distant stations is desired.

res.

e

62 This regenerative nierait is tuned by mean, of two No. 8330
vanornetras and uses two small coils of 5turns each to couple the tuner
to the feed back ranometer. All the coils shown horizontally are wound
on the same tul m.
Fld. al es the Cocgkaday four•circuit tuner which is another form of
revs ncrative circuit. In this tuner only one turn of wire couplet the
a• •
run. to the secondary and provides great ecIrctiesty.

Notice
The regenerative or feed-back circuit is covered by Armstrong Patent
1,113,149, and the superheterodyne circuit by Pessenden Patents, 1,050,441
and 1,050,728 and Armstrong Patent 1,342,885. The parts listed in this catalogue were not designed or intended to be used in these circuits.
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11. 44 This M•cui has one- stage radio frequency amplification and
d Motor. Vhe latter is made regenerative by a special coupler. fil
to recommended as n prevents radsat.on Gf energy in the antenna circuit
even when the dotes or tube °mill:ens.
111ANSMITTERS

Inn core thee cad
PEI. 71 This Radiophone uses the Colpit oscillator circuit. These or
more tubes may be used n parallel and a long range is obtained when
using tnansmitting tubes with • 350 V. motor generator.

1. 3e0 Itreeemb

incheb•ve

dliden,lf

I. at MINI
Aee00aice
Iretrirevr

0v

Itece,r4,

e

FIX. 46 is a Radiophone using the plate and grid system of modulation.
A specie modulation transformer having a split arcondary
/should be wed. Circuit gives bur results with : ny number of tubes.

Pie 72 In this circuit one tube is used as an oscillator and the nther
as an amplifier. The ppodulated mrtent is applied upon the grid id
the amplifier tube.
This gives very good m 0040740 074 8700107 071‘
put than Me conventional circuit.

Fig. è
shows a simpk. esperimental Radiophone that tie experimenter may build, using an ordinary sheet wave coupler and a V. T.
A rang of a few irdles may Le obtained with this mt using: bard tube.
Plc 441 • type of mediating circuit which ismitatdefor C. W. or phone
If the circuit dom not owillate readily insert • .001 variable condenser
I. the ground lead sed ground the neptive of the filament hatter,.

Pig. 40 A very efficient one- tube Radiophone is shown in this s etch.
The modulation transformer may le a md -work coil, and the II. T.
mpply a generator or three or mom
tAtteries. •
Ile 70 Another simple Radiophone usenet a honeYcomh coil f
ductance. This honk- up is also very efficient and sininfr to °Perak.

F10. 71 is well adapted for greater power. One tube is need si
ene os modulator and one or Tame as amphfier. Excellent meta
and a very long 'singe may be obtained with this nierait. The UM/
number of tubes should be used as amplifier and modulator

FM. 74 This is erne of the test hook-ups for two tubes. The output
is uniform over the entire range of wave-lei-4.Mo of the set. LI may
mnsist of
turns of heavy vere on a tube 444 • in diameter: L2 and
L3 may consist
14 turns on a tube of the same diameter. The
coupling condenser between the two coils may be of .00075 51 P. and
C Iof .00015 M. P. The coil on the eight of this condenser is • boner
comb 1.200.

rectifier tunes connected to the H. T. winning of the transformer. A
low voltage winding with • grounded center up nwy also be provided
t. supply the filament current to the two V. T s.

Gentlemen
.
.
Eneknorsil you will fled an order tor a • iamher el your small parts. Sane of VA1ith I have found to be
entirely satisfactory.
11 the order is nivein the same prompt attention 15 My flr5t, it will afford MC the ut.
moot satisfaction.
W. E. Z1NGG,
112 Abbott Ave.. Ocean Grove, N. J.
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RASCO "B" ELIMINATOR KIT

USES LESS
THAN $ 1.00
PER YEAR
OF YOUR
HOUSE
CURRENT

$10.25
COMPLETE
NO TUBES
NO ACIDS
TO BUY

Perfect reception in your loud ipealter is always limited b the condition of . our if" batteries in series ibero'
with.
A 45 volt "B" battery is only considered "good" if it registers ABOVE 38 volts—when they register less
than that, they cause " frying" and every conceivable form of noisy background in your speaker.
The solution to
this problem is the installation of this " B" eliminator. drawing its current front your light socket—assuring you an
ever constant "B" battery supply of between 90 to 100 volts, with tua intermediate voltages of 22% to 45 ( or any
voltage if a variable resistance is inserted in the pdsitIve output
Should your receiver require 135 volts : n
the last stage for a power tube, the addition of a 15 volt "B" buttery in eerier with this eliminator ( the positife
lead of the latter being connected to the minus of the " B" battery) will solve the problem.
And, as the power
tube will be the only tube to draw current from this added "B" battery, it should last you from 6 to 9 month.
The electrolytic principle of rectification has long since been accepted AS THE MOST SATISFACTORY SYSTEM.
The electrolyte lasts about one year, and perhaps only twice a year need distilled water he added thereto.
Can
be assembled in less than one half hour—nothing further to huy.
The kit core ists of: 4 Rectifier Jars, comple:e
with Electrodes—Connectors—Filter Condenser Block—Choke Coil—.2 Resistances with mounts—full charge of Sales
—special base board furnished with 4 hollows cut therein to receive the jars—binding posts—lamp cord with detachAle plug—fibre disc and threaded rod—hook-up nire—mi ,cellanenos hardware—Blue Print and Ingruction,.
Shipped Express Collect.
No. 4000—Unassembled "Basco" " B"

$10.25

Eliminator as described

"RASCO" 2-STAGE AMPLIFIER
"NO- SOD- ER" CONNECTORS

ONLY

$820

IMPORTANT:

Note

that in

this

set,

too, we

use ow famous " No-Sod-er" connectors, making it possible fo,

any one to put the ampli-

fier together within less than an hour's time.
Only

tools

required

are

a pair

of

pliers,

a

screw driver, and your hands.
POSTPAID
9966
Most sets require a two- stage amplifier.
This two- stage amplifier is needed particularly when you have a 1- tube set, or our reties
set,
illustrated elsewhere in this catalog.
Where the usual 1- tube set, as a rule, brings
in stations on the headphones only, the addition of a 2- stage amplifier will make it possible to use the loud speaker on the set.
This set uses all of our standard apparatus
and is offered at a real bargain price, as an
inducement to buy our parts. Full directions.
with blueprints, are furnished and we guarantee results from this amplifier to equal any
other two- stage amplifier on the market.

rARTs

INCLUDED

IN

it % scir 'l-si % ea-

PLIFI EK :
No. 710-.4 Mahogany Cabinet, 7:10"
$ 2.£0
No. 7100-1 Oiteetrite Panel
0(5
No. 9502-2 Rase. Transformers, 3 to 1. ea. $ 1.50
3.(.0
No. 6335-1 Jones 2- Circuit Jack
0.75
No. 5515-2 Bakelite Sockets, each 25e
0-0
No. 4309-1 Bakelite a- ohm Rheostat. Parent
0. ,-6
Na. 6060-14 Binding Post Nameplates. each 2e
0,0
No. 201-10 Baste Binding Posts. each 4e
0.40
No- Sod-or Wire Conneetors, full blueprints and directions
0.35
Total $9.21
No. 9968 OUR

PRICE

$8.20

>
THE RASCO SONATA RECEIVER
N.
o
9658 Colnplete, Receiver,
Adjustable unit,
Built-in LoudSpeaker and
Cabinet

$35.95
No. 8923

CABINET ONLY

$17.45

Only RASCO could utter surir salue as this receiver for
so reasonable a price.
We guarantee you 100% satis... faction with this receiver!
And by satisfaction we mean
."' it will be capable of very selective tuning, maximum
sensitivity to the most distant stations, volume and clarity
as you would desire it.
In fact. It Is sera comparable
to our Rasco LEADER No. 9056. to which you may
refer for a general description.
The panel is genuine
bakelite, with very pleasing decoration:.
The dial numos. hers are etched directly upon the panel.
An oversized
, knob. attached to the condenser tuning shafts, is used for
• the tuning.
Two jacks on the panel allow an optional
use of an external loud speaker or head phones.
Two
rheostats and a battery switch complete the panel layout.
You will note the very exclusive feature on this Radi o
receiver—when it is not in operation, the hinging front
cover completely conceals the panel; this makes a very
striking and pleasing appearance—for, once you have
tuned in a station, and wish to " stand by" to enjoy its
program, you can close the rover, incidentally preventing
anybody from disturbing the dial settings.
When this
voter is down, it maltes a very convenient arm rest,
while tuning the receiver.
The top cover also hinges.
to provide for immediate access to the iuttes for adjusting
the loud speaker unit, or, for inspection of the actual
interior of the Radio receiver.
The loud speaker furnished is composed of an unusually well designed metal
throat and wood tone chamber coveted by a very attractite
scrolled grill.
The unit is vely powerful, for, to meet
the requirements of this receiver. it MUST BE; once
adjusted. It need never again be touched.
The tubes lit
into the latest type of U.X. sockets, which are built into
the sub- base panel—and wIth•li provide for the use of
either UN 199 dry cell tubes ( 3 volts), or the 201A
storage battery type.
The variable inndensers are the
latest straight line corrected frequency models; the audio
transformers are equal in perfot•mance to the same type

[
1

r

ri
red inmade
very NO
much SACRIFICE
more expensivein receivers—In
fact, we
have
the
ELECTRICAL
QUALITY or MECHANICAL DURABILITY of any of
the component parts ti ,ed in this receive,.
We fully
realize that you as a pleased customer w ill be our very
best advertisement, for you will recommend ail our products to your many friends—extensive newspaper and
magazine advertising would make thi s se lf- same rece i
ver
sell for 5 times its modest cost.
To make you ever
boastful to show this rei•eirer to your friends and to
wsrrant its entry into your thing room, we hate enclosed
It in a very attractive two- toned MAHOGANY CABINET.
with a finish thereon usually found only on high priced
furniture.
The overall dim,n,ion, of this receiver are 28
Inches long by 11 inches deep by 8 incites high.
No. 9658
Rasco Sonata Radio Receiver, Complete with Built-in Loud Speaker
and Adjustable Unit

i

-1,,

x.

L

$35

.95

Due to weight, sent by Express Collect.
No. 8923
Cabinet Only. Without Receiver. Builtin
Loud Speaker and Adjustable Unit Included.
Panel
size:
7 inches high
by
18
inches long.
Overall
long. II inches deep,

..

dimensions:
8 inches

28

lisle to weight, sent by Express rotten.

F
..KDc

inches

$17 •45

high

x

1
,-

,

Racfio Receiver Accessories

$26.55

1

3E-

he Rasco 5-Tube Raàio Receiving Set
OUR LEADER

$25.55
as illustrated

$23.45
No. 9056

De Luxe Appearance
In thls current ntodél We have dispensed with the consent ional Bakelite panel, anal StIlestittlleti a inut.li more
costly panel of Walnut 5- ply wood. beaut Milli - grained
anal finished. . Tho instruments attaeload thereto du not
!squire any ele,irical insulation, therefore, the bakelite
ran be .a.o.cessfally eliminated.
The dial plates ate very
altraefl,lv antique gold finished, with the dial numbers
handsomely etched thereon.
'
rie large knob are a perfect
match ta, the lint:Mad surfaee nf Ille Panel.
The rhenctal
and sti itch plates ;end knobs ale Identical in general
aPPearaeve, 'rite cabinet is highly Pail klied ahlas•
walnut, and st ill grace the appearance and general decorative etrects of any room.
The panel
slightly set at
an angle. for easier manipulation of the dials. and better
lisian thet eat.
The screws holding the panel are also
gohl plated.

Simple Operation

The three large knobs are rotated together, and, as a rule,
they will eke!' he set to the same corresponding number
on eio la of the tlial plates.
For instance, WRNY may
mum. in at gin ON E.tvii ol"rtim DIALS.
°nee you
bare ', traded a saation. with its dial leading , and station call letters to listen in again to that self -,dne sitst ) iati Ina teiy base to , iat s r three large dial , to
tMoe laits logisly
sea in
line of tlo• Iwo
smaller knobs ', annals the talons, which call lie ' reel:dell
from ale. : oftest mid:pets to the teigldie -1
,
ir
ma , erpie ,e
tb.n,
a, ale: dcaree N•tstil natas
The other idiot, 10,11. !tie liatterieis oll talad off --idle
simple little oluirai too, .511y avii/d can succes,fullY
operate this reedy, r.

L
I
If

s. ,

pli ti I,

.

Ultra Selective

in a large city, or ectoparat help near one.
• 'non your thob... ' if a caris ci' be for one
able to tune out any unwanted station com•
she. chic,
e
Yolk, l'hba -o.
r ay ta. 211
t
, it ' riais.,
tied tittles,
tsar
de- tenet].

and

ten.

a.i.
heard
at once.
Laboratory and practical tests
with th as receiver enables as to assure you that it will
positively tune in only one station at a time.

Ultra Sensitive
Ti,,' thrill of distance reception is bound to inap,.
aal and stake of you a Radio fan—millions
whom - explore' the ether every ni
uurlil.
Many a allie “ tsitst •
with a disgruntled shrug of the sh.• • •
with the belief that there ale I- .
oat ion,

ld,,adeasting

that

eight.

111.in , 11.0

lie

leas lamed in.
But he is mistaken— if he owned one
of these Radios, he would find himself still - listening
in' to stations located in every nook and corner of
the United States till the very small hours of the
morning.
The very fact that this rect. her is so
ultra sensitive also assures you that it your home
town is located a few hundred miles from the nearest
broadcasting station, you will enjoy their programs
with surprising volume and clarity. uhereas /
abet
'trichina's of inferior si•nsitivity might reeel Vs' UP'
.dee o,0.0, end,
, ent• ad%or.e',edition , . a, it
it

it.

Iles

11,4

ill- trier

without cabinet
Volume With Perfect Clarity
There are many receivers which ran he forced to produce
,oltime at the eiistly eXpell... of clarity—and after all
your sense of enjoyment of the Radio Programs is solely
dependent on the clarity with which you may receive
these programs.
Our oboe, to produce clarity with
volume lint, niel nit), ,de. e... latas it required many
months of delllo•rate and laborious experimenting.
The
first passages of music that you will hear over this Radio
will thrill you with its ll)07,, fidelity of rendition.

The Circuit Employed
Mile out of every ten leceives in use today use too
ages tit tuned radio frequeney amplification, one tuned
als te. tor stage and two stages of audio frequeney
t•sto ilia we, but, herein lies. the difference: The
quality of parts used, and the method employed tu
iliminate self•cescillations.
If this is to be the first
Radio receiver you will have owned, let us assure you
that we have striven to give you the very best possible
apparatus, bid, if you are striplailsted With Radio circuits,
t die
de-anisaion centilitre yell: The variable
, endereei ,
ate lei Site late•t
straight line rorrected fees
a
t:au/icy
la- 1111' > tickets ale the
l'.X. model, enabling
;be elmbe of either storage battery or dry cell tuLes
I .
ISt9
lypes — the coils
are of imprined low lose,
.1e- xi,. and ti ill co, er all tittle lengths betw een 200 and
a
1i...tel.—the de ,ector and anuilifYlng MI/es are ',m.11,11 lay fixed re•istam es. whereas the two R.F. tub es ,
. • .. nandled liy the theo-tat on ihe panel, as a volume r
and partly
illation Iotolial hery essential on the most
dial:Lot stations i— ehe itt,ljaa nansfortners are of low ratio,
pet te, ly matched : old ea. ' able of tremendous volume-Ow relitt are plareil at abaular iso.itions to enc.)) miler,
anti ma ved>. sepatated, to rcilui•e
Point
to taiint bus har, catelully soldered at joints, system
emialt«ti for maximum el% iency.
All wiring, coils and
audio transformers are rigidly attached on the under stile
..f a ha hell ie sub- lease nand, preventing misehievous
handling thereof.
The last stage of audio frequency has
separate binding posts for additional voltages for both
"It" and " V" batteries, should you rare to use a Pour
tube for maximum clarity, volume. etc.
Itemaining bat- t_
tery wires are connected to the receiver by means of 5- •
wire tattle, correctly tagged for Identifleation.
Detailed ,
Instruellons for Installation and . euersditin included with
each rceeiver.
Panel size, 7 holies by 10 inches— !
about 41 1,:j.
inches deep.
We recommend the list of
accessorie..: ti,''', heal el,where in thls catalogue, and any •
(lair
Shipped express collect.
No. 9056
5- tube Receiver as illustrated and described
No. 9057
Same receiver as above, but without a
cabinet.
Can be installed in any of our consoles or in your own cabinet.
chest, etc.

$23.45

